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1. Introduction
The Covid-19 pandemic has, since early 2020, been associated with swift changes
to how education is conducted across the globe. In attempting to maintain ‘social
distancing’ and thereby prevent the further spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the
provision of teaching, learning and assessment has been re-mediated in ways that
have placed digital technologies—and especially online platforms—at the forefront
of public conversations and policy discourses about education systems to an unprecedented degree. The word ‘pivot’ has often been deployed, especially by policymakers
and institutional managers, to highlight both the rapidity of the changes and the
sheer extent to which it seems that long-entrenched educational practices are being
supplanted by newly crafted alternatives.
This development has been a double-edged sword for those scholars who devote
their labours to research fields such as technology enhanced learning, distance education, online and open learning, and e-assessment. To be sure, the extent to which
such fields have projected an aura of progress and relevance has long ebbed and
flowed, with bursts of popularity punctuating periods in the wilderness—a picture
complicated by a dramatic unevenness between different global contexts and the
rapidity with which particular ideas are, and then suddenly are not, en vogue. Also
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to be sure, any sense in which the scholars associated with
these fields have wanted to evangelise their research objects
has long been contested, with more recent generations of
scholars seeming (relatively) more interested in theoretically
driven critiques than their (relatively) solution oriented
forebears (cf. Bligh, 2020). Yet, caveats notwithstanding, the
situation has been an uncomfortable one. The very nature of
the conjuncture in which public attention has been focussed
on technological change in education has been one in which
the surrounding context has presented difficult challenges
to established scholarly wisdom. Finding themselves in
the spotlight, researchers in these fields have needed to
vacillate; perhaps even to worry whether they are being
positioned to carry the can when everything goes wrong.
Such situations invite defensive mechanisms, of course,
and one rhetorical manoeuvre was adopted remarkably
quickly—the coining of exceptionalist terms. Probably the
most widespread such term has been ‘emergency remote
teaching’, meaning education newly undertaken online,
at a distance, because of Covid-19. Emergency remote
teaching is fundamentally distinct, we are told, from those
more established forms of online education already growing
in popularity over the preceding years: with the crucial
differences concerned with condensed planning processes,
the prosaic objectives driving the attendant change efforts,
and the intention that online modalities are to be used only
temporarily (Hodges et al., 2020).
A conceptual differentiation of present phenomenon
from established research knowledge serves, of course, a
number of useful functions. Where scholars lack answers,
change initiatives stumble forwards chaotically, or stakeholder experiences leave a persistent bad taste, the response
that what you are describing is not really online education
can serve remarkably well. Yet it also brings deleterious
consequences. Among other things, it serves to homogenise
prior experiences (was online learning really always so
well planned before?), discourages taking inspiration from
knowledge that might have been partially valuable (haven’t
the facilitators and students of online learning always had
novice experiences?), and invites a reactive focus on issues
of training, support and technology—to the detriment of
change, development and emerging vision. A narrow focus
on the exceptional experiences, technologies and training
provision associated with emergency remote teaching, for
example, certainly seems circumscribed in its contribution
back to the more established bodies of literature, and
forward to debates about what might come next.
The purpose of the present special issue, therefore,
was to invite a range of contributions that would be
160

simultaneously similar and different. We wanted to present
contributions which would focus on the nature and extent of
educational change associated with the Covid-19 ‘pivot’, but
which would not be constrained, in so doing, to artificially
circumscribe the scope or nature of their investigation. We
wished to draw attention to the nature of the phenomenon
we were studying—and so our call for papers explicitly used
the vocabulary of “pivoting” and “Covid-19 pandemic”—yet
we did not wish to strongly demarcate the work presented
to an orientation within the exceptionalist literature. We
certainly set up no expectations of using particular terms
(such as “emergency remote teaching”) or drawing on particular bodies of knowledge. The consequence, as elaborated
below, is a mixed ecology, in terms of both vocabulary and
scholarly inspiration—one that we hope better connects this
‘specialised’ field of enquiry to a range of debates both wider
in scope and more longitudinal in implication.
Our initial call for papers elicited 13 proposals, of which
7 papers survived the inevitable attrition of peer review and
the exceptional circumstances surrounding the writing and
editing process (forced to withdraw part-way through, one
correspondent invoked the irony of having been prevented
from writing about the educational disruptions of the
Covid-19 pandemic by… the educational disruptions of the
Covid-19 pandemic). As has been our strategy since the
beginning of the Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning
project (Bligh & Lee, 2020), we attempted to generate a
scholarly conversation between contributors to the issue.
In this case, that was accomplished by trying to ensure that
papers were peer reviewed, anonymously, by one other
contributor—meaning that around half of the peer reviewing
effort was undertaken by authors themselves—and by
inviting all reviewers and members of the editorial board to
contribute commentaries at the end.
In what follows this editorial, therefore, we present 8
entries in this special issue: seven full papers and a collected
commentary. As we elaborate below, we cluster full papers
into categories fundamentally concerned, in turn, with pedagogical values, change processes, and the position of technology. We conclude the issue with a collected commentary,
comprising thirteen entries by 14 authors, which addresses
a broader range of themes and considers the implications,
moving forward, for both practice and scholarship.

2. The papers
Our first two papers each foreground, in different ways,
the role of pedagogical values during the pandemic ‘pivot’.
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The paper by Victoria I. Marín (2022), Student-centred
learning in higher education in times of Covid-19: A critical
analysis, juxtaposes the specialist literature on emergency
remote teaching with that on student-centred learning—a
phrase whose meaning encompasses a variety of constructivist approaches (like problem, project, case and inquiry-based
learning) which have long been understood as relevant
to digital pedagogy. Marín scrutinises the literature on
emergency remote teaching, and finds that, where claims are
made for supporting student-centred learning, this typically
refers to specific, limited course design elements: such as
student prompting and progress monitoring, the provision
of tools, and some encouragement for students to create
artefacts. What seems largely absent, conversely, is much
ambition that students might take ownership of their own
learning; for instance, by setting their own goals or sharing
resources with each other. Remarkably, evaluative reports
for these re-designed courses are overwhelmingly positive—
sometimes more positive than for the pre-pandemic courses
that have been supplanted. Marín’s analysis invites us to
reflect on the ongoing relevance of firm pedagogical principles, how these have been sustained or attenuated during
the period of the Covid-19 pivot, and the ongoing implications for re-designing educational provision in the future.
Our second paper, by Khadija Al-Ali (2022), is entitled
To see or not to see; the withering boundaries of invisibility:
A novice Kuwaiti tutor’s experience of teaching online. Al-Ali
draws mainly on the literature of feminist pedagogy, which
has long critiqued issues of choice and power in classroom
practices and which has, more recently, been applied to
studies of online learning contexts. The paper presents an
autoethnographic narrative from the vantage point of a
“first-time online tutor in a Kuwaiti college during the Covid-19 pandemic”. Al-Ali notices what she calls an “emerging
context of invisibility”, in which certain students choose to
materialise their interests in unusual ways which, in turn,
compel the tutor to adapt her teaching approach. The paper
emphasises strongly the context-specificity of pedagogical
values (like ‘student empowerment’), and emphasises
that we must be prepared for them to be manifest in very
different ways as educational contexts change and develop.
Our next three papers encourage us to understand the
Covid-19 ‘pivot’ processually: through a lens of change.
The third paper, by Christos Petichakis (2022), is called
Review of a pivoted fully online flipped learning modality to
promote reflection for early career teaching staff development.
The paper, which draws on the theory of situated learning,
documents the re-design of a professional development
course for teaching staff—contrasting the pre-Covid-19
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

design against the pivoted variant, and reflecting on the
introduction of a flipped learning modality. The paper
argues that the success of the initiative derives, in large
part, from the principled application of a definite conceptual
framework. Petichakis’ work reminds us of the importance of
being guided by definite objectives when engaging in change
processes—even where, as in the case of the ‘pivot’, planning
time is scarce.
The fourth paper, by Reya Saliba, Matthew A. Carey, and
Rachid Bendriss (2022), is entitled Reimagining premedical
foundation blended curriculum through design thinking: A
qualitative study. The paper draws on the long history of
Design Thinking, a tradition which originally emerged in
fields such as architecture, design and art, and which has
since spread across many disciplines, including healthcare
and medical education, which is the context for Saliba et
al.’s study. Saliba, Carey and Bendriss report on an initiative
in which the Covid-19 pandemic was used as a stimulus to
shift from a previous course design—based on practitioner
shadowing and understood through the lens of experiential
learning—to a new one based on student projects, which
made use of an approach derived from Design Thinking. The
paper argues that the approach positively stimulated interactions, both between tutors and students and within student
groups. Moreover, Saliba et al. suggest that the approach has
an ongoing potential, given the success of the new course
design in helping students to think in more ‘patient-centred’
ways when pursuing their projects.
The fifth paper, by Dale Munday (2022), is called Hybrid
pedagogy and learning design influences in a higher education
context. The paper explores the issue of hybrid learning design, which has emerged as an important issue in the wake
of the Covid-19 ‘pivot’. Munday’s work explores the extent
and nature of hybrid learning design as it has been achieved
in practice: both by surveying academics from a range of
UK universities and exploring institutional analytics from a
single site. Munday’s analysis suggests that the commonly
understood features of hybrid learning are present in actual
learning designs to only a fairly limited degree. Munday’s
work highlights the importance of a number of issues when
pursuing hybrid learning: such as pedagogical focus, digital
capabilities, institutional influence, and obtaining support
from online professional networks external to the institution.
Such issues will doubtless remain important for ongoing
attempts at innovating teaching and learning modes.
Our final two full papers problematise the positioning
of particular technologies during the Covid-19 pandemic
‘pivot’.
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Our sixth paper, by Dave Gatrell (2022), is entitled
Challenges and opportunities: Videoconferencing, innovation
and development. While Gatrell draws inspiration from the
literature on emergency remote teaching, he frames the
issue in an unusually holistic way: noticing that there is
much valuable insight that can be gleaned from the scholarship on pedagogy during previous public health crises,
natural disasters, and protest-related disruptions. From this
analysis, Gatrell draws the conclusion that it is important to
understand situations such as the Covid-19 ‘pivot’ as unfolding responses to ongoing dilemmas. Gatrell subsequently
puts forward a longitudinal analysis, framed by activity
theory, of his own support for university teachers adopting
videoconferencing for synchronous teaching during the
pandemic situation. The paper describes how a community
of teachers was forged against this backdrop, for purposes of
professional development in relation to uses of the tool, and
the potential for subsequent institutional innovation that is
already emerging as a consequence.
The seventh paper, by Liz Dovrat (2022), is called
Perceptions of emergency remote teaching tools used during
Covid-19 online teaching by an Israeli English for Academic
Purpose (EAP) department. The paper brings together two
strands of literature, that on emergency remote teaching
and that on disciplinary pedagogy in the area of English
as a Foreign Language, and notices that the latter conveys
a long trajectory of debates of manifest resonance for the
former—including the necessity of teachers managing shifts
in identity when integrating technologies into their practice.
Dovrat subsequently employs a social practice perspective to
frame a study in which respondents from across a particular
English for Academic Practice teaching setting are asked
to reflect on the tools they used when ‘pivoting’ and how
these continue to be integrated into their academic practice.
The paper’s findings show that teachers’ views of particular
technologies, and the extent to which they persevered with
them, were deeply interwoven with how they were supported by local workgroups comprised of both other teachers
and institutional administrators. Such findings challenge
the prevalent argument that teachers simply used whatever
technology was made available or prescribed within an
institution.
We conclude the issue with a collected commentary,
comprising 13 entries from fourteen authors, entitled Technology and educational ‘pivoting’ in the wake of the Covid-19
pandemic: A collected commentary (Bligh et al., 2022). The
contributors are Brett Bligh, Kyungmee Lee, Charles Crook,
Maria Cutajar, Cassandra Sturgeon Delia, Yuhong Lei,
Michael Lower, Victoria I. Marín, Rob Miles, Philip Moffitt,
Dale Munday, Don Passey, Reya Saliba, and Mengting Yu.
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Recurrent themes in the 13 concise entries include reclaiming a sense of history when discussing the Covid-19 ‘pivot’,
differentiating practitioner experiences from overblown
rhetoric, reappraising educational sociality in light of
sometimes harsh pandemic experiences, understanding the
consequences of unprecedented change for long-established
practices, examining moves to accommodate new modes of
education (such as ‘hybrid learning’), exploring the pandemic ‘pivot’ as interlocking and multifaceted processes of
change, and maintaining a sense of trajectory—and rejecting
a simple ‘pivot back’.
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Abstract

Student-centred learning is a pedagogical concept that has impregnated many
of the discourses about teaching and learning in the last 10 years, as opposed to
teacher-centred learning, and is considered core in higher education for adequately
preparing lifelong learners. During the Covid-19 outbreak, teaching and learning in
traditional higher education institutions shifted from face-to-face classes to online
ones, and some educators tried innovative ways to deliver a student-driven education in these settings. Although there is an extensive literature on student-centred
learning and online learning, the former has not been so far explored during the
particular situation of emergency remote teaching due to Covid-19. Considering the
relevance of student-centred learning for lifelong learning in a world in constant
transformation, in this study I critically analyse the application of student-centred
approaches in this context through a systematic literature review. Nine publications
were selected according to their focus on and interest upon a student-centred learning design of a university course during Covid-19 pandemic. The “Own it, Learn it
and Share it” framework to enhance student engagement in student-centred learning
was used as the conceptual framework to guide the critical analysis. The critical analysis shows that the problem-based learning approach was the most popular during
this period, and that most of the described designs include elements for supporting
learning such as prompting and modelling, the provision/use of tools and resources,
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and progress monitoring (Learn it), as well as for assisting
sharing in terms of creating artifacts (Share it). However,
fewer elements of the course designs addressed specifically
some aspects to support learning ownership (Own it) such
as goal setting, and to encourage sharing through Web
2.0 publications (Share it). The conclusions reflect also on
aspects missing in the framework, such as the emotional
aspects, emphasized due to the pandemic situation, and the
specific condition of student-centred learning derived from
group work, and result in recommendations for student-centred learning in higher education beyond Covid-19.

1. Introduction
The pedagogical concept of student-centred learning
(SCL), as well as the paradigm shift from teacher-centred
learning to SCL, has been often present in reports, speeches,
studies and reflections, especially in the context of European
Higher Education Area (EHEA) reforms, where SCL gained
a central stage and was identified as a higher education
priority area in 2015 (Dakovic & Zhang, 2020; European
Students’ Union, 2010; Hoidn, 2016; Sursock, 2015). SCL
focuses on the development of students’ competencies
and on the processes of acquisition and construction of
knowledge, as well as on the permanent and active attitude
towards learning (Esteve & Gisbert, 2011). Within a world in
constant transformation, higher education institutions’ commitment should be to prepare “responsible, critical citizens
who can develop personally and professionally and meet the
contemporary needs of society”, which includes preparing
lifelong learners (Global University Network for Innovation,
2021, p. 14). Therefore, SCL should be considered as core in
higher education, being innovative changes a requirement to
introduce it (Salinas, 2004).
SCL has been discussed extensively in the educational
technology field, considering that digital technologies are
a key driver in the new roles for instructors and students,
and make possible student-centred learning experiences
(McLoughlin & Lee, 2010; Salinas et al., 2008). In online
learning, the presence of SCL through some of its characteristics (e.g., self-regulation or scaffolding) is even
more remarkable, and has also been widely covered in the
literature (e.g., see reviews by Doo et al., 2020; Wong et
al., 2019). Against the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic,
different authors point towards the potential impact on the
applied pedagogies due to emergency remote teaching (ERT)
(Hodges et al., 2020), and suggest a greater student’s agency
and responsibility for their learning and innovative ways
to deliver a student-driven education (Bozkurt et al., 2020;
Zhao, 2020). However, this aspect has not been addressed in
166

detail yet (see reviews by Bond et al., 2021; Stewart, 2021).
Although the literature on online learning has already addressed some of the aspects of SCL, the particular situation
of ERT is of interest as a different form than online learning
(Hodges et al., 2020) and deserves special attention.
In the context of the study, I align with the concept of
SCL related to the notion of student-centred learning environments (SCLEs) suggested by Damşa and Lange (2019),
since learning cannot be “designed”, but instead teaching
and pedagogical design can provide the environment and
tools that offer opportunities for (student-centred) learning
(Goodyear & Dimitriadis, 2013). In this context, the model
“Own it, Learn it, and Share it” (OLSit) proposed by Lee
and Hannafin (2016) offers a design framework based on
relevant theories that fits this notion of SCLEs. Despite not
being designed in the context of Covid-19, the OLSit has
been considered as very applicable to the online shift in
educational contexts caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, due
to the simplicity of the framework (Cheng, 2020; Edyburn,
2021), when self-directed learning was required for a good
online learning performance (Gu, 2021). This even considering that educators were often lacking experience in online
education and / or teacher digital competence (Gewerc
et al., 2020; Stewart, 2021). This aspect makes the model
OLSit to be a convenient way to analyse the design of SCLEs
in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Therefore, in this study I explore the SCL approaches
that have been carried out as part of university courses
during Covid-19 against the elements of the OLSit model
in a systematic literature review. The aim of this paper is
to critically analyse SCL approaches in higher education
developed during Covid-19, from the point of view of their
design as reported by instructors-authors in the literature.
By doing this, I attempt to provide answers to the
following questions:
•

How have SCL approaches been designed during ERT
in higher education?

•

How do these SCL approaches (not) align with the
pedagogical concept as understood in the literature?

•

What (involved and missing) issues are especially
particular from SCL approaches during this period?
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2. Literature review
2.1 Emergency remote education in higher education
and its impact
Hodges et al. (2020) make a clear distinction between
“experiences that are planned from the beginning and
designed to be online” and ERT, which “is a temporary shift
of instructional delivery to an alternate delivery mode due
to crisis circumstances”. This is also emphasized by the
survey report on the impact of Covid-19 on higher education
around the world developed by Marinoni et al. (2020):
Several respondents referred to the fact that a different
pedagogy is required for distance teaching and learning
and that it is a challenge for faculty to seamlessly make
this sudden and unprepared shift from face-to-face to
distance teaching and learning. The level of readiness
or preparedness of teachers to lift this challenge is very
diverse (p. 25).
The same authors reported that faculty often used a
“learning by doing” approach or tried to imitate a face-toface mode using the online teaching mode, which reflects
a general lack of teaching experience in online education
(Gewerc et al., 2020; Stewart, 2021).
Despite these circumstances, some authors show optimism about the impact of Covid-19 on educational innovation and change in teaching and learning (Ellis et al., 2020;
Marinoni et al., 2020; Zhao, 2020). Mishra et al. (2020)
describe a three-step process based on Lewin’s change management theory to explain the innovative changes related
to Covid-19 in higher education: 1) unfreezing of traditional
teaching-learning, which provided motivation and readiness among stakeholders, 2) changing to online learning,
replicating practices from other institutions, or using one’s
own, and 3) refreezing, to integrate technology in teaching-learning processes for flexible learning. Flexible modes
of delivery and of achievement of learning outcomes have
been emphasized as essential and, therefore, the fact that
SCL approaches are very much needed is again highlighted
(McMillan, 2020). Therefore, evaluation questions such as
how faculty handled the design of ERT, where they (and the
students) struggled the most and what the outcomes of this
process were, are relevant in the context of ERT (Marinoni
et al., 2020). On the other hand, Bozkurt and Sharma
(2020), in their reflection about ERT remind instructors to
ask themselves if they are focusing enough on learners and
learning, and not just consider ERT as an “opportunity to
test online pedagogy centric approaches” (p. 3).
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

According to the different reviews conducted in the
Covid-19 period so far (Bond et al., 2021; Stewart, 2021),
students’ perceptions about online learning and the impact
of the shift to online learning were major areas of interest.
Course redesign - without specifying whether or not an SCL
approach was adopted - was the focus of only the 11% of the
empirical studies included in the systematic literature review
by Bond et al. (2021). This fact suggests a deeper look
into the literature in this period to explore if and how SCL
approaches have been (re)designed in the context of ERT,
considering both the optimism about the impact of Covid-19
on educational change in higher education and the diverse
level of preparedness of instructors for ERT.
2.2 Student-centred learning (SCL)
Although there is no clear definition of SCL, there is an
overall agreement on SCL being rooted in the philosophy
that the student is at the heart of the learning process
(European Students’ Union, 2010). In SCL approaches,
students assume autonomy and responsibility for their own
learning, by processing interpreting, and refining meaning
and understanding that rests on individual experiences (Lee
& Hannafin, 2016). These authors also argue that SCL is a
complex learning process in which students are supported in
the motivational, social, and cognitive aspects. On the other
hand, the concept is not free from polemic. Different studies
at the EU level suggest that the implementation of SCL is
inadequate and a part of the reason for this is that SCL is
often misconceptualized (Dakovic & Zhang, 2020).
Considering the above-mentioned understanding of SCL,
the learning theory of the andragogy underpins SCL with
the conception of self-directed learning, which is considered
“…a process in which individuals take the initiative, with
or without the help of others, in diagnosing their learning
needs, formulating learning goals, identifying human and
material resources for learning, choosing and implementing
learning strategies, and evaluating learning outcomes”
(Knowles, 1975, p. 18, cited in Blaschke & Marín, 2020).
In andragogic settings, learners have more control in
organizing and directing learning, and therefore they have
more autonomy, than in didactic settings. A further level
takes self-directed learning to self-determined learning in
the learning theory of heutagogy, by adding a non-linear
learning structure, self-determined and transformational
learning in terms of self-efficacy, competency, capability, etc.
In this way, the Pedagogy-Andragogy-Heutagogy (PAH)
continuum is considered a progression towards further
learner autonomy (Blaschke, 2012). The PAH continuum
is an instructional theory, meaning that it is situation-based
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and done purposely to facilitate learning and can use different instructional methods (e.g., problem-based learning) for
SCL.
According to Lee and Hannafin (2016), SCL has been
covered through different names, which are considered
forms or approaches to SCL – or instructional methods, as
suggested in Blaschke and Marín (2020): problem-based
learning, project-based learning, case-based learning and
inquiry learning. In all these constructivist approaches,
students construct knowledge by exploring and analysing
versus processing specified content from directed instruction. Also, student and instructors’ roles change against
the traditional roles: students as knowledge creators and
evaluators instead of receivers, and educators as facilitators
and scaffolding providers, instead of knowledge transmitters
(Lee & Hannafin, 2016). Considering the PAH continuum,
the traditional roles will correspond with pedagogy or
didactic as a teaching theory, “rather than a learning theory,
[…] usually based on transmission” (McAuliffe et al., 2009,
p. 14), whereas the new ones would be somewhere within
andragogy and heutagogy.
The relations between SCL and technology have been explicitly underlined by the educational technology literature
(Salinas, Pérez Garcias & de Benito, 2008). For instance, the
literature review by Väätäjä and Ruokamo (2021) highlights
that “constructivist and student-centered approaches seem
to be largely associated with digital pedagogy” (p. 8).
Furthermore, the systematic literature review on technology-enhanced learning for student agency in higher education
by Marín et al. (2020) puts many learner processes connected to SCL (e.g., learner autonomy, ownership of learning,
self-regulation) in relation to the use of technology in the
classroom. Also, previous work has underlined the use of
different technologies and digital pedagogies for supporting
SCL and student agency (Blaschke & Marín, 2020; Buchem
et al., 2020; Castañeda & Tur, 2020; Dabbagh & Castañeda,
2020; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Drexler, 2010; McLoughlin & Lee, 2010; Rahimi et al., 2015).
Finally, it has already been acknowledged that SCL is a
“pedagogical approach deeply rooted in historical, philosophical-religious, and thus cultural conditions of Western
Europe and the United States” (Komatsu et al., 2021, p. 8).
As the same authors explain, SCL emerged with teacher-centered learning (TCL) declining, becoming the construction of
pedagogy dichotomous (SCL/TCL). However, the conception
behind this study is not in line with the idea of students
taking distance from social relations posed by Komatsu et al.
(2021). In considering different forms of SCL, I recognize
the importance of social relations created by methods such
168

as (group) project-based learning or (group) problem-based
learning.

3. Theoretical framework
Considering its focus on engagement in SCL approaches
and its applicability to ERT (Cheng, 2020; Edyburn, 2021),
in this study I take into consideration the framework “Own
it, Learn it and Share it” (OLSit) developed by Lee and
Hannafin (2016). Three theories underpin this framework:
the self-determination theory, constructivism, and constructionism. To these theories, I add two theories derived from
education, heutagogy and andragogy. Both are considered to
foster SCL according to McAuliffe et al. (2009). An overview
of these theories has been already provided in section 2.2.
The self-determination theory points towards learner
autonomy and connects to the learning theory of heutagogy. The self-determination theory relates autonomy to a
high-quality motivation, which may be intrinsic or extrinsic;
however, interactions between these types of motivation
influence student’ performance and learning in SCL (Ryan &
Deci, 2006). Considering the PAH continuum, the realization
of self-determined learning at the heutagogy level would
require the highest level of learner maturity and autonomy,
whereas the course structure and instructor control are
kept low, in comparison to previous levels in the continuum
(andragogy or the cultivation of self-directed learning,
and pedagogy or didactic as engagement with learning)
(Blaschke, 2012).
Constructivism focuses on the students’ processes of
discovery to obtain knowledge by themselves and then using
it to transform this knowledge into something new when
organizing it, rearranging it and connecting previous and
new knowledge, considering the learner, the context and
understanding as interdependent and connected elements
(Bruner, 1961, cited in Lee & Hannafin, 2016). In this study,
it is also especially important to consider elements from
social constructivism, which incorporates the importance
of peer interactions to reach richer levels of understanding
than individually (Vygotsky, 1978, cited in Lee & Hannafin,
2016).
Constructionism involves the active production by
students of external and shareable artifacts to communicate
one’s knowledge (Jonassen et al., 1996). The learning
process is considered to take place both in the creation and
sharing the products, and the student engagement with
those artifacts is cognitive and emotional (Price & Marshall,
2013).
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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Figure 1. Subcomponents of the OLSit framework

Note. The subcomponents correspond to the design assumptions of the OLSit framework and the descriptions have
been adapted in consideration with the design guidelines provided. Adapted from “A design framework for enhancing
engagement in student-centered learning: own it, learn it, and share it” by E. Lee and M. J. Hannafin, 2016, Educational
Technology Research and Development, 64, pp. 722-727. (https://doi.org/10.1007/s11423-015-9422-5).
Based on those theories, three main constructs are built
upon the framework: autonomy (self-determination theory),
scaffolding (constructivism) and audience (constructionism).
The framework integrates motivational, cognitive, social,
and affective aspects of learning. The model proposes design
guidelines based on the three constructs (Lee & Hannafin,
2016) (see Figure 1):
•

Own it targets the development of personal
ownership and autonomous motivation. Students
define their purpose and prepare their learning plan
supported by the educator (Edyburn, 2021). Design
suggestions include the facilitation of the endorsement of external goals, the provision of opportunities
to set specific personal goals and the provision of

Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

choices that matter. Many of those suggestions relate
to the principles of andragogy (McAuliffe et al.,
2009).
•

Learn it is focused on scaffolding the accomplishment
of goals. Students engage in learning activities that
are operationalized through their learning plan
(Edyburn, 2021). Design guidelines are related to
providing explicit directions on starting engagement,
supporting the selection and use of tools and resources, prompting to support varying needs, integrating
the terminology used in the discipline, and supporting students as they monitor their progress.
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•

Share it addresses student engagement by presenting
and sharing artifacts with authentic audiences.
Students would identify the channel(s) for sharing
their learning with an authentic audience (Edyburn,
2021). Design guidelines include the promotion of
dialogue among students and audiences, and the
facilitation of helpful peer review.

Each of these components has subcomponents that are
shown and briefly described in Figure 1 for the purpose of
the current analysis. According to the literature provided by
the authors, all these subcomponents have positive direct or
indirect effects on student’s engagement in their learning.

4. Research design
A critical analysis of a selected sample of articles using
the OLSit framework will provide an account for new introduced or redesigned SCL approaches in times of Covid-19
in different disciplines and countries. The study will identify
how the constructs from OLSit were covered by those course
designs through different aspects, such as: the characteristics
of the designs, how these were designed and implemented,
how evaluation from those designs was planned, and the
results of the implementation, in case they were reported.
In order to select the sample and determine these aspects, a
systematic review with searches in international databases
was carried out.
The systematic literature review was conducted using the
EPPI-Reviewer software (Thomas et al., 2020). The international databases included Web of Science (WoS), Scopus,
ERIC and Dialnet - the latter only has records in Spanish.
The search was done in two rounds: one on the 8th February
2021 and another one on the 9th April 2021. All types of
publications were considered in the search but had to be
published in 2020 or 2021, and to describe an educational
experience during Covid-19.
The search string varied slightly according to the Boolean
operators in use in each of the databases, but the main one
included English and Spanish terms and was as follows:
(student-centred OR “centrad* en el alumn*” OR
student-centered OR learner-centred OR learner-centered OR “centrad* en el aprendiz” OR “centrad*
en el estudiante” OR “problem-based learning” OR
“project-based learning” OR “case-based learning” OR
“inquiry learning” OR “aprendizaje basado en problemas” OR “aprendizaje basado en proyectos” OR
“aprendizaje basado en casos” OR “aprendizaje por
indagación”) AND (learning OR aprendizaje OR edu170

cación OR education) AND (covid-19 OR covid19 OR
pandemic* OR pandemia) AND (“higher education” OR
“universit*” OR “educación superior” OR “universidad*”)
The inclusion and exclusion criteria are described below
in Table 1. Those publications that did not provide enough
design information of the SCL activities of the course or
were focused on specific parts of the course instead of the
overall course design (e.g., focus only on assessment, on the
educational resources, on the tools used, on the contents of
the subject-matter, etc.) were excluded.
The process and different steps from the initial collection
of references until the final selection of studies can be
observed in the PRISMA diagram in Figure 2.
Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria

Exclusion criteria

Higher Education (HE)
experiences

Other educational levels
different from HE

Experience during Covid-19

Experience before Covid-19

Language: English and
Spanish

Any other language

Focus on the design of a
SCL course (any form of
SCL)

No focus on design nor
design of a SCL course

The final selection for critical analysis included 9 peer-reviewed publications (8 journal articles and 1 conference
presentation). Content analysis of all full texts was conducted also in EPPI Reviewer. On the one hand, the studies were
coded on basic information about the 1) presence/absence
of the conception or understanding of SLC in the study, 2)
course context: continent (and country) of implementation,
higher education level (undergraduate/postgraduate),
discipline, aims and prerequisites, and 3) the SCL approach
(problem-based learning, project-based learning, inquiry
learning, case-based learning, other). On the other hand,
aspects such as the initial situation of the course, the
description of the SCL (re)design and the results of the
redesign were included as part of the 4) course (re)design.
Finally, the coding schema included the three components
of the OLSit model and their design assumptions (Lee &
Hannafin, 2016, p. 723). The results of the courses’ redesigns are discussed together with the critical analysis based
on the OLSit model.
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Figure 2. Systematic review PRISMA diagram in the study

5. Findings
5.1 Background information
Before the critical analysis, a contextualization of each
of the course designs described in the studies has been done
to understand better the design choices (see Appendix A).
This course context covers the continent and country of
implementation, higher education level, discipline, aims and
prerequisites (if present).
To start with, only 4 out of the 9 studies conceptualized
or described the authors’ understanding of SCL or of the SCL
approach used in the course. Regarding the geographical
location of the courses, the sample of studies includes course
designs from almost every continent (except from Oceania),
with prominence of Europe and North America (3 out of 9
each). Also, the sample includes the representation of five
disciplines (Health & Welfare; Natural Science; Maths & Statistics; Education; Business, Administration & Law; and ICT),
being Business, Administration & Law the most frequent (3
out of 9). Most of the papers were addressing undergraduate
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

courses (7 out of 9) and problem-based learning approaches
(6 out of 9).
Three out of 9 studies did not include information about
the aims of the course (design) and only one described
prerequisites for the course. In all the studies, previous experience with SCL design and developed were acknowledged;
therefore, the (re)design was mostly the consideration of
the online settings and the readjustment of the organization
of the sessions. In other words, no educator had to actually
start from scratch in this challenge and counted with
previous valuable experience in addressing SCL approaches.
5.2 Critical analysis based on the OLSit framework
As explained in section 4, the three main components
of the OLSit framework (own it, learn it and share it) were
considered in order to critically analyse the implementation
of SCL approaches in higher education courses during Covid-19 times. The detailed analysis per study can be found in
Appendix B, which is linked to the results obtained in each
of the cases and described as follows, including considerations regarding the initial (re)design and its outcomes (only
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when specified) in terms of the OLSit framework.
5.2.1 Own it
The component Own it was covered by 5 of the studies in
all each design elements, except from goal setting (only 3).
One of the most common design elements was providing
a personally meaningful choice (n=5), and this was usually
exemplified by offering different topics or problems to target
through project-based or problem-based learning (Adinolfi &
Giancotti, 2021; Arcos-Alonso & Alonso, 2021; Ehlers, 2020;
Klegeris, 2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020). For instance,
in the problem-based learning approach from Ehlers (2020,
p. 57), students could “choose one of five overarching topics
related to artificial intelligence and the future society”, and
this was a meaningful choice because the theme is relevant
for students’ personal and professional lives.
For the case of internalizing the rationale (n=5), this
involved the development of an awareness and an understanding of the course aims in all the cases (Ehlers, 2020;
Klegeris, 2020; Mejía, 2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020;
Singh et al., 2021). An example is provided by Quintana and
Quintana (2020), where a specifications list was provided to
the students at the beginning of the course; each of the list
items related to a course-learning goal, hoping to “alleviate
student anxiety associated with their efforts to meet objectives at the highest levels of each rubric criterion” (p. 528).
The authors explain the importance of this list for internalizing the rationale in terms of results as follows:
Anecdotally, student work was not adversely affected by
the move to specifications grading. If anything, the simplified grading criteria seemed to free up students and
the instructor to focus on the important work of meeting
course learning goals, rather than worrying about the
details of the various levels of achievement they could
reach on the previously used analytic rubric (Quintana &
Quintana, 2020, p. 531).
Endorsing the value (n=5) involved emphasizing real-world problems, familiar situations that affect students’
lives (Ehlers, 2020; Halaweh, 2020; Klegeris, 2020; Mejía,
2020; Singh et al., 2021). For instance, Mejía (2020, p. 139,
own translation) describes how students were presented the
question “how to build a battery with inexpensive, household materials, and that do not represent an environmental
problem?”. In addition, students and instructor “discussed
the importance of an emergency power source, such as
batteries, in places where electricity is inaccessible” that led
to generate a common battery.
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Goal setting (n=3) referred to the possibility of students
defining their objectives for their work. For example, Ehlers
(2020, p. 58) described how students should develop a “mission statement” as the second step of the project group by
focusing “on possible approaches to the problem statement”
and, therefore, by reflecting on “what needs to be done to
achieve a good future for its topic against the background of
their “strong beliefs” and problem statements”.
5.2.2 Learn it
The component Learn it was included by 8 of the studies
in two of the design elements, whereas progress monitoring
and individual needs were covered by less studies (6 and 3,
respectively).
Prompting and modelling (n=8) were exemplified by
instructors facilitating challenging, reflective, or guiding
questions (Adinolfi & Giancotti, 2021; Ehlers, 2020; Klegeris, 2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020; Singh et al., 2021),
showing examples of what students had to do (Arcos-Alonso
& Alonso, 2021) and providing additional support (Havenga,
2020). For instance, Adinolfi and Giancotti (2021, p. 11)
describe how “the first phase, which corresponds to the
internalization phase of SECI model (explicit to tacit), is
led by the facilitators’ leader, who consecutively poses five
challenging questions to the participants that are connected
in plenary through the Team platform”. One study highlighted the important role of teaming up for discussion and
making possible the progress within the proximal development zones (Mejía, 2020). In reflecting on the results,
Singh et al. (2021, p. 192) remark as limitation the lack of
in-person interactions with preceptors and other health care
professionals as role models but the author believes “these
(online) interactions (small group discussions, preceptors
sharing problem-solving strategies) between preceptors and
small groups helped to bridge the gap between theory and
practice and gave the students exposure to role models that
they could emulate in future rotations”.
Most of the studies refer to tools and resources (n=8)
too (Adinolfi & Giancotti, 2021; Arcos-Alonso & Alonso,
2021; Ehlers, 2020; Halaweh, 2020; Havenga, 2020;
Klegeris, 2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020; Singh et al.,
2021). These tools and resources included in most cases,
generic digital tools that were used during the course, e.g.,
videoconference tools such as Zoom or Teams and their
various functionalities (Halaweh, 2020; Havenga, 2020), the
institutional virtual learning platform or non-institutional
communication tools like Whatsapp (Havenga, 2020). In
one of the courses described by the studies, Perusall for
social annotation was used (Quintana & Quintana, 2020).
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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In terms of resources, some studies refer to research articles,
course readings or lecture slides; and to analytical resources
such as rubrics or storyboards (Klegeris, 2020; Quintana &
Quintana, 2020). In one case, subject-specific tools such as
statistical ones are referred (Arcos-Alonso & Alonso, 2021).
Some of the studies mentioned the provision of particular
tools, learning resources and templates without being
specific about them (Adinolfi & Giancotti, 2021; Ehlers,
2020; Singh et al., 2021).
This provision acted for the benefit of the quality of the
projects, as Adinolfi and Giancotti (2021, p. 13) highlight
that “most of the final projects were excellent: participants
themselves were surprised at how capable they were to
elaborate a change project when the conceptual tools were
used in the perspective of action”. Havenga (2020, p. 344)
explains that “participants […] discussed the programs using
WhatsApp to comment on one another’s coding. Thereafter,
they used Zoom, discussed each instruction and asked
questions regarding the use of the correct programming
blocks and their functionality (and improved the programming code)”.
Progress monitoring (n=6) was usually made effective
through (regular) personalised meetings of the groups
or individuals with the instructors or coaching sessions
(Arcos-Alonso & Alonso, 2021; Ehlers, 2020; Mejía, 2020;
Quintana & Quintana, 2020). For instance, Arcos-Alonso and
Alonso (2021, p. 285) highlight the organization of “personalised group-by-group attention through the Blackboard
Collaborate virtual meetings platform, whereas the interesting doubts were shared in the virtual classroom sessions,
reserving a specific space for this”. Two other actions for
tracking progress monitoring that lay more on the student
side are provided by Halaweh (2020), who highlights that
the students had to meet certain milestones in order to
demonstrate their progress, and by Havenga (2020), where
students had to complete a weekly reflective sheet template.
Few studies mention some actions for addressing individual needs (n=3) (Ehlers, 2020; Mejía, 2020; Quintana
& Quintana, 2020). For instance, Quintana and Quintana
(2020, p. 529) describe that each group of students had a
document where they could “list specific areas they wanted
feedback on” during the second online session, when they
were working “on a different specifications subset (scenario
design and scaffolding design framework)” for their projects
- during the first online session they focused on preparing
the vision of learning context and rationale for pedagogical
choices.

Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

The teaching, coaching role within these “Learn it”
design elements has been considered a key success factor
in the courses, especially in terms of communication and
emotional aspects. The advantages of guidance by the
instructors rather than instructions were derived from students’ feedback that emphasized the concept of coaching in
the course described by Ehlers (2020, p. 63): “the coaching
has supported the ability for self-directed and self-organized
learning” and “students have experienced the intensive
coaching sessions, insightful information sessions and many
suggestions for reflection as helpful for their own problem
construction and solution process”. Similarly, Mejía (2020,
p. 142) emphasizes the high quality of the final student
works, in some cases higher than in face-to-face classes, and
attributes this success to the personalized feedback group
sessions on agreed, flexible schedule and to carrying out
asynchronous activities that facilitate the own best timing
and space distribution by the students.
5.2.3 Share it
The component Share it was covered by 7 of the studies
in terms of artifact generation, 5 each for authentic audiences and peer review, and only 2 mentioned web 2.0 publications. One of the studies did not include any design element
from this component (Arcos-Alonso & Alonso, 2021).
Most of the studies referred to very diverse, and in
occasions combined, artifact generation (n=7) by the
students, ranging from a classical written (reflective or case)
paper (Ehlers, 2020; Mejía, 2020; Quintana & Quintana,
2020; Singh et al., 2021), to multimedia artifacts, such as
a video (Ehlers, 2020; Havenga, 2020; Mejía, 2020) or an
infographics (Mejía, 2020), and (software) prototypes and/
or their concepts (Adinolfi & Giancotti, 2021; Halaweh,
2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020). These examples are
illustrated by the following excerpts: “students were working
on creating prototypes for a product, website, mobile application, house, park or whatever the project domain entailed”
(Halaweh, 2020, p. 6); or “the teams delivered their battery
proposal in the form of a written paper that was guided by a
rubric (discussed in the team feedback sessions) and a video
or infographic” (Mejía, 2020, p. 141, own translation).
Authentic audiences (n=5) when students share their
course artifacts are also varied, and seems to be dependent
on the disciplines and the type of artifact developed (Adinolfi & Giancotti, 2021; Ehlers, 2020; Halaweh, 2020; Mejía,
2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020). For example, the course
design presented by Ehlers (2020) included the generation
of a student conference, where students would present their
artefacts to a jury and the public (academic and professional
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public, and broader public via online media). The outcomes
were mainly positive, as according to Ehlers (2020),
The involvement of the public as well as the publication
of the artefacts has created a feeling of recognition by
the teachers among the students, what has motivated
them to commit themselves beyond the usual level. Due
to the presentation of their work in a public event with
high media impact, the students perceived their work as
highly valued and important (Ehlers, 2020, p. 63).
Quintana and Quintana (2020, p. 531) also highlight
the positive effect of the design element regarding authentic
audiences in the course outcomes: “This added level of
interaction between students and experts from outside the
traditional class organization further supported the instructor’s goal of cultivating a knowledge community in ways
that they had not been able to implement in previous course
offerings”.
Peer review (n=5) was included in some of the course
designs, as a way of providing consultancy and informal
feedback, e.g., through voting (Adinolfi & Giancotti, 2021;
Ehlers, 2020; Havenga, 2020; Klegeris, 2020; Quintana &
Quintana, 2020), and in two cases was specified to be part
of the course assessment (Ehlers, 2020; Havenga, 2020).
Klegeris (2020, p. 4) explains that “students are expected
to research all learning objectives independently, and their
level of preparation is evaluated by their peers during the
subsequent PBL session”. Havenga (2020, p. 342) describes
how the instructor asked the students’ teams “to select the

“best” example and add some functionality”.
Web 2.0 publications (n=2) were represented by publication in the project website (Ehlers, 2020) and publication of
a video or an infographics for the public outside the classroom, without specification of the platform (Mejía, 2020).
Ehlers (2020) describes it as follows: “the working papers,
video clips and presentation materials are then published on
the internet” (p. 57), “on the project website next.education.
org (www.next-education.org/grandchallenge2020)” (p.
63).
5.2.4 Overview of the findings
To wrap up the findings of the study, and before moving
forward to the discussion of the results, I include a graphical
overview of the distribution of the components and subcomponents of the OLSit model in the analysed studies. All the
components were covered by the studies, but the subcomponents were unevenly addressed, as shown by Figure 3.

6. Discussion
This study has brought to light some of the challenges
of SCL implementation, as described previously in section
2.2 (Dakovic & Zhang, 2020; Damşa & Lange, 2019). One
example can be observed from the same review itself, and

Figure 3. Distribution of the components and subcomponents of the OLSit model in the analysed studies

Note. The distribution by colours corresponds to each of the components of the OLSit model and the size of each box
depends on the number of studies represented by each subcomponent, which is indicated after the semicolon in each case.
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from a terminological perspective: even though some studies
that were discarded in the first or second phase used SCL
as one of the keywords, these did not actually reflect SCL
approaches as understood in this study. As Väätäjä and
Ruokamo (2021) describe in their literature review, TEL
practices cannot be automatically considered as constructivist. However, many of those discarded studies showed
that some authors label digital pedagogical practices with
different pedagogical orientations from the ones supporting
SCL approaches (e.g., behaviourist). The definition of SCL
itself proves to be messy in this sense.
Moving away from terminology and focusing on the application of SCL approaches, findings from Nascimento et al.
(2020) show that SCL can become frustrating, stressful, and
conflicting for some students that have an underdeveloped
autonomy skill; however, “the process of the ability to learn
how to learn is gradual and […] can evolve over time” (p.
8). The challenge of self-organization, the learner autonomy,
is specifically addressed by Ehlers (2020). Students in the
course described by Havenga (2020) were considered to
learn a lot by having to solve the problems on their own;
though initially experiencing difficulties in the coding task,
they used Youtube videos to assist them. Along this line,
Klegeris (2020, p. 5) observes from informal feedback of
the course described that “students adapted well to this new
PBL (problem-based learning) environment and were able to
self-organise, problem-solve and successfully conduct online
discussions unsupervised”. However, Väätäjä and Ruokamo
(2021) emphasize that instructors are required to play
the role of the guide, leader, and facilitator of the learning
process in SCL approaches that include the use of digital
pedagogies, which reflects findings from some analysed
papers (Arcos-Alonso & Alonso, 2021; Ehlers, 2020; Mejía,
2020; Quintana & Quintana, 2020). Aspects related to
this role of instructors, as well as the challenges for the
assumption of own responsibility for learning in the case of
students, are also highlighted in the pre-pandemic literature
regarding the use of digital technologies for SCL (Blaschke &
Marín, 2020; Drexler, 2010; McLoughlin & Lee, 2010).
On the other hand, the emergency situation derived
from the Covid-19 pandemic has surfaced the “pedagogy
of care” and “human-centred design” (Karakaya, 2020).
The pandemic has made noticeable that the emotional
role of teaching and learning in online learning, including
using SCL approaches, has been often neglected (Bozkurt &
Sharma, 2020). Elements from these care approaches can
be observed in many of the course (re)designs of the studies
in the sample but are missing from the model used (OLSit).
By fostering problem-solving approaches through empathy
building, Karakaya (2020, p. 2) sustains that instructors
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

would “tailor teaching designs that reflect students’ needs
and supportive online learning environments”. For instance,
Quintana and Quintana (2020) specified that the instructor
was seeking to alleviate student anxiety with regard to
course assessment by using a clear and detailed specifications list, which worked better than expected in the Covid-19 pandemic context. Improvements in this sense were
also made by students in the course described by Singh et al.
(2021) by suggesting reducing the class time using Zoom to
address student fatigue and improve focus.
On top of this, there is the social component that it is not
usually made explicit neither in definitions of SCL nor the
same framework used in this study but contributes to human-centred design. The authors from the different studies
show this important element in SCL approaches, especially
considering that most of them take place often in groups
(in this case, in all the courses). For instance, Adinolfi and
Giancotti (2021, p. 12) remark that “incorporating informal
moments produced an emotional improvement that the
authors guess that also influenced cognitive and practical
abilities”. Also, Mejía (2020) emphasizes that active methodologies, including SCL approaches, should take care of creating a warm and positive class atmosphere and interactions,
especially in the virtual context, which is also highlighted in
the literature concerning ERT (Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020).
Similarly, Havenga (2020) underscores the importance of
counteracting isolation in online problem-based learning
activities by providing options for online collaboration to
interact with others, and remarks the positive experience of
participants in their work in problem-based teams; furthermore, “they assisted each other, reassured and motivated
each other to find a solution and worked well together” (p.
344).
These aspects, together with the importance of the
instructor guidance and the elements of the pedagogy of
care, suggest the incorporation of a possible new element
to the framework regarding to the emotional part of SCL
approaches, which I would call “Feel it”.
Aspects directly related to the instructors’ work to
redesign the courses must be also acknowledged. For
instance, technical and administrative obstacles related
to the course adjustments, as well as poor organizational
support to the projects in some cases, were highlighted by
Adinolfi and Giancotti (2021). As the authors remark, “this
proved that an advanced learner-centered methodology
cannot magically substitute for a lack of sponsorship or
unaddressed organizational politics. Moreover, a cohesive
team of prepared and committed facilitators is required” (p.
15). Mejía (2020) also remarks the intensive, extra work
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that meant for the instructor to redesign the SCL approach
in the online context. Arcos-Alonso and Alonso (2021) show
that the online shift required an important change in the
teaching role in order to facilitate pedagogical strategies in
the interaction processes of the sessions. Issues regarging
instructor workload in online teaching have been already
discussed in the literature (Wingo et al., 2017).
Finally, although SCL approaches put a strong emphasis
on owning responsibility for learning and promoting autonomy, the reflective part seems to be missing - at least in the
course descriptions presented. The “Share it” component,
especially the emphasis on Web 2.0 publications was neither
common (see section 5.2.3), which contrasts with the
possibilities of digital pedagogies that have been extensively
discussed previously in the literature (Blaschke & Marín,
2020; Dabbagh & Kitsantas, 2012; Drexler, 2010). Also,
many course descriptions did not address the assessment
neither some did the learning goals, which are key components of course design, along with the teaching and learning
activities (Fink, 2003).
On the other side, the information provided about the
use of technologies does not allow to deepen on critical aspects regarding digital divide and data privacy (Williamson
et al., 2020), neither are these aspects explicitly discussed in
the studies. It can be guessed that most of the technological
use refers to institutional tools, such as the institutional
virtual learning platforms and, presumably, the videoconference systems and other tools with an institutional license.
The only non-institutional tool mentioned by the studies
is Whatsapp in the South African course (Havenga, 2020),
which was used for interactions between students for a coding task. Although students are active in social media tools
such as Whatsapp for informal communication, some studies
suggest that they are mostly unaware of data privacy policies
(Marín et al., 2021; Obar & Oeldorf-Hirsch, 2020; Steinfeld,
2016). Also, no digital divide issues were problematized,
apart from the concrete mention of sporadic and minor
technical difficulties with Internet connection experienced by
students in the U.S. course described by Singh et al. (2021).
The presence of these issues was also minor in the review by
Bond et al. (2021), where only 13.5% of the studies focused
on the students’ technical equipment. Furthermore, differences between design choices in the diverse countries are
not clear, and could not be taken into account without also
considering the diversity between disciplines.
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7. Conclusion
The present study brought to light some examples of
application of SCL approaches in higher education in the
context of the Covid-19 pandemic. It is remarkable that all
studies highlight the positive effects of the course redesigns
based on students’ feedback or results, in some cases even
said to be superior to the previous face-to-face course
versions. Also, some of the authors (e.g., Halaweh, 2020)
note the need to not limit SCL approaches to the crisis
situation and adopt them also in “normal” situations. This is
also in line with the hope that Covid-19 serves as a catalyst
for educational change raised by Zhao (2020).
The OLSit framework has been useful to critically analyse
the different course design elements present in the studies
according to the pedagogical concept but has also shown
some parts where it could be enhanced or extended. For
instance, in relation to group work and the pedagogy of
care, the latter of which emerged strongly with the pandemic situation (Bozkurt et al., 2020; Karakaya, 2020). Although
this study has contributed to show practice examples of how
the different course design elements could be considered
during Covid-19, more research on the use of the model is
needed in order to show further examples of practice for
the design guidelines and elements, also designed using the
model as the basis for it (Cheng, 2021).
Recommendations derived from this study include a)
the consideration of the instructor workload and related
challenges (e.g., administrative) for the adaptation of
SCL approaches to the online settings; b) a more decisive
inclusion of the “Share it” elements, especially the Web
2.0 publication, considering the digital potentialities (but
without forgetting the challenges, e.g., data privacy and
author’s licenses); and c) the incorporation of emotional
aspects within the course design, following guidelines from
the pedagogy of care.
Some considerations need to be acknowledged as limitations of this study. The selected studies are not necessarily
the best examples for SCL approaches during Covid-19;
instead, out of the complete sample from the systematic
review done, these were the ones with more detail described
in the publication in terms of SCL course design. Also, the
SCL focus common in Europe and North America may be
also reflecting biases present in the literature regarding
geographical focus against the Global South, as has been
observed in previous studies (Bond et al., 2021). On the
other hand, the search string could have left out important
terms to identify SCL studies during Covid-19 times or have
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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been too narrow. Furthermore, the different SCL formats are
also dependent on the discipline, and this could bring some
biased interpretation of the SCL design.
Future research could point towards different directions.
One of them could put the emphasis on studying the
emotional aspects of teaching and learning in SCL course
design. Also, implications of course design related to digital
divide, data privacy and cultural differences in different
digital teaching and learning approaches, could be further
explored. Last, but not least, primary research to study SCL
course design in higher education can significantly contribute to complement these findings and unveil issues that may
not be discussed when reporting the studies.
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Appendix A. Background of the course designs of the sample
Paper

Continent
(country)

HE level

Discipline (programme/course)

SCL approach

Course design

(Adinolfi &
Giancotti,
2021)

Europe
(Italy)

Master

Business, Administration & Law
(Programme “Leadership and Change
Management”)

Project-based
learning

Aims: “to provide leadership skills for small groups, large organizations,
and the strategic level, with a particular focus on managing change in
the digital dimension.” (p. 4)
Initial situation: Before redesigning the course, but after the shift to
online learning, a reduction of participation and a higher density of
verbal interaction involving a lower number of participants in the
different types of sessions was noticeable. Also, attempts to unblock
participants’ inhibition was unsuccessful. According to the authors, “the
recorded online sessions hindered knowledge transfer, reducing “knowledge entropy” as well as the quality of the interactions, with the loss of
tacit and emotional knowledge transfer. In addition, the opportunities
of casual interactions diminished drastically, and participants tended to
restrict their interactions with those most similar to them.” (p. 10)
Description of the (re)design: The redesign of the course included adjustments in the structure of teamwork sessions to facilitate knowledge
exchanges and communication, the incorporation of informal meetings
without recording and outside the formal schedule and the reduction of
the duration of sessions. Participants were also asked to show their face
for non-verbal communication. Regarding the programme structure, the
third module on critical evaluation was postponed to the fourth module
on communication and, within this, an Exhibition Day in presence was
organized. Also, some talks to recall and strengthen the teambuilding
experiences of the first modules were offered. (p. 11).
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Paper

Continent
(country)

HE level

Discipline (programme/course)

SCL approach

Course design

(Arcos-Alonso
& Alonso,
2021)

Europe
(Spain)

Undergraduate

Business, Administration & Law (Course
“Statistics Applied to
Business”)

Problem-based
learning

Aims: Teach students the fundamental aspects of statistical inference
and its application to business analysis.
Prerequisites: Competencies acquired in the subject taught in the first
term of the second year of the BSc.
Initial situation and description of the (re)design: The course is in its
second phase of the innovation process that began in the academic year
2019/2020, focused on training for transversal competency social and
ethical responsibility. In the academic year 2019/2020, it was decided
to further delve into social and ethical values and grant greater relative
weight to this competency, going from 10% to 50% in the evaluation
of the subject. As a result of the digital shift, the eGela and Blackboard
Collaborate platforms were used as interaction channels, as well as
Skype and email. (pp. 281, 285)

(Ehlers,
2020)

Europe
(Germany)

Undergraduate

Business, Administration & Law (Course
“New concepts”)

Problem-based
learning

Aims: “The course focuses on a red-hot topic: the consequences of digitalisation, artificial intelligence and big data on our society. The key task
[…] is to develop a future scenario in the light of artificial intelligence
and Big Data of the year 2040” (p. 57).
Initial situation and description of the (re)design: The course design was
applied and improved for some years, but it was “regularly carried out
on campus in blended learning format” (p.572). In this case, the course
was exclusively carried out online during the whole semester. It is based
on competence learning and built upon the concept of student-centered
teaching in a socio-constructivist teaching/learning setting.

(Halaweh,
2020)

Middle East
(United
Arab
Emirates)

Undergraduate

Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

Business, Administration & Law (Course
“Innovation and
Entrepreneurship”)

Problem-based
learning

Description of the (re)design: “The author has adopted PBL as an assessment method in a course, […] with the project being worth 80% of the
total course grade. […] The course was taught online using Microsoft
Teams. The instructor used Teams to create small groups of five to six
students who met online to discuss their project separately from the
other groups during class time” (p. 5).
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Paper

Continent
(country)

HE level

Discipline (programme/course)

SCL approach

Course design

(Havenga,
2020)

Africa
(South
Africa)

Undergraduate

ICT (Course “Computer Science”)

Problem-based
learning

Description of the (re)design: “The lecturer restructured the course
to enable students to achieve the outcomes using online PBL. The
students were required to manage and upload their assignments (PBL
robotics tasks) on the eFundi university learning management platform
(developed by Sakai). In addition, students used WhatsApp to share
information and the lecturer provided additional support regarding
some challenges that students experienced with the simulation programs. Particular robotic scenarios were ‘drivers’ for active learning and
group work that required problem solving, critical thinking and innovation while employing the PBL approach. Further, opportunities were
provided for cooperative problem solving and the development of SDL.
Students participated in an online learning community using Zoom” (p.
342).

(Klegeris,
2020)

North
America
(Canada)

Undergraduate

Natural Science,
Maths & Statistics
(Course “Biochemistry”)

Problem-based
learning

Aims: Students will be able to: (1) Gain knowledge on several human
disease-related topics through independent study and mastery of
lecture material (2) Apply their knowledge to solve clinically-relevant
problems (3) Develop their group-work skills (4) Enhance their ability
to read and critically analyse primary research articles (5) Advance
their problem-solving skills (6) Improve their critical thinking skills
(7) Independently research reliable sources of biomedical information
(8) Exercise professional behaviour (9) Reflect on their metacognitive
skills (10) Practise effective note-taking techniques during lectures (11)
Develop competitive job application packages” (p. 4).
Initial situation: In the past, this course consisted of didactic lectures
only. It was transformed to mixed-mode instruction over a seven-year
period in two stages.
During the second stage of three years and concluding in 2018, most inclass lectures were pre-recorded and offered to students as screencasts,
in order to dispose of class periods for alternative learning opportunities.
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Paper

Continent
(country)

HE level

Discipline (programme/course)

SCL approach

Course design
Description of the (re)design: “Students work in randomly selected
groups of seven or eight throughout the first block. Students are not
told in advance what diseases will be covered in each block, and they
are not expected to study or prepare for the first PBL session. […] The
main challenge was transitioning PBL to an online environment, but
it was accomplished with the help of students over a single session”:
1) discussion and chat areas were created for each PBL group on the
online institutional course platform but during the first remote PBL
session all groups independently transitioned to Facebook Messenger,
2) Google Docs was used by the PBL groups to collaborate on online
discussions to provide answers to case guiding questions (with previous
preparation of each individual student), and 3) before the start of each
PBL session, the course instructor emailed a schedule of the 80-minute
period to all students. “Each group was required to email the course
instructor a single document summarising their online discussion,
answers to guiding questions and a list of students participating within
24 hours after the conclusion of the PBL session. The course instructor,
or the teaching assistant, combined all PBL-related notes received from
individual groups and made this information available to the class on
the online course platform” (p. 5).

(Mejía,
2020)

South and
Central
America
(Mexico)

Undergraduate

Natural Science,
Maths & Statistics
(Course “Electrochemistry”)

Problem-based
learning

Initial situation: The author (instructor) had already applied PBL in another experimental course of Electrochemistry for over a decade before
this new course. In addition, the author had also started designing this
new course based on a PBL approach three years before.
Description of the (re)design: The course adopted a group PBL and
a flipped classroom approaches combined with a frequent formative
assessment through weekly Google questionnaire forms. The activities
were designed to be carried out asynchronously and weekly deliverables
were to be uploaded to tasks in Edmodo. In synchronous Zoom sessions,
doubts and activities were mainly discussed, and general information for
the next activities were provided.
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Paper

Continent
(country)

HE level

Discipline (programme/course)

SCL approach

Course design

(Quintana
& Quintana,
2020)

North
America
(USA)

Master

Education (Course
“Principles of
Software Design for
Learning)

Project-based
learning

Aims: “to gain practical experience in designing learning technologies
that address key issues in learning sciences, learning theory and human–
computer interaction” (p. 526).
Initial situation: “The original course design integrates ideas from
approaches for teaching design in higher education settings and other
work about project-based pedagogies in different fields. The core course
activity involves a semester-long group project (3–5 students) to design
a learning technology, moving from project proposal to final conceptual
prototype” (p. 526).
Description of the (re)design: “The instructor approached the shift to
online instruction through the lens of care theory, which framed course
modifications that aimed to alleviate student anxiety. These changes
were also guided by the instructor’s replacement of analytic grading
rubrics with a simplified specifications grading approach. […] The
instructor eliminated the final paper requirement and asked students to
incorporate the theoretical rationale originally slated for the paper into
their project presentation. […] “After moving online, the instructor continued to hold class at the regularly scheduled time through videoconferencing software. This decision allowed the instructor to use class time
for design critiques as before, with some modifications. The instructor
introduced whole-group critiques, with each group sharing progress and
presenting their design outlines in one session and design sketches in a
subsequent session. […] “Following both of these presentation sessions,
the instructor created “breakout rooms” that allowed students to resume
their group work” and to get feedback and assistance from the instructor
(pp. 528–530).
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Continent
(country)

HE level

Discipline (programme/course)

SCL approach

Course design

(Singh et
al., 2021)

North
America
(USA)

Undergraduate

Health & Welfare
(Course “Effective
Advanced Pharmacy
Practice Experience”,
APPE)

Case-based
learning

Aims: “to develop and refine the students’ knowledge, critical thinking
skills, evaluation and assimilation of scientific evidence, attitude, and
behavior necessary to provide patient-focused disease management” (p.
185).
Initial situation: This online elective APPE rotation was developed to
ensure students could continue progressing towards degree completion,
following the guidance from the accreditation council for pharmacy
education in light of the pandemic.
Description of the (re)design: The course was based on asynchronous
independent work and synchronous video conferencing using Zoom
and the university-supported learning management system, CANVAS.
The coordination and implementation of the course was carried out by
a diverse team of preceptors comprised of faculty and residents, and 24
other pharmacy professionals served as preceptors or expert presenters.
Staff and administrators assisted students with scheduling, information
technology support, and other logistical processes and tasks such as
daily maintenance and update of CANVAS. The sessions included “time
dedicated to individual case work-up followed by case discussion,
knowledge assessments, and specialist presentations delivered live via
video conferencing, […] (and) each section rotated every two weeks
in each of the following areas: acute care, ambulatory care, and drug
information/journal club. Three faculty members, each with expertise in
their assigned area, served as section coordinators” (p. 185).
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Appendix B. SCL design elements in the sample based on the OLSit framework with examples of quotes for each element and
paper
Paper

Own it

Learn it

Share it

(Adinolfi & Giancotti,
2021)

Personally meaningful choice:

Prompting, modelling:

Artifact generation:

“Upon the selection interview, the participants are required to specify which issue or
challenge they would like to face.” (p. 6)

“The team facilitator has a list of challenging, appreciative questions to promote discussion and brainstorming.” (p. 12)

“a participant who started with
the idea of developing a safety
app for train passengers, ended up
by developing a new co-creative
concept of the relationship between
the transportation company and
its clients, in a society 5.0 framework.”(p. 13)

Tools and resources: “Each participant re-examines
the path that was suggested by the five questions, by
[…] producing, through specific tools and templates, an
explicit and reasoned illustration of what has emerged
from the individual and collective intuition.” (p. 12)

Authentic audiences:
“the groups could present their
work in-progress not only to the
other participants and to the
military staff, but also to an authoritative audience of top managers,
who could challenge their ideas
constructively” (p. 11)
Peer review: “sharing and integrating explicit knowledge […]
is a collective reflection process,
organized through peer consultancy
groups or group relations conferences.” (p. 12)
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Own it

Learn it

(Arcos-Alonso &
Alonso, 2021)

Personally meaningful choice:

Prompting, modelling:

“the students were asked to carry out a
small investigation about a social topic
of choice among four options: fair trade,
social and solidary economy, environmental
sustainability and NGOs for development”
(p. 284)

“considering that the participants were second-year
students who were not familiar with the different
forms of research dissemination, the teacher showed
them academic posters and explained the criteria that
they had to meet.” (p. 284)

Share it

Progress monitoring: “personalised group-by-group
attention through the Blackboard Collaborate virtual
meetings platform, whereas the interesting doubts
were shared in the virtual classroom sessions, reserving a specific space for this.” (p. 285)
Tools and resources: “The students had to identify,
with the help of the teacher, the adequate statistical
tools for the contrast.” (p. 285)

(Ehlers, 2020)

Internalize the rationale:

Individual needs:

Artifact generation:

“Students develop awareness to the existence of different positions on the topic
of technology assessment in relation to
artificial intelligence, as well as to the need
of developing basic ethical attitudes towards
the topic.” (p. 62)

“The consulting and coaching processes explicitly
includes both themes, a) the content dimension of
learning with feedback and advice on the student’s
development of the respective group topics and artefacts,
as well as b) the process dimension of learning
including feedback on the group collaboration process.
In addition to these coaching appointments, students
always have the possibility to organise further spontaneous, self-initiated advisory and coaching processes with
the teaching team.” (p. 58)

“the student groups produce a
portfolio consisting of three artefacts:
3-5 pages long essay “Future with AI
in 2040” (on the respective group
topic), Challenge 2020 video on the
respective topic (max. 5 minutes),
seven-minute TED-Talk presentation
that is presented along with the
video to an expert jury during the
public final conference.” (p. 58)

Endorse the value:
“The students are thus dealing with a topic
that affects them personally and will also
shape their future (professional) everyday
life.” (p. 57)
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Paper

Own it

Learn it

Share it

Personally meaningful choice:

Progress monitoring:

“Students were invited to design their own
projects and to choose one of five overarching topics related to artificial intelligence
and the future society: Work, education,
the life of the individual in society, art and
culture, and politics.” (p. 57)

“Between the individual Challenge Conferences,
students have the opportunity to discuss and consult
with the teaching team about their questions and
topics, work progress, and the learning materials used
in approximately one-hour group coaching sessions.” (p.
58)

Goal setting:

Tools and resources:

Authentic audiences: “From the
beginning, students are informed
that the course will end with a
student conference, in which all
artefacts will be presented to a jury
and the public (including both the
academic and professional public,
as well as the broader public via
online media).” (p. 62)

“A second step is the development of a
“mission statement” of the project group,
which focuses on possible approaches to
the problem statement.” (p. 58)

“The teacher only acts as a learning guide or supervisor; he/she only provides learning resources and takes
over the teaching of content only in exceptional cases
or to a very limited extent”. (p. 62)

Peer review: “Through a peer-assessment process, students also act
as feedback providers and jurors, as
they evaluate the essays (artefact a)
vote to award the best essays. […]
Elements of peer feedback and peer
assessment are integrated into the
assessment.” (pp. 58-61)
Web 2.0 publications: “This online
conference was streamed live and
the resulting student works […] were
published on the project website.” (p.
57)
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Own it

Learn it

Share it

(Halaweh, 2020)

Endorse the value:

Progress monitoring:

Artifact generation:

“through a project that tackles a real-world
problem” (p. 6)

“Students worked on their group project in phases and
had to meet certain milestones during the semester to
demonstrate their progress.” (p. 5)

“students were working on creating
prototypes for a product, website,
mobile application, house, park
or whatever the project domain
entailed.” (p. 6)

Tools and resources:
“The students found it is easier to work remotely via
Teams on their ideas as they were recording their notes
immediately on their computer, using the Internet to
find relevant information, using the drawing function
on their computer, and using screen sharing among
themselves and with the instructor to get feedback.”
(p. 5)
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Authentic audiences:
“present their project outcome to
the public (public product) through
participation in a national innovation competition”. (p. 5)
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Paper

Own it

Learn it

Share it

(Havenga, 2020)

Goal setting:

Prompting, modelling:

Artifact generation:

“Each student needs to program and move
his or her own robot using the simulator.
This is an open-ended problem.” (p. 342)

“the lecturer provided additional support regarding
some challenges that students experienced with the
simulation programs (teacher presence).” (pp. 341342)

“Make video recordings of your
programming efforts using your
mobile phone.” (p. 342)

Progress monitoring:
“After finalising these tasks, each student must complete the weekly reflective sheet template (comprising
questions on responsibilities, cooperation, commitment, addressing of challenges and peer assessment).”
(p. 342)

Peer review:
“your team needs to select the ‘best’
example and add some functionality.”
(p. 342)

Tools and resources:
“The students were required to manage and upload
their assignments (PBL robotics tasks) on the eFundi
university learning management platform (developed
by Sakai). In addition, students used WhatsApp to
share information (social and cognitive presence). […]
Students participated in an online learning community
using Zoom (online discussion through a cloud-based
platform) […].” (pp. 341-342)
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(Klegeris, 2020)

Internalize the rationale:

Prompting, modelling:

Peer review:

“The first in-class period of each term is
spent detailing the procedures of the course
in general, and PBL activities in particular,
as well as the expected learning outcomes”.
(p. 4)

“On the first day of PBL activities, students are presented with the initial information about the clinical case
displayed as several slides on the large screens in the
classroom. On each slide, up to four guiding questions
accompany the case information consisting of text and
images.” (p. 4)

“Students are expected to research
all learning objectives independently, and their level of preparation is
evaluated by their peers during the
subsequent PBL session.” (p. 4)

Endorse the value: “students were expected
to independently research learning objectives
directly relevant to the PBL case discussed in
class before returning to the next session.”
(p. 8)
Personally meaningful choice:

Tools and resources:
“As the PBL case progresses, three to four relevant
original research articles per block are selected by
students or assigned by the instructor as examinable
material.” (p. 4)

“At the end of each session, students, with
the help of the instructor, identify seven to
twelve questions addressing topics that are
deemed challenging or could help solve the
case (learning objectives).” (p. 4)
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Own it

Learn it

Share it

(Mejía, 2020)

Internalize the rationale:

Individual needs:

Artifact generation:

“El problema sirvió entonces como una
actividad integradora, que ponía en uso
los saberes construidos y las habilidades
conseguidas hasta ese momento, esto es,
los estudiantes tuvieron la oportunidad de
desarrollar competencias científicas en una
comunidad de aprendizaje”. (p. 139)

“manejar actividades asíncronas permite que los
estudiantes distribuyan sus tiempos y espacios de mejor
manera, entrenándolos para mejorar sus funciones
ejecutivas y su autorregulación”. (p. 142)

“los equipos entregaron la propuesta de su pila en forma de un trabajo
escrito que estaba dirigido por una
rúbrica (discutida en las sesiones
de realimentación por equipo), y un
video o una infografía”. (p. 141)

Endorse the value:
“El problema propuesto en el ambiente de
ABP lo presenté a los estudiantes desde el
inicio del curso con esta pregunta: ¿Cómo
construir una pila con materiales baratos,
de uso doméstico, y que no representen un
problema ambiental? Además, discutimos
la importancia de una fuente de energía
de emergencia, como las pilas, en lugares
donde la electricidad es inaccesible.
El curso ya estaba planeado para usar
esta experiencia como un pretexto para
enganchar la atención de los estudiantes, y
para enculturarlos con una práctica epistémica de la electroquímica.” (p. 139)
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Prompting, modelling:
“Formar equipos, en ambientes de ABP, es fundamental
también porque, para entender la complejidad del
conocimiento hay que negociarlo y adquirirlo desde la
complejidad de la interacción con los compañeros de
clase. Esta premisa posibilita la discusión desde diferentes niveles de entendimiento y hace posible el avance
en las zonas de desarrollo próximo, hasta alcanzar un
entendimiento mejor y más homogéneo.” (p. 139)

Authentic audiences:
“un video o una infografía, que
mostraba al público fuera del aula
sus resultados” (p. 141)
Web 2.0 publications:
“un video o una infografía” (p. 141)

Progress monitoring:
“Programé dos reuniones por equipo, espaciadas en el
tiempo, para dar realimentación específica acerca del
avance de la resolución del problema. Estas reuniones
grupales de treinta minutos de realimentación fueron
fundamentales para que los estudiantes despejaran
dudas y consiguieran éxito en el entendimiento de su
problema por equipo. […] Los cuestionarios semanales
en los formularios de Google sirvieron como evaluación formativa, porque había realimentación inmediata en las sesiones presenciales.” (pp. 139-140)
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(Quintana & Quintana,
2020)

Internalize the rationale:

Individual needs:

Artifact generation:

“The instructor presented students with a
specifications list during the first synchronous online session and explained how
each item is related to a course-learning
goal.” (p. 529)

“In this session, a second document was used for each
group to list specific areas they wanted feedback on.” (p.
529)

“Semester-long group design project
to design software that supports
learning. […] Final reflection paper
where individual students reflect on
their role on the group project and
provide other feedback about their
work”. (p. 527)

Personally meaningful choice:
“individual students select and critique a
learning technology” (p. 527)
Goal setting:
“(in the specification list) Clear vision of
learning goals: Articulates clearly specified
learning goals that allow learners to show
evidence of their learning, including what
learners should be able to know, do and
feel; Learning goals are specific, observable
and measurable”. (p. 530)

Prompting, modelling:
“Student–teacher and student–student interactions are
key to scaffolding learning as students learn content
and complete their design project. Weekly design
reviews are pivotal and act as scaffolding mechanisms,
as the instructor meets with groups to discuss progress,
pose and answer questions and provide feedback. […]
The instructor provided the class with a collaborative
word processing document to ask questions of each
group.” (pp. 526-529)

“Additionally, the online format inspired the instructor to ask students
to invite respected professors and
industry experts to join their final
presentations.” (p. 531)

Progress monitoring:
“the instructor meets with groups to discuss progress,
pose and answer questions and provide feedback” (p.
526)
Tools and resources:
“Course readings, using Perusall for social annotation to
highlight, comment and respond to comments; Review
of lecture slides for reference; Course assignments
guided by rubrics. […] Design activity is complex as
students use different tools, artifacts, research and
storyboards.” (p. 527)
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Authentic audiences:

Peer review:
“Additionally, the instructor
occasionally pairs up groups for
informal interim design reviews on
the progress of each group’s design
project, allowing for peer feedback.”
(p. 526)
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(Singh et al., 2021)

Internalize the rationale:

Prompting, modelling:

Artifact generation:

“The goal was to expose students to difficult
situations they may encounter in practice
settings and provide specific practice in
addressing unengaged patients.” (p. 186)

“Some cases included question prompts to focus on
developing student clinical reasoning skills. […] During this time, two preceptors were available to answer
clarifying questions and provide additional information
related to the case, as requested. […] During (the)
role-play activity, one preceptor assumed the role
of a patient while another preceptor played the role
of a pharmacist. Based on the scenario presented, all
students were directed to design a plan.” (p. 186)

“Students spent ~4 hours preparing
a case plan following a SOAP note
format to pre- sent later in the day.”
(p. 186)

Endorse the value:
“Once a week there was a brief discussion
on the concept of “trust but verify” in terms
of the data that are presented on rounds
by medical interns and residents. This
activity helped the students to understand
that it is important to independently verify
any information discussed on rounds prior to
implementing a plan.” (p. 187)
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Tools and resources:
“the preceptor shared past direct messages received from
a medical team to illustrate other forms of interaction
with providers. The students were given a few minutes
to use resources and respond to the question in a timely
manner.” (p. 187)
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Abstract

This paper reports my experience as a first-time online tutor in a Kuwaiti college
during the Covid-19 pandemic. Using autoethnography coupled with a feminist
approach to research I analyse my experience and the challenges created for me in
this new setting. Guided by my interests and tactics, I present the struggle of a novice
tutor to manage her course and teach and support her students in what seemed to
be a context which blurred the boundaries between face-to-face (FtF) and online
settings in a unique way. I also present a narrative of students’ tactics, interests, and
power which compelled the tutor to change her teaching approach and adapt it in a
way that helped sail the students to successfully passing their module. This is a story
of what seems to be an emerging context of invisibility (with hidden interests and
clash of powers) distinctive of the Kuwaiti online context that materialised by choice
and power.Keywords:

1. Introduction
Within the Kuwaiti educational context, prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, nothing
in practice could be identified as distance, online or remote learning (Al-Ali. 2010).
Although a branch of the Arab Open University (based in Saudi Arabia) operates in
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Kuwait, Kuwaiti officials only recognised and implemented
face-to-face (FtF) education. It was in fact almost a taboo, I
believe, to suggest online/distance learning as another educational alternative within the government sector of education. Distance learning was associated with aberrant practice
and inability to take learning seriously among other things.
In fact, rules concerning (higher) education were modified
to assert FtF education and the physical coexistence of
learners and teachers (Al-Nakib, 2015). Online learning and
distance education were not approved nor accredited by the
Kuwaiti Ministry of Higher Education (Albader and AlRaqom, 2020). (Online) Technology was seen as an aid for
FtF settings and not a different offering to education. Such
was the case for the Public Authority of Applied Education
and Training (PAAET), the largest higher education organisation run by the government. And although there were
some efforts in the past to initiate what officials referred to
as e-learning it was approached in the same spirit, to support
FtF learning and as a reservoir/site for class material and
content, yet all attempts failed for different reasons (Alfelaij,
2016; Alkharang, 2013; Al-Ali, 2010).
Having been personally involved in a number of efforts,
committees and e-learning projects representing my College
of Basic Education, the largest college under PAAET, it is
perplexing how officials’ attitude towards online learning appear to have transformed, when in the past online learning
was demeaned in comparison to FtF learning. But the case
is that this form of education is adopted as a quick solution
to ensure the continuity of education at all levels during the
Covid-19 pandemic (Gulf Center for Studies and Research,
2020). In a sense, the move to online teaching and learning
was forced upon Kuwaiti officials at the Ministry of Higher
Education. Distance learning and online/e-learning are used
interchangeably to label what is being practiced now during
the Covid-19 pandemic in the Kuwaiti context. These terms
appear to be synonymous with an absence of an official
perspective and definition. Currently, they seem to be used
to denote the absence of FtF setting and the move to offering
the different subjects (according to a fixed timetable) in an
online setting with the aid of online technologies and tools.
With this in mind, I use these terms throughout this paper.
It is in this context that I address my experience of
teaching online for the first time and in the wake of the pandemic. I analyse my experience from a feminist approach to
research coupled with autoethnography. Women’s experience
and issues of concern are of sincere interest to the feminist
project and are positioned at the core of a feminist approach
to research. At the same time, autoethnography creates a
personal space to reflect and narrate my story critically. I pay
special attention to power and power-relations between a
198

tutor (myself) and her women students in order to understand my experience of struggle, fear, and apprehension. I
tell my story and express my voice through a narrative that
I identify as one of many that could be ascertained. But
in this narrative that I chose I am only one of the 30 main
characters. This is truly a genuine effort that I underwent to
assist my students succeed. It reflects the changes I had to
embrace in my approach to teaching in an invisible online
context that materialised by choice and power. I do not claim
that what I practiced and how I approached my teaching is
a full expression of feminist pedagogy, it is though in some
respects (valuing women experience and encouraging students’ collaborative participation and dialogue), as I explain
later on. I am hoping that this paper not only enriches the
feminist pedagogical perception of power and power relations in the online classroom but also sheds light on power
and power dynamics in a different (Kuwaiti) online context.
I am guided by my main broad question of ‘how do
novice women tutors experience teaching in the online
context for the first time?’ I posit this question specifically to
understand my experience teaching online within a Kuwaiti
context. I suggest these two sub-questions to further help
me absorb the intensity of the experience and extricate the
learning points and ideas for future encounters:
•

How do tutor and student interact in this setting?

•

What is distinctive about the Kuwaiti online setting?

In the sections to follow I first set the scene for feminist
pedagogy’s efforts to go online. Next, I discuss a research
approach that couples the feminist stand with autoethnography. Followed by an examination of the context within which
my experience occurred. I then present a detailed account of
my experience. The last two sections I focus on analysing my
story ending with the conclusion.

2. Setting the feminist pedagogical scene
In general, and within the context of the feminist project,
feminist pedagogy is considered to be “a theory about
the teaching/learning process that guides our choice of
classroom practices” (Shrewsbury, 1993, p. 166). It seeks
to empower the community of learners to act responsibly
towards one another and the subject matter. Feminist
pedagogy encourages learners to apply their learning
to social action. Experience, participation and dialogue
are essential dimensions of a feminist pedagogy, and the
emphasis on the creation of knowledge through dialogue
and discussion is core (Chow, Fleck, Fan, Joseph and Lyter,
2003). Hence, participation and negotiation are stressed in
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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the feminist classroom and learners are regarded “shapers
of knowledge and learning” (Herman and Kirkup, 2018, p.
785). In fact, Vitello (2017) envisions the feminist online
classroom to be a space of conversation and discussion
where students develop a strong sense of voice and are
encouraged to speak freely. Therefore, feminist pedagogy
is considered a vehicle for empowering students’ voices
where they exercise control over their own learning (Correa,
2010), and the learning environment is designed so that
students find their voices (Campbell, 2002). Consequently,
“the importance of activism, critical thinking skills, and
open-mindedness” is emphasised (White, 2011, p. 195). For
Weiler (2001), feminist pedagogy is “a political project” (p.
46). She explains that through feminist pedagogy, feminist
educators are challenging the structure of the traditional
canon and suggesting alternative classroom practices.
Feminist pedagogy raises awareness of an oppressive social
structure that needs to be changed. But what distinguishes
feminist pedagogy from other pedagogies that are similar
in their quest such as Freirean and critical pedagogy “is its
analysis of patriarchy and attempts to develop an education
appropriate for women” (Weiler, 2001, p. 47). In fact, critical
pedagogy is described as a ““boy thing”” for its “masculinist
voice of abstraction, universalization, and the rhetorical
position of “the one who knows,” (Lather, 2002, p. 115).
Feminist pedagogy has contested and multiple meanings
(Richards, 2011), therefore instead of finding the one
definition, feminist educators agree on a number of tenets
that characterise it. In a community of learners, students
collaborate, and bring their personal experiences (so do
the teachers) to the (online) classroom, students learn
to connect subject content with their experience (Daniel,
2021). In this community of learners, a number of issues are
raised. Such issues concern for example the gendered nature
of knowledge in the academy, the source of knowledge and
claims of truth, and the authority and power of the teacher.
Feminist pedagogy paves way for learners’ different voices,
empowerment and consciousness-raising. This vision it
seems is built on a presumption that the feminist tutor is a
skillful tutor, one who has found her voice and strengths,
who is empowered and able to sail the feminist voyage with
her students (Al-Ali, 1999). In this vision tutor emerges as
always powerful, has a voice and is empowered while the
student is depicted as always powerless, silent and in need
to be empowered. The dichotomous basis of power and
power relation places enormous responsibility on the tutor
to know and work (intentionally and constantly) to achieve
the feminist pedagogical goal. In a peculiar way the feminist
image of the tutor seems to resemble, in essence, the tutor’s
image that emerges from the ‘traditional’ and ‘authoritarian’
Kuwaiti teaching and learning approach, Al-Nakib (2015)
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

refers to. In this approach, Al-Nakib explains, it is the
teacher’s total responsibility to secure the dissemination of
information and ensure that students memorise the information in preparation for examination. Both visions posit the
teacher as powerful in comparison to the powerless student.
Although Al-Nakib (2015) criticises Kuwaiti general
education, higher education is also criticised for being
content-focused. But there are serious calls, often individually, of reform moving away from didactics and embracing
more progressive and dynamic approaches within higher as
well as general education (AlKandari, 2012; Kim, Albeiz,
Aburizaizah, Bridges, Fuller and Qutub, 2019). In this vein
and with regards to women, some female academics attempt
to focus on lived experience in their teaching approach and
raise questions concerning women status and gender equality in Kuwait. Dalal Alfares who teaches at Kuwait University
claims that her work is based on radical black feminism; she
is trying to raise awareness and help students comprehend
the multiple constructions of discourses on feminism and
gender, while at the same time aiming to establish a feminist
framework for women in the Arab Gulf area (Kuwait, Qatar,
UAE, Saudi Arabia, and Bahrain) (Alfares, El Khawaga, Darhour, Jad, and Allam (2020) or what Al-Malki (2019) refers
to as an authentic “Narrative of Our Own”. Also, Alshammari
(2019) approaches her course content making connections
to students’ lived experiences. She finds this approach to be
essential for building an active learning environment and
creating a sense of personal agency. But these remain individual attempts and face students’ resistance. The Islamic
perspective that students uphold, according to Alfares, poses
a challenge; “students will consistently resist and refer to
hegemonic Islamic texts when faced with anything critiquing
Muslim hetero-patriarchies” (Alfares, El Khawaga, Darhour,
Jad, and Allam (2020). The fact is that “At universities across
the [Arab Gulf] region, academics focus on women’s contributions and concerns in their classes as a personal initiative,
but a gender perspective is rarely institutionalized” (Lindsey,
2016). It is no wonder then that studies concerning feminist
pedagogical approaches with the Kuwaiti context are rare.
Within my own courses I tried raising women students’
awareness regarding issues that concern them by making
women and their experiences central to class discussions and
connecting the content to their lives and realities (Al-Ali,
2021). I refrained from directly criticising, instead I offered
the tools for students to see and think about their lives,
and those of other women differently. Such tools could be
looking at the situation from different angles or forming
questions of ‘how’ and ‘why’ and ‘what if’. Also encouraging
students to decide for themselves asking for example ‘do I
need to change…? ‘what do I need to change…?’ ‘how do I
change…?’. But I was cautious not to use the ‘feminist’ word
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as I knew it drew negative feelings.
To reiterate then, by shifting agency to students, prioritising learner-centred approaches, emphasising collaborative
and participatory practices in a community characterised
by care instead of dominance, feminist educators seem to
believe that power structure is dismantled, learners are
empowered and emerge as free speakers. This emancipatory
vision is built on a binary understanding of the powerful
tutor in opposition to the powerless student and it is fixed in
a positional status. My current experience did not conform.
In fact, there were times that I felt powerless and helpless
trying to handle the challenges created for me by my students. Sharing her reflections on forming a virtually feminist
pedagogy in her classroom Bond (2019) writes:
I do not believe it is entirely possible to dismantle the
power dynamics inherent to binary teacher/student
dynamics. However, I do believe there are effective ways
to mitigate them. To do so, I prioritize learner-centered
approaches via two specific strategies: whenever possible, I shake up tradition, and I shift agency to students.
These strategies allow me to remain intentional in my
efforts to promote student agency in virtual learning
environments.
It is this aspect of the feminist vision (of power) that
I aim to focus on in order to understand online power
dynamics, as I tell my story and analyse my experience. I
have chosen a feminist approach to research not only for
their focus on women and their experience but also because
of the oppositional stance they represent towards positivism, abstraction, knowledge building and universal truth.
Women, their realities and their struggles in this approach
are paramount for knowledge creation. Women are therefore
social actors, they are constantly engaged in producing and
revising meaning through social interaction (Grix, 2018),
and that meaning is inherently socially negotiated (Lave,
1991). Accordingly, a qualitative feminist methodological
approach coupled with autoethnography is adopted, a view
based on constructivism as an ontological position.
I primarily concentrate on the feminist pedagogical
online context and literature in order to frame my understanding of the online dynamics of my experience. But I am
confounded by the lack of studies and resources specifically
in relation to women’s (learners and tutors) lived experiences. Although my search using google scholar revealed
a number of studies that discuss feminist pedagogical
strategies online there is less discussion on lived experience.
In fact, Brown (2019) describes its present state as “still in
its infancy” (p. 7). This is surprising especially that feminist
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pedagogical research is guided by the “major principles of
feminist pedagogy such as participatory learning and the
validation of students’ personal experiences” (White, 2011, p.
195, my emphasis). There is certainly a need to fill a gap in
the literature especially studies of the lived experiences of
learners and tutors alike (Engin, 2017, Brown, 2019). The
current situation flags the deprivation of knowledge vis-à-vis
online interaction and dynamics; another gap that needs
to be filled. In relation, Selfe, Villanueva and Parks (2017)
state that “if there are more “voices” being represented, it
is unclear whether those voices represent the embodied
experiences of our diverse and heritage-rich teaching
and student populations” (p. 1). Brown (2019) rightly
accentuates that “The absence of current research on online
education warrants investigations to facilitate best practices
and optimal online learning environments” (p. 7).
While feminist pedagogues and scholars fall short
examining women’s online experiences the move to online
education and learning extends (Chick and Hassel, 2009)
and the number of online women learners increases (Aneja,
2017). In fact, Lee (2019) states that online learning is
now part of the mainstream higher education with the
rapid increase in online leaners. Anchored in a face-to-face
(FtF) context, feminist pedagogy’s movement to the online
context is lagging (Bailey, 2017). One reason seems to be
the assumption that “the ideal learning environment is one
where teachers and students are co-located in time and
space” (Herman and Kirkup, 2018, p. 782). This co-location
is seen as a prerequisite for the aspired open communication
and “enabler of, the kind of experiential learning crucial to
feminist pedagogy” (Aneja, 2017, p. 852).
The current situation also reveals the mistrust and
prejudice that colour the feminist pedagogical approaches
concerning the online context in comparison to Other/
face-to-face (FtF) context. The existing studies that explore
online feminist pedagogy, few they are, posit FtF pedagogy
as the point of reference to which online pedagogy and
interaction is measured. Take for example this stark comparison of Chick and Hassel (2009) who write that the ‘faceless’
solitary nature of online learning and environment means
that “in many online classes there are rarely discussions
other than what’s assigned, no debates, no laughter, no
groups sitting together and having heated or engaged conversations about anything” (p. 198). Indeed, “Early scholarly
references to CMC described it as inferior to FtF communication” (Soffer, 2010), p. 391). “[C]onstantly compared and
contrasted negatively” with FtF, online learning/education
is seen as “second best” (Blake, 2000, p. 189). As a result,
and more seriously, questions that reflect the doubt feminist
pedagogues bear, are posed: “Is it really possible to do online
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teaching in a way that remains true to the values of [FtF]
feminist pedagogy?” (Bailey, 2017, p. 253). Some scholars
admit their failed efforts to replicate their FtF classrooms
in their online counterparts, hence conclude that “some
significant personal and experiential engagement may be
uniquely possible in the online realm” (Bailey, 2017, p. 264).
The online space is a different learning space and requires
different teaching and learning skills (Campbell, 2002). And
some conclude that the on-line world has its own culture
(Mahoney and Knupfer,1997). It is not arduous to deduce
then that feminist scholars and pedagogues face a split between the two modes leading to an unresolved binary where
FtF context and learning is favoured over online context and
learning (Aneja, 2017).
Therefore, I proceed with the awareness that the online
context is distinctive, genuine and should be approached as
such. That said, I continue next to give an overall view of
feminist research and autoethnography and discuss how the
two converge.

3. Towards feminist autoethnography; double
power
Feminist research is a political endeavour (Alkhaled,
2017), it is premised on the validity of personal experience
as a source of knowledge, a kind of inner knowledge (Weiler,
1991). The statement ‘the personal is political’ is at the heart
of feminist research, in a clear opposition against objectivity
and positivism (Averett and Soper, 2011; Griffin, 2012). In
fact, research relations premised on positivism is seen as a
situation of dominance (Mies, 1993). Understanding experience means to comprehend the ways social and power relations are constructed and enacted (Chow, Fleck, Fan, Joseph,
and Lyter, 2003; Stanley and Wise, 2002). Feminist researchers seek to dismantle the binary structure that prevents the
body and mind meeting (Pathak, 2010). Knowledge, in this
binary, is treated as apolitical with the superiority of the
intellectual over the body. According to Michelson (1996),
the emotional and the physical being is as informative as
the intellect and offer moments of connectedness to the
world. By exploring experience and legitimising it, spaces for
multiple voices are created. Feminist methodologies speak
of multiple truths. They are based on less restrictive, more
creative, and more inclusive methods, therefore challenging
mainstream research (Ardovini, 2015; Witherell, 2010). In
authorising experience, feminist researchers seek to empower and grant voice to the voiceless, particularly women.
Voice is used as a metaphor which implies a strategy
to empower and advance ‘horizontal power with’ rather
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

than ‘hierarchical power over’ (Kenway and Modra, 1992).
Here, one model of power as dominance ‘over’ is replaced
with another model of power as energy ‘with’ (Liao, 2006;
Shrewsbury, 1993). Moreover, the physicality of voice is
aspired. Those who speak, and have a voice, are empowered and therefore have the power to change. Those who
are silent are seen as powerless and oppressed. As such,
feminists’ construction of voice and silence is trapped in an
opposition, creating a dualism of a favoured voice compared
to a demeaned silence. Consequently, voice is always seen
as powerful and silence as powerless (Orner, 1992). This
binary structure is simplistic: it evades the interrelatedness
of the terms and the complexity of real-life situations and
experiences. Feminist critics argue against this binary
system (Mishra, 2013; Mohanty, 1988). Instead, they assert
the importance of situating individuals socially, culturally,
geographically, and historically. That is, women’s local
context and trans-local context matter in understanding
their experiences and stories (Curnow, 2016).
Pertinently, autoethnography is a methodology that
allows researchers to write solely about their own experience
(Richards, 2016). Researchers have long been warned of
leaving traces of self onto their research track. In the name
of objectivity and reliability researchers are denied access
to their emotions, feelings, and personal involvement in a
project that depletes those same elements. In his narrative,
Amundrud (2011) replaces reliability and validity for
“accessibility, verisimilitude, and relevance to other, similar
situations” (p. 335, emphasis in original), as a way to
depend on his own subjectivity to decide what is true. For
Pathak (2010), autoethnography allows her to make sense of
the world she lives in. It also gives voice to her life in a way
distinctive to that of the academic world. Pathak talks about
the false binary that is created by ‘scientific imperialism’.
Challenging this binary, Pathak (2010) asserts that: “To
know is not merely an abstract, omnipotent intellectualized
process. To know is to engage an experience fully with one’s
mind, body, and heart” (p. 4). In this vein, Ellis, Adams
and Bochner (2011) state that: “This approach challenges
canonical ways of doing research and representing others…
and treats research as a political, socially-just and socially-conscious act...” (p. 1).
Claims of apolitical research and knowledge isolate
science from the fabric of society and the concerns of people
(Shariati, 1988). Witherell (2010) eloquently explains: “we
are, at best, coauthors of our life stories. By giving voice to
these stories and their cultural and gendered contexts, we
stand to gain an awareness that will make us more effective
in many dimensions of our lives” (p.68). It is therefore empowering to engage in a process of autoethnography. In fact,
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autoethnographic researchers selectively and retrospectively
write about ‘epiphanies’ that connect them to the wider
culture (Ellis, Adams and Bochner, 2011). They use their
personal experience as a vantage point to elucidate aspects
of cultural experience for insiders and outsiders. Researchers
writing autoethnography produce aesthetic and evocative
descriptive accounts of their experiences (Tillmann, 2009).
Conversely, autoethnography meets feminist scholarship
in many aspects, most importantly in valuing personal
experience and considering it a political stand. Autoethnographic research and feminist research connect people to
research and knowledge by drawing on experience, contextualising experience, and reconnecting to culture and history.
Bringing feminism and autoethnography together offers a
“fully human” (Alkhaled, 2017, p. 115) method of inquiry.
It is a clear opposing stand against mainstream research. In
short, autoethnography coupled with a feminist perspective
presents a powerful approach to research and grants voice
to the voiceless. Indeed, it is most appropriate to voice
my experience and create space for a narrative based on
an analysis of power and power-relations. That said I find
Robyn Fivush’s work most appropriate for examining my
experience and provides a feminist framework for analysing
power dynamics. To her work I turn next.
3.1 A feminist theoretical perspective on place and
power
Place and power are two important constructs which
emerge from an analysis that situates experience in social,
cultural, historical and political context (Fivush and Marin,
2007). Place refers to the idea that individuals occupy
certain positions within the social context/structure at
specific times, Fivush (2010) explains. ‘Place’ “is a dynamic
concept; one’s historical, cultural, and situational position
in an ongoing stream of human activity is always evolving”
(Fivush, 2006, p. 2). Power derives from place, in that
certain places are imbued with power, Fivush elaborates, and
individuals are situated in particular places within cultural
and historical frameworks. In those places, certain aspects
of the individual such as race, gender and class are valued
in particular ways, and individuals are defined as particular
kinds of persons (Fivush, 2006). Thus, they are denied and
provided certain aspects of experience and certain ways of
knowing. Any change in one’s place changes one’s access to
certain experiences and the interpretation of those experiences (Fivush and Marin, 2007). Hence, Fivush (2010)
asserts that place determines power and power determines
voice. In this view place, power, and voice are interconnected and important analytical factors for a feminist analysis
(Fivush, 2006).
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Furthermore, Fivush (2010) explains that voice and
silence are socially constructed in conversational interactions
and therefore, are negotiated, imposed, and contested. To
understand voice and silence, local conversations must be
understood within cultural and social frameworks that shape
life and embrace canonical narratives which are both normative and prescriptive. Situated local experiences conform
or deviate from those canonical narratives creating specific
spaces for voice and silence. Fivush (2010) argues that as
narratives emerge within social interactions, so do certain
events, interpretations and evaluations of those events. The
telling and retelling seals those narratives as accepted (or
contested) evaluative versions of the past. Those individuals
who are in roles of power can shape the shared narratives.
Shared narratives provide ‘authority to define’ appropriate
narrative, and the ‘power to validate’ certain narratives over
others. Accepted shared narratives are considered the centre
and are given voice while other narratives appear silenced
at the margin, and from this standpoint power gives voice
(Fivush, 2004; 2006).
Power also emerges from a theoretical analysis that
experience is situated within cultural, social, and historical
context (Fivush and Marin, 2007). For Fivush (2010), power
is dynamic; it is always in process and occurs over time:
“power is negotiated, imposed, taken, and given” (p. 90),
power is a relational structure. Therefore, voice and silence
must be conceptualised within evolving power structures
and relations in an ongoing dialectic interaction. There are
multiple levels of accepted and contested narratives within
a group (Fivush, 2010). They co-exist and influence each
other, with the most powerful narrative being the culturally
dominant one. Resistance narratives are shared by members
of the marginalised groups. These narratives create spaces
for shared history, and challenge dominant narratives. As
such, marginalised groups are “speaking through silence”
(Fivush, 2010, p. 93), and in this way silence can be powerful. By establishing their resistance narratives, marginalised
members are telling their stories from their own perspective
and maintaining control over them.
To sum up then, Fivush’s feminist framework is suitable
to guide my experience; it accentuates that place, power and
voice interconnect in a dynamic way. When we view ‘place’
in the light of distinctive experience and social interaction,
and when we focus on how the boundaries and transitions
are encountered and defined, then we are able to unfold
how dominant narratives are normalised and become the
standpoint of participants in dominant places. By the same
token, we can also see how marginalised narratives are
narratives of resistance that are disclosed in a powerful way.
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I intend to study my experience in this light in the sections
to follow.

4. Contextualising my experience
Taken by the Covid-19 storm the move to the online
setting was the only option available to the Kuwaiti educational officials to ensure the continuity of education at all
levels – schools and colleges for both the government and
private sectors. The stability of education was a top priority
and for it the Kuwaiti Ministry of Education worked closely
with the Ministry of Health. The higher education college
where I work, College of Basic Education (CBE), like all
other colleges and institutions under the Public Authority
of Applied Education and training (PAAET), followed in the
footsteps and the transition to distance/remote teaching
was compulsory and instantaneous. Education in all PAAET
colleges and institutions is free and segregated, there are
two of each college, one for men that mirrors the college
of women. Faculty members can teach in both colleges
(men and women). I chose to teach at the women’s college
only. CBE caters for all Kuwaiti students of the different
backgrounds that meet the criteria of admissions, mainly the
results of high school diploma. Students enter the college at
around 18 years old. They are accepted in the different fields
and have to follow a fixed credit programme, according
to the department they chose. Students graduate with a
Bachelor of Education in their field of study in 4-years-time.
Students who successfully graduate become teachers of the
different subjects at (primary) schools or employees of other
teaching services such as educational technologists. Some
pursue different careers.
A training programme for faculty members as well
as students was set for the move online. During the first
phase of the training plan, which started in June 2020, all
staff members were trained to use Microsoft Teams (MT)
platform for teaching and were awarded certificates for it,
including those who were on sabbatical leave like myself.
All students (men and women) were trained during phase
two, July 2020. The plan was to resume teaching during the
first week of August 2020 in order to conclude the second
term, which was interrupted by the pandemic and the
three-months lockdown of March 2020. A (special) Summer
term was to follow. This plan pushed the first term of the
academic year 2020/2021 to start in December. I returned to
teaching in December 2020 having been away for a year.
I was mostly concerned about my technical ability
in using the platform. But managing MT proved to be
straightforward and I encountered no difficulties as the term
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

progressed. I was also a different person coming back to
teaching; as a victim of Covid-19 which traumatised me for
many weeks, and as a sole carer of a three-months old infant
(20-months old now) I was apprehensive that my sleepless
nights and exhaustion might affect my enthusiasm and
ability to teach online especially that it was my first experience. I was wrong. My life turned into a space of/for stories
I could share with my students some of whom are caring for
infants or toddlers. I was eager to start, I had enough time
to carefully choose the content and think about the methods
of teaching and assessment procedures of my courses, I
thought I was ready for December 13, but I had a major
setback. All three courses I was supposed to teach were
cancelled because of the low number of students enrolling,
I was told. Through MT I reached out to my departmental
colleagues explaining my situation and suggesting that we
could create a discussion channel (private chatroom) for
solving the difficulties we might face in teaching online.
I had no response. Two weeks behind in teaching, I was
replaced with a totally different timetable and modules. I
was anxious, with no online teaching experience to fall back
onto, I was all alone, and I had no time to think and design
my courses, so I learned to think, respond and apply as I
went along. I learned to shift gear and change my teaching
approach according to circumstances. I followed what could
be identified as an ‘adaptable’ teaching approach.
In the following section I report my experience of one of
the courses I taught. I use the journal that I kept throughout
the term in which I briefly recorded the progression of
events, my feelings and frustrations, and the questions that
bewildered me. My life circumstances did not allow me to
constantly write, therefore, I was selective as I was brief
at times. The journal in this paper is used for verifying the
progression and a reminder of events and a stimulator for
my recall. I also depend on my memory, since the events
occurred recently, as well as the module online posts and
discussions. Students’ approval and consent to use all information regarding the course and their interaction online was
sought. All names I use in my story are pseudonyms.

5. My story: ‘One is all it takes’ – unceasing
struggle
I sighed as the last day of the course concluded; it had
been a tiring and time-consuming term which I did not
expect. I did not expect it to end the way it did, but I was
pleased. On the last meeting I thanked my students and
wished them well when one student said: “one last thing, we
have something for you, go on students open your microphones!”, and I heard clapping. Taken by surprise but feeling
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like a winner; I thought that is an (online) image I will not
forget. I can proudly announce now that I have a toddler’s
first step of teaching online with the blessings of my students. But it had not been an easy journey, in fact it was a
struggle from end to end. Let me start from the beginning.

a solid boundary between the private and the public; not
entirely due to gendered customs and inappropriateness
of showing Arab female faces (online), as Hurley (2021)
suggests, but a tactic intended to shield the private life from
the gaze of others (females and males).

One of the courses I was assigned to teach is a module
titled ‘Educational Systems Design’. This is a compulsory
module for computer major students in their third and
fourth year. I had 30 students in this class. It had been
a while (many terms) since I last taught this course in a
face-to-face (FtF) setting. The departmental booklet of the
different courses our department offers detailed description
of the module; the objectives, the content, the assessment
procedures and how the final grade is calculated but leaves
some space for change. I had only two days to prepare
course description and content timetable and decide on
assessment methods in order to share with the students on
our first meeting. My old notes and PowerPoint slides were
useful. I read through the different resources and refined the
content to fit the number of weeks left (around 8 weeks).
This class met for 80 minutes twice a week. I felt content; I
felt ready, and I had a future vision of the course that I have
created in such a short time, so I thought. I posted a welcome note and uploaded course description and timetable
plan for the module and invited students to respond through
MT.

In this first meeting I invited the students for a glimpse
into my private life and my new responsibilities of being
the sole carer of my infant grandson. I learned that some of
my students raised small children or cared for other family
members and some ran businesses on the side using Instagram accounts, initiated during the pandemic. Some had
no private spaces of their own and attend online sessions
with family members around them. I also learned that some
shared the one computer available with their siblings while
having to decide whose turn it was to miss class in order for
the other to attend. The complexity of these young women
lives is astonishing yet their insistence to pursue learning
is admirable. One student wrote explaining her low performance on the exam “have you ever envisaged someone
sitting in an online session with her infant in her lap and has
all responsibilities of managing a household?” “I am one”, I
replied. This similarity of life circumstances brought me closer to the women students; I understood what they endured
and therefore I tried to create other (more) possibilities for
them to accomplish the module’s objectives and raise their
grades. In fact, as the module progressed those women’s
lives were further anchored in my memory. I knew Huda
who shared the one laptop they owned with her siblings,
at times had to miss the online meeting because of it. Also,
Fatima who spoke little but had the household responsibility
and looking after her younger siblings, when her mother was
unable to return to Kuwait, because of the rules surrounding
Covid-19 situation. And May, who looked after her chronically ill husband and often asked for extensions, yet excelled in
her work. I had 30 stories for my 30 students.

The term prior (and during my sabbatical leave), a letter
from the Dean’s office (Dean of College of Basic Education,
personal communication, September 8, 2020) was circulated
which clearly prohibits using cameras during synchronous
class meetings. Staff members “are not to ask students
(males and females) to open the cameras during class
meetings due to some problems female students experienced in
the past and during the application of distant learning” (my
emphasis). Many Kuwaiti newspapers published the content
of the letter without explaining the reasons for this demand.
But I learned, asking some staff members, that students complained to the dean of the intrusion the cameras had on their
lives. I entered the first class-meeting intentionally asking
my students of their opinion toward the camera, unanimously they requested to remain ‘unseen’. It was also pivotal for
me to be ‘unseen/invisible’; it suited my life circumstances
as it was for the students. Indeed, it was a privilege that, I
thought, should not be restricted to students. I seized the
opportunity and laid my rule: “if I cannot see you then you
cannot see me”, I added, “if you are visible, I will be visible
too”. They all agreed raising their hands, and accordingly all
our class meetings were held with cameras turned off. This
kind of ‘invisibility’ proved to be liberating and convenient.
And as time went by it became a realisation of anchoring
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The successive online class meetings with the students revolved around discussing the content of the course. For that
I prepared my slides and discussed the ideas the same way I
usually did in a FtF setting. What occurred online regarding
the process was an adaptation of what used to occur in my
FtF classroom. The challenge I faced was related to searching for online examples to illustrate the concepts we were
discussing. I had to consciously disengage myself from FtF
instances and think of online exemplars. The following day
I uploaded PowerPoint slides on MT. In addition to advising
students to attend the regular synchronous meetings on
time they were urged to promptly form small groups of 5
students to work on the team project and identify a title
for their group. To encourage students to connect their
experience to course content, I chose it (my experience
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of distance learning) as a title for students’ team-project.
Team-project was the heart of the module, it was the applied
version of what was discussed in theory. The plan was to run
theory and practice concurrently. That is, to apply what we
discussed during synchronous lectures/meetings in theory
to the present online learning system that was created and
applied for students. As such students’ experience became
the starting point. I formed a new team location and titled it
‘free speech’; six channels (private chatrooms) were added
in order to create a private space for the six student-groups
to discuss their work. In other words, we had access to an
official Team location that was created by the IT department
for our module, and a private Team that I created for my
students to freely discuss their opinions, thoughts and
projects.
My past experience of teaching this module, Systems
Approach to Instructional Design, in FtF setting reminded
me of the difficulty most of the students undergo, and the
effort and constant discussions and explanations that take
place to assist them feel and work through the concepts and
apply them in real life situations through group projects. I ignored this experience and suppressed my feelings and went
on teaching the module the same way I did in FtF setting. In
brief, I relocated my previous FtF practice behind the screen.
In doing that I seem to have imitated how some feminist
pedagogues approach the online setting replicating their FtF
efforts in their online classrooms (Bailey, 2017).
Although students were regularly asked to use their
private channels for their textual discussions around their
projects, three weeks on since their creation, students failed
to use the online space. Despite my constant encouragement,
students remained silent. I confronted their silence in a
lengthy post wondering whether assigning a grade for the
virtual discussion would compel/motivate them. At last,
one student responded and assured me that they were not
using WhatsApp to communicate or any other means. She
posted: “we understand everything so far, each one of us
knows what she is doing, I know I do, and that is why we
have nothing to discuss”. ‘How can I encourage them? What
else can I say?’ I pulled the last straw and said: “Discussions
are important particularly for this module because it
enriches your ideas and allows you to see things differently
and from others’ perspectives and this is why I invite you
to take part in discussions”. From there on the team (Free
Speech) developed a sound/(voice), at times it reflected a
high interaction and others remained low. In hindsight, I
succeeded in forcing students to talk without having to use
incentives. My persistence and demand for their visible voice
was fruitful but created a ‘situational dilemma/impasse’ for
me. On one hand I wanted the students to feel free discussStudies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

ing their projects and any other related issues, and on the
other hand I felt it was my duty to stimulate their discussion.
I was anxious about time limit and falling behind and as a
result, it seems, I stripped them off of their responsibilities
of engaging in their projects and choosing the ‘right’ time for
them for that engagement.
Students’ projects revolved around their experience of
online learning using MT. They were asked to evaluate their
experience since August 2020 and use that experience as
the platform to design an online learning system suitable
for them applying the basic steps we discussed in our
synchronous online lectures. Although students shared their
experience of learning online and expressed their views in
an assignment as well as in their Free Speech Team, they
were unable to pursue their projects and the module seemed
to be at a halt. And during synchronous meetings students
refrained from raising questions regarding their projects. But
they requested samples of previous projects in order to understand how to take their assignment further. This request
was initiated by one particular student, Hajar, and other
students followed. Despite my continuous explanation that
no previous work was available and that their work is going
to be future examples for other students, Hajar insisted
(while others withdrew). She posted on the official channel
for the module, the general channel of ‘Free Speech’ that I
created, and privately through personal chat, expressing her
need to see a sample work. Her assertion was aggravating,
yet it acted as a warning. I saw her persistence, her repetitive postings, a challenge to my authority and I was unable
to delve into other possible meanings. I was unable to see
what could have been a plea for help, for wanting to fulfil
the course requirements and responsibilities successfully. I
expected Hajar and other students to search for resources
and examples online which I bluntly posted. My vision of
an easy executed plan for the module was gradually disappearing, my (FtF) design was crumbling. With it my image
as the skillful knowledgeable tutor was also collapsing, I felt.
I was facing a real problem I was unprepared for and did
not know how to deal with. Five weeks left for the term to
end, I decided to follow a different plan and was adamant it
worked. I had no other alternative.
Concerned, troubled and fearful I decided to divide the
main project/assignment into a number of mini assignments
(tasks). Each detailed task revolved around part of the
learner’s online experience, and was related to a step in
the model we were applying for online learning. In each
task students were impelled to think of their experience of
online learning in order to fulfill the task. They were urged
to discuss the assignment and explore different ways to
fulfil it in their assigned groups. They were also advised to
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post their questions and comments for the whole class if
they found it necessary. But each student was responsible to
produce her own solution to the task. When one task was
fulfilled another task was uploaded. Each task was marked
and graded, and each student received a detailed feedback
on how to improve it. Within around three weeks (7 class
meetings), five mini tasks were accomplished. The last
remaining 3 meetings, students spent on discussing the final
group-project; designing an online learning module based on
their experience. As such, each student had access to other
members’ personal experience of learning online. With five
examples of each step of the design model available students
had a pool of choices to select from, modify and improve.
Finally, each group produced a design model of online
learning that suited them - a collective jigsaw puzzle design
which consisted of a piece from each student experience.

6. Discussion: To see or not to see; celebrating
a dominant narrative of invisibility
I am aware that the story presented above is one partial
face of the whole online experience. It was extracted to
convey my earnest efforts to conclude the module successfully both for my students and myself. I use Robyn Fivush’s
theoretical framing of place and power to understand
the dynamic interaction online. With the dearth of online
skills, experience and time I had no other alternative but to
reproduce online the only thing I knew, my FtF design. This
experience as it is narrated raises a number of concerns, but
I will follow two; one is the immersion in an online context
of invisibility. Invisibility (to be physically unseen) in this
case is a conscious intentional convenient choice. All women
students in my class online asked to remain unseen. But not
all shared similar circumstances as their peers. And although
few were comfortable showing their faces they too voted for
invisibility (perhaps) in appreciation of others’ life circumstances. Students’ ‘places’ within the social structure defined
certain aspects of their experiences; some were married, others were raising children, yet others were caring for elderly
relatives, while others shared their physical space with their
siblings. These life situations (outside the academy) could
not be ignored and were pivotal elements students used to
force ‘invisibility’. In contrast, and in a FtF setting ‘visibility’
is the norm; it is a ‘canonical narrative’ which is transferred
to the online context through MT synchronous class-meetings. But a new narrative (of invisibility) was in the making
solely by students – a narrative supported by students’
places and lived realities/experiences. In this context then,
students’ places are places of power. These students did not
need a skillful tutor to empower them; they knew what
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they wanted, they acted accordingly, and they succeeded in
creating a narrative that suited them.
I have understood students’ reasons to be unseen, I
myself shared some of those reasons. Indeed, I was all for an
invisibility, for it I imposed my rule ‘all invisible or all visible’
knowing that women students will choose the former. I then
revealed one aspect of my life that I shared with some of
them, raising a child, hoping that this exposure will bring me
closer, will weaken the institutional boundaries of identities
of being a student and a tutor. I was aiming to be one of
them, seeking appreciation of a hidden side of my private
life that might affect my performance in public as a tutor.
Upon reflection I seem to have used my place and exercised
my power, guarded my interest and enforced a situation
in my favour, masked by a recognition of women students’
lives. And by doing that I seem to have refined the new
narrative of invisibility made by the students and for the
students to include me, the tutor. Invisibility was a privilege
for the students, I made it mine too. Consequently, invisibility became the norm, a dominant narrative of invisibility
for all, in my classroom online. As a tutor and an individual
in a role/place of power I shaped the shared narrative of
invisibility to my favour by validating a certain narrative
(invisibility for all) over the other (invisibility for students
only) (Al-Ali, 2020). Shared narratives provide ‘authority to
define’ appropriate narrative, and the ‘power to validate’ certain narratives over others (Fivush, 2004; 2006). A narrative
of visibility was rewritten to a narrative of invisibility for students, to be refined further to a narrative of invisibility for
students and tutor. Within the Kuwaiti context, these women
students seemed to seek the validation of their private lives
and circumstances by attaining invisibility, and so did I.
Further, I chose, and so did my students, to shield our
lives drawing a solid boundary between what is private and
what is public by executing a conscious plan to transition
from visibility to invisibility. Yet this solid boundary withered
as we were at ease revealing those private lives in our invisible synchronous and textual discussions. In other words,
while visibility was seen as exposing publicly what is private,
invisibility allowed the public and the private to meet in the
online context. This solid boundary also faded unveiling
aspects of those private lives for late assignment submissions, poor performance on exams, inability to participate
in discussions, absence or late attendance, or ending the
synchronous meeting short. Often students integrated those
private lives within the pedagogical context in a compelling
way to reveal how their (private) lives outside the online
setting affected their lives inside the online setting. There is
a consent that “adult learners’ everyday access to online HE
is bounded, or restricted, by their local and real-life condiStudies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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tions—which exist outside formal online HE environments”
(Lee, 2019, my emphasis; also see Callahan, 2013). The
Kuwaiti dynamics show a possible way how these ‘restrictions’/lived experiences are pedagogically manifested. It
also reveals how our lives outside the boundaries of formal
education matter and are connected to our lives inside those
boundaries.
Another issue that is raised for me concerns the uniqueness of the online settings. This experience is my first to enter
the virtual space as a tutor. Not only did I not have enough
time to think about the module I was going to teach online
(as explained earlier), I had no skills and no support. Consequently, I replicated my FtF classroom in the online setting;
mainly, lectures during the synchronous meetings, enriched
by discussions and questions and answers, and a module
group project. I have learned that to blindly apply an alien
(FtF) pedagogical approach to the online setting is erroneous. Had it not been for Hajar’s insistence asking me to
provide samples for the project, I would have not (perhaps)
pursued a different path. In fact, her powerful determination
singlehandedly changed the progression of the module. It
made me cautious and alerted me not to ignore her (public)
posts. I had to promptly think of other means. This play of
power between the female student and the female tutor, is
noteworthy. If it highlights anything it certainly accentuates
that power is not a product nor an object to possess (Mohanty, 1988). It is undoubtedly not fixed to authority figures
or places of authority. Those who are at less authoritative
positions/places exercise power in their own way and as
they see appropriate (Al-Ali, 1999). Fivush (2010) rightly
emphasizes that power is dynamic; it is always in process
and occurs over time: “power is negotiated, imposed, taken,
and given” (p. 90); power is a relational structure.
Hajar could have kept silent as she did previously (and
so did the rest of the students). But an extended silence was
not a choice and may not have worked on its own. It was
through her insisting voice of dissatisfaction and need (when
others retreated) that she fulfilled her goal. The interplay
between silence and voice reflects Hajar’s awareness of
when to be silent and when to be vocal. I, on the other hand,
could have dismissed her voice, but I did not. The challenge
that was created for me I took as part of my responsibility
towards my students. In a sense, a pedagogical possibility
was created as a result of seeing students’ positions not as
oppositional rivals or individuals carrying other names of
dismissal (lazy, ignorant) but as eager learners rightly pursuing their learning paths. Indeed, this interplay (of power)
between student and tutor reflects how narratives are
negotiated and rewritten within the different places people
occupy in the social interaction (Fivush and Marin, 2007).
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

It also tells me that there are multiple levels of accepted
and contested narratives within a group, they co-exist and
influence each other (Fivush, 2010). In this case a resistance
narrative (of publicly asserting her position) is what Hajar
imprinted which in essence challenged the canonical (FtF)
narrative replicated and reproduced by the powerful tutor
(De Hertogh, Lane and Ouellette, 2019). It is important to
note that the interplay between resistance and dominance
underline a structure of power that is relational and evolving
in an ongoing dialectic interaction (Fivush, 2010).
My failure to replicate the FtF classroom accentuates for
me the distinctiveness of the online setting. The online space
is a different learning space and requires different teaching
and learning skills. The doubts feminist pedagogues express,
and their failed efforts of replication should, in my view, lead
the way to a pedagogy unique to the online context – one
that does not stand in opposition to a FtF pedagogy but
informs feminist pedagogical practice online. To be able to
do that it is imperative that researchers waive their preconceptions and biases in order to approach the online context
and environment as legitimate and allow this uniqueness to
emerge. And although in my case it seemed I had no other
choice but to replicate, I was flexible and open to learn. I
seized the challenge presented and appropriated it to our
(students and tutor) advantage by adopting a flexible/adaptable teaching-learning approach.
This experience is a representation of the specificity of
the online context. A unique invisible online setting of our
(students and tutor) making contained and directed our
online interaction within the Kuwaiti context.

7. Conclusion
I started this paper with a main question that allows me
to explore my experience of teaching online for the first
time and during Covid-19 pandemic. Pursuing a feminist
approach to research coupled with autoethnography
allowed me to unravel some important issues distinctive to
the Kuwaiti context, the tutor, and her women students. A
context characterised by invisibility (not to be physically
seen) online is favoured by women students and tutor alike
during synchronous class meetings. For us (students and
tutor), invisibility was nonnegotiable; it created a solid
boundary that shielded our private lives from the gaze of
others/intruders. Nonetheless this boundary withered in our
interactions mainly textual, where the private and the public
met. Our context was also distinctive for being a terrain
of struggle and power clashes that did not seem to abide
exactly to feminist argument on power, voice and place
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interconnectedness. Students and tutor occupy different
places within the dominant narrative of the institution, but
it is not always the tutor who emerges as the powerful. In
fact, different narratives are at work and in conflict. My
experience presents a narrative of resistance (through one
student’s power and voice) that shifted the progression of
the module to students’ favour. This accentuates that the
construct of power is relational, evolving, shifting and fluid
wherever actors (tutor and students) are positioned within
the social interaction online.
On another level, this experience showed me how important it is to take into consideration students’ lives when
approaching teaching and learning situations. In fact, by
pressing for invisibility women students seemed to press for
connecting their lives outside formal education online with
their lives inside it. An adaptable/flexible approach may be
one way forward where lived conditions are accommodated
and learning possibilities are created. The online setting
emerges as unique and has its own culture and unless we
invest effort into understanding that culture any efforts of
replicating the known and the familiar (FtF) are deemed a
failure. In relation, this experience presents an opportunity
for further investigations and studies that focus on lived
experiences online to enhance our perception of the online
environment and interaction, and even design. Within the
Kuwaiti context and prior Covid-19 remote, distance, or
online teaching and learning was not practiced. This is a
valuable possibility that presents itself to seriously think
about, maintain, and build upon the lessons accomplished so
far practicing online learning.
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Abstract

The professional development of early career teaching staff (academics and researchers) in learning and teaching practices has attracted significant attention internationally over the past two decades. Institutional agendas, national accreditation and
international recognition schemes have been established to provide frameworks
for the promotion of effective teaching practices through professional development
programmes. Recently, though, the Covid-19 pandemic has challenged the flexibility
of staff development frameworks based on how they are administered and the
impact that they have on the professional needs of early career teaching staff. This
study takes a critical stance on a face-to-face teaching programme that is pivoted to a
fully online flipped modality to accommodate the rapid transition to remote learning
and teaching due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The study is written as a case study
from a medical school that became fully immersed in a global crisis and took steps to
maintain provision in the development of teaching staff at a time when both clinical
and teaching roles took precedence and plans for professional development became
secondary. Utilising a combination of asynchronous and synchronous online engagement models, the paper presents a conceptual framework to foster reflective practice
and reviews the workflow of promoting flexible engagement and accommodating
participant-led development priorities. Analysis of assessment results by comparing
pre- and post-pivot participant performances indicate a statistically significant
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improvement in the flipped learning version of the programme. Drawing from the theory of situated learning as a
tool of investigating professional learning in the context of a
developing global crisis, the paper reviews the role of social
systems in facilitating flexible learning at a distance through
a series of authentic collaborative activities that are designed
to support the sharing of practice, promotion of reflection
and to inform future approaches to learning and teaching
methods.

1. Introduction
The development of early career academic staff, postdoctoral researchers and postgraduate research students who
teach in Higher Education (HE) has attracted significant
attention in the HE sector in the UK, as well as in other
countries, as a result of investment made to professionalise
learning and teaching (L&T) practices (Shaw, 2018).
Moreover, professional bodies, including the Staff and
Educational Development Association (SEDA), Advance-HE
and Vitae in the UK, as well as elsewhere, for example
the Higher Education Research and Development Society
of Australasia (HERDSA) or the Educational Developers
Caucus (EDC) in Canada, have promoted the notion of
presenting academic development as a career choice, that
is scholarly and evidence-based (Simpson et al., 2007)
and can contribute to educational change (Clegg, 2009).
In response, most higher education institutions in the UK
have established accredited professional development
programmes for those who are new to L&T practices. The
focus of these programmes is to offer a space where participants are able to explore teaching practices, reflect on their
role, and demonstrate their learning from the programme
through engagement with assessment tasks that aim to
verify successful fulfilment of programme learning outcomes
and accreditation expectations. Further, relevant research in
the evaluation of the impact of these programmes has shown
that the development of participants and attendance to this
type of programmes is a collaborative and social process,
which leads to changes in teaching practices and may also
influence individuals’ professional identities (Kahn et al.,
2006; Sutherland & Taylor, 2011).
In the current paper, which has been presented as a case
study of an accredited L&T staff development programme
at a medical school in the North of England, the objective
is to review how the Covid-19 pandemic has led the programme team to take swift action to maintain the provision
of developing early career teaching staff in L&T practices.
The pre-Covid-19 provision, which was longstanding and
considered as highly successful across the institution was
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based on a straightforward face-to-face suite of workshops
with the delivery of eight stand-alone sessions, followed
by assessment tasks to assess the programme learning
outcomes. However, due to the pandemic and the necessary
suspension of all face-to-face teachings, the decision was
made to pivot this established programme into a fully online
flipped provision. In response, the programme team took
time to consider how the revised programme would be able
to maintain its effectiveness in promoting reflective practice
and social learning experiences whilst occurring fully online
due to necessity.
Online flipped learning, a variant of a conventional
flipped classroom model with a face-to face component
(Lage et al., 2000), is a method of learning where participants independently access largely pre-arranged types of
content associated with a learning theme, prior to a synchronous online scheduled session with their tutor (Stöhr et al.,
2020). The online scheduled session is structured around
synchronous and asynchronous activities aiming to promote
peer engagement, active participation, problem-solving and
to apply learning (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015; Hew et al.,
2020).
Recent literature, driven by the impact of the Covid-19
pandemic, has documented issues associated with pivoted
online learning experiences, including challenges associated
with maintaining interaction, building communities when
teaching online (Smith, 2020), digital equity and accessibility to content (Pittman et al., 2021), as well as maintaining
assessment standards through valid and reliable interventions (Correia, 2020; Ray et al., 2018).
The impact of Covid-19 on the professional development
of teaching staff remains an area in need for further investigation, in order to ascertain how staff can maintain and
expand their continuous professional development, through
reflection on their practice, in relation to changing priorities
in learning and teaching. This study offers insights on how
reflective practice for early career teaching staff was maintained through a set of planned changes that were made
to an established face-to-face programme, because of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The study’s focus is on how to address
concerns in relation to developing learning communities
and maintaining engagement with accessible content whilst
sustaining staff’s reflection in developing academic practice
in learning and teaching.
The analysis presented in the current paper is based
on four cohorts of participants; the demographics of these
cohorts comprised PhD students, postdoctoral researchers,
and early career academic staff all of whom had limited
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prior teaching experiences in HE and were seeking to
further develop their teaching practices by engaging with
the programme. In order to capture the impact of the
intervention made, assessment results from the unchanged
end assessment task (essay) were utilised by making a direct
comparison of the pre-Covid-19 assessment performance
from two cohorts, with the performance of two cohorts who
have experienced the fully online revised programme in
response to the government-imposed restrictions due to the
Covid-19 pandemic (see Table 1).
Table 1. Cohorts involved in this study
Cohort

Programme
version

Number of
participants

Cohort 1

Pre-Covid-19

8

Cohort 2

Pre-Covid-19

12

Cohort 3

Covid-19 revised

12

Cohort 4

Covid-19 revised

13

The four cohorts occurred from March to December 2019
(pre-Covid-19 version) and October to June 2020 (Covid-19
revised version). The March 2020 cohort was suspended as
it coincided with the start of the first UK Covid-pandemic
lockdown. It was at that time (March 2020 to September
2020) when the programme was redesigned and re-approved by the accrediting body and institutional quality
assurance committees, and then pivoted to the fully online
flipped learning modality.
This study reviews the pivot to a flipped learning modality through the application of Brookfield’s critical reflection
lenses framework which is deployed in a structured manner
to maintain ongoing reflection for programme participants.
A statistically significant outcome is then presented through
direct comparison of participants’ performance to the
assessment component that remained unchanged in the
programme.

2. Pivot Design
The current study was conducted at a medical institute
in the North of England, where an established L&T staff
development programme was pivoted from a conventional
face-to-face, workshop-based delivery, to a fully online
flipped learning modality. The decision was made to maintain the core syllabus, learning outcomes and assessment
strategy of the initial programme, as it was an established
and well-received staff development activity that attracted
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

positive responses from past participants. The documented
benefits of the initial programme, through past participants’
evaluation forms, was that it enabled learners to reflect on
their learning over the eight-week period of their attendance. Additionally, past participants had reported that they
were able to take a pedagogically informed and planned
approach to their future professional practice in learning
and teaching, based on the material they engaged with
during the programme and feedback they received from
tutors and fellow participants. As a result of the success
of this approach, the decision was made to maintain these
core principles and to concentrate changes on the way the
programme material was presented by carefully considering
the personal contact restrictions imposed by government and
health bodies due to the pandemic.
The delivery of the Covid-19 revised programme via a
flipped approach was based on two primary reasons. Firstly,
participants who engaged with the programme were directly
impacted by the pandemic, due to their roles as health
professionals. Therefore, it was apparent to the programme
team that enhanced flexibility would require prioritisation
in the way the pivoted programme had to be designed.
Accordingly, the programme served as a work-based learning
course by fulfilling dual-health professional and academic
roles undertaken by staff employed at the institution. Being
able to accommodate a need for flexible learning, which can
be conducted at any-time and any-place (Stöhr et al., 2020),
and as part of a work-based learning approach (Brennan,
2005), would suit the priorities of prospective programme
participants. Secondly, another important reason was to provide programme participants with the opportunity to learn
by utilising online tools that were increasingly becoming
the basis of teachers’ professional undertakings and communication standards. The anticipation was that even in a
post-pandemic world, the impact of the virus spreading had
already been profound to the way students engage with their
learning environments and how teachers would continue to
facilitate learning in the future.
Figure 1 outlines the two versions of the programme:
pre-Covid-19 and Covid-19 revised modalities. In the new
programme format, content was flipped to a fully online,
self-directed mode, through the institutional virtual learning
environment (VLE) (see step 1 in Covid-19 revised modality), and a synchronous facilitated online session was offered
at the end of the reading week as a consolidation session,
where participants led discussions and took part in online
activities to apply their learning from the previous week’s
online readings (see step 5 in Covid-19 revised modality).
The use of discussion boards, hosted within the institutional
VLE, was maintained (steps 2 & 3 in both modalities), and
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Figure 1. Modalities of conventional and flipped delivery methods

was structured chronologically and operationally (for
example by providing an indicative word count for individual postings); this enabled the sharing of individual views and
peer responses, which aimed to promote an asynchronous
social space of peer-led dialogue in relation to vital concepts explored in the weekly readings and provide a social
dimension (Ajayi, 2010; Farrell et al., 2013) to the flipped
learning experience.
Furthermore, a new online shared learning space (see
step 4 in Covid-19 revised modality, Figure 1) was added
to promote an additional asynchronous social learning
interface, and the purpose of this intervention was to
provide participants with the space to document their
individual views by reflecting on their existing teaching
practices. Drawing from the theory of situated learning
(Lave & Wenger, 1991), the aim of introducing the online
shared learning space, in the new programme structure, was
to provide participants with a view of authentic accounts
shared online by peers, in response to a scenario or critical
incidents of relevance to the weekly reading material. This
online shared learning space was designed to place each
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individual participant within the programme’s social structure of constructing knowledge individually (by reflecting on
personal experiences) and socially (by sharing professional
experiences) using methods, technologies and approaches
that they have developed in their own practices (Carlile,
2002).
Purposefully, the structure of the online shared learning
space was kept simple, by utilising a collaborative online
document in the form of a template, and each participant
was asked to document their reflection and add their name
in a single row on a table. As individual contributions were
listed in the collaborative document, participants were able
to read their peers’ reflections and had the opportunity to
revise their initial entry based on new insights received
from shared responses. Nevertheless, only a small number
of participants revised their original entries, however, a rich
selection of accounts, documenting personal and cultural
contexts, was shared through this online tool. During the
weekly planned synchronous sessions, the programme facilitator used a collection of participants’ entries to ascertain
important points that related to the topic under review as
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part of the flipped weekly reading schedule.

3. Learning environment framework
A key deliverable of the revised programme was to
provide a safe space where reflection, both individually and
collectively, could occur. The process of reflecting on practice
would subsequently feed into an action plan that programme
participants could take forward to structure their future
teaching practice in their own contexts. By examining prior
teaching experiences, and reviewing assumptions made in
the way current teaching manifests itself to forms of doing
and aspiring towards the creation of an action plan for
change to happen, the notion of critical reflection (Cornish
& Jenkins, 2012; Ng et al., 2015) turned into a major design
factor that the current research would apply in relation to
the pivoted version of the programme.
In reconceptualising the delivery of content, due to the
programme’s transition to a fully online flipped learning
modality, it was viewed important to apply a critical reflection model in the design of the new programme structure.
Due to the programme team’s prior working experiences
with early career teaching staff at the institution, during
the conventional, face-to-face delivery of the programme,
the programme team was familiar with the limited teaching
experiences that past participants had had, and it was evident that their exposure to educational theories was limited.
Consequently, participants required support to appreciate
the scholarly dimensions of their existing practices, develop
new ways of promoting evidence-based L&T practices, and
to be informed on how assumed future practices could be
mapped onto appropriate pedagogic principles. Importantly,
their prior experiences as individual practitioners, and the
opportunity to be part of a cohort, directed the current study
towards Brookfield’s model on becoming a critical reflective
teacher (Brookfield, 2017).
Brookfield presents critical reflection as a continuous
process of intended action to review teaching assumptions
that one makes in the way one teaches. Through the identification and process of checking these assumptions, action is
taken to develop professional practice. Moreover, Brookfield
presents assumptions in different types and analyses on
how they vary in their levels of difficulty to change them if
they are part of teaching methods that are required to take
forward in plans for further practice development. To assist
teachers in their quest to reflect critically by uncovering
teaching assumptions, Brookfield offers a model that consists
of four critical lenses (lenses hereafter): (1) Students’ views;
(2) Peers’ experiences; (3) an Autobiography; (4) Literature.
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

By combining the limited prior teaching experiences of
programme participants with the flipped learning model, it
was possible to develop and implement a framework that
was then applied in the delivery of the Covid-19 revised
model of the programme in discussion. It was also made explicit from the start that the new programme is based on the
application of Brookfield’s model, as it was deemed imperative that all participants recognise the purpose and value
of critical reflection on their own professional practice. The
quality of their reflections from completing the programme
and creating an action plan to inform their future professional practice was one of the assessment tasks (essay) that they
had to produce at the end of the programme. Figure 2 below
presents the framework that was developed and applied in
designing the Covid-19 revised model, which depicts how
each lens of Brookfield’s critical reflection framework was
embedded in the programme.
The conceptual model consists of three levels where
key components of the model are integrated for the revised
programme to be realised. At Level 1 and 3 (see left hand
side of conceptual framework), the journey of the participants is presented through each stage of the programme.
At Level 2, there is a construct of how each lens from
Brookfield’s critical reflection model is positioned through
the programme; each lens is applied once, except of the lens
of literature, which is utilised twice at key moments during
the programme.
Directly at the beginning of the participants’ engagement
with the programme, prior to the first lens of literature,
each learner is identified as a randomly pointing arrow
(Learner 1, Learner 2, …, Learner ‘n’). These arrows are
then extended across the rest of the conceptual framework.
This is a key point in the way the conceptual framework
has been devised, as it is recognised that each learner joins
the programme with varied prior experiences, priorities and
expectations. At this point, early in the learning journey
through the programme, the aim, as a member of the
programme’s teaching team, is to work with each participant
to support them in finding their way through the programme
by managing their represented presence as an arrow in order
to make informed decisions during their learning journey.
3.1 Learning stage 1: Flipped learning
Through the perception as newcomers in their teaching
practice, programme participants seek to gain legitimacy
within a forming community of practice with their fellow
programme participants. Linking back to the theory of situated learning (Lave & Wenger, 1991), they become apprentices
of this newly formed and aspiring community of practice.
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Figure 2. Covid-19 revised conceptual framework
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Their aim is to gain experiences through engagement with
programme material, their tutors, and their peers, with their
learning effort being beneficial by moving from the periphery of the community of practice and towards fuller participation and development of their teaching. The first step
in this transition towards fuller participation comes under
learning stage 1 in the conceptual framework (see Figure 2),
where each participant engages individually with the online
content that has been linked to the weekly material of the
programme.
Each weekly theme draws from relevant literature (lens
of literature 1) that aims to support participants to articulate
their limited prior teaching experiences through appropriate
theories of learning that can support their learning through
the programme. From a programme design perspective,
this is where significant effort has gone into the pivot of the
programme, as the material presented needs to be accessible
to a diverse group of participants that have varied experiences of teaching practices. The learning material consists of
practice-based principles, which are supplemented by videos,
policy documents and carefully selected literature that
underpins participants’ learning with core pedagogic theories. This is when solid foundations are laid for programme
participants to achieve a threshold of competence that will
enable them to maintain their engagement with the rest of
the programme, reflect on their experiences, identify areas
for further development, and participate in forthcoming (see
learning stage 2 below) meaningful discussions with their
peers and the programme team.
3.2 Learning stage 2: Use of asynchronous online
learning tools
The second stage in the participants’ learning journey,
through the programme and in relation to the conceptual
framework (see Figure 2), involves their engagement with
their peers as part of applying the practice of the weekly
learning material that they engaged with individually. The
lens of their peers’ experiences is applied in the conceptual
framework and involves participants’ engagement with
discussion boards and the shared learning space that has
been highlighted earlier in the paper. These asynchronous
online tools are designed to create opportunities for interaction amongst participants by reflecting on what they
learnt in the past week and connect them to their responses
to discussions that are shared online with their peers. The
asynchronous tools are setup with questions posed by the
programme team that relate to the core theme of the reading
week and require each participant to post an initial post
and then offer follow-up text entries to peers’ comments.
Specifically, the timing of posts is clearly communicated
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

to participants to manage and pace the flow of the group
through the programme. Existing literature considers the
value of conventional flipped learning to learn at own pace
(Nouri, 2016; O’Flaherty et al., 2015), however for fully
online flipped learning, indicators of maintaining a steady
pace through the programme can also support learners to
optimise their engagement with course material and planned
activities (Stöhr et al., 2020).
Meanwhile, the use of asynchronous activities is favoured
in the literature of online learning models, as students have
more time and space to digest learning materials that they
have read and to carefully express and share their responses
online (Strayer, 2012). Importantly, at the time of the pandemic, asynchronous engagement offers additional flexibility
that alleviates pressures of time, on availability, and the
prioritisation of personal and professional issues faced by
participants (Correia, 2020; Pittman et al., 2021).
Engaging with the online tools enabled participants to be
part of an online community. The tools also promoted online
discussions leading to the formation of concrete examples of
practice and to the process of sharing of collective reflections that are drawn from individuals’ lived experiences.
Participation in the online activities was compulsory and
formative, which served the purpose of pacing participants’
engagement through the programme. Through these online
activities there were critical reflections, debates and convergence of views based on the application of learning from the
online reading material, the use of literature, and sharing of
personal views. This is represented by the converging learner
arrows that lead towards the next stage of the conceptual
framework (stage 3).
3.3 Learning stage 3: Synchronous and situated learning
The third stage in the Covid-19 revised structure of the
programme involved the delivery of a synchronous session
via the MS Teams’ environment. The weekly synchronous
sessions were mandatory, however, they were recorded
and linked to the VLE, enabling participants who were not
available to attend and to maintain engagement. Further,
the recognition that programme participants, due to the
pandemic, might be involved in caring responsibilities or
engage whilst in clinical settings, they were not required to
turn their cameras on during the live online sessions.
A consistent approach to delivery was taken during
the synchronous sessions. This included a brief overview
of the material that participants had read offline over the
past week and a summary of key points appraised from the
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asynchronous activities, which included the discussion board
and the shared learning activity. Clear links to appropriate
and relevant literature were added as part of the conceptual
framework (see Figure 2), and the second literature lens
helped to maintain a strong link with pertinent pedagogic
theories and to inform participants’ thinking through an
evidence-based approach (Matthews et al., 2014). Additionally, time for questions was included for participants
to present their personal views, queries, and comments
during the sessions. To facilitate a peer dialogue during
the synchronous sessions, questions posed by participants
were responded to firstly by peers and if necessary, by the
session facilitator. Accordingly, the facilitator’s interventions
during the synchronous sessions were organised, in order to
promote clear links with educational literature and to drive
social interaction amongst peers (Tuffnell, 2021).
During the last iteration of the programme, the use of
the newly developed MS Teams’ breakout rooms was made
available and was utilised to break the class into small
groups in order to discuss specific topics linked to the reading material. Each group fed back to the rest of the class’s
key outcomes from their discussion in response to explored
topics. Moreover, to increase interaction and promote active
participation through the application of acquired knowledge,
reflection and synthesis (Nouri, 2016), a selection of online
tools available during synchronous sessions, for example
polling tools, virtual whiteboards (Microsoft & Jamboard)
and Padlets, was embedded in the synchronous learning
environment. Furthermore, due to the nature of the programme to promote effective teaching principles to inform
participants’ future practice, the use of online tools became
a point for discussion in the way that they promote student
engagement and learning. This was a planned discussion in
terms of introducing Brookfield’s lens for the consideration
of students’ views in the way the programme was developed.
The lens of students’ views was further explored through
the inclusion of carefully selected videos in the flipped
reading materials, where filmed students documented their
experiences of learning in HE. Additionally, participants who
were able to draw from their own prior teaching practice of
engaging their own students in learning environments were
actively encouraged to share their experiences, as this would
promote authentic discussions amongst programme participants. Research has shown that the use of authentic examples from participants’ practices advocates a learner-centred
experience (Chiou, 2020), promoting the introduction of
prior experiences and knowledge that would complement
the syllabus and allow for misunderstandings, attitudes, and
assumptions to be explored and discussed amongst peers
(Simkins & Maier, 2010).
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Discussions held during the synchronous online sessions
were designed to consolidate learning from the flipped
learning that occurred during the previous week of independent study. The purpose of the synchronous sessions
was to promote an informed divergence of views based on
individual priorities of participants, by carefully considering
their professional contexts and planning their own future
professional practice. The learner arrows in the conceptual
framework, at learning stage 3, aim to represent the individual routes taken by each participant, which have been
informed by the discussions held during the synchronous
sessions with the programme team and their peers.
3.4 Learning stage 4: Personal online diary, assessment
and feedback
Engagement with the programme over a period of eight
weeks, led participants to stage 4, which is directly linked to
the lens of participants’ autobiographies, as each individual
participant prepares to document their learning through the
programme by completing the essay assessment. The essay
requires participants to reflect on their learning through the
programme and present an action plan that will inform their
future professional development in HE teaching. Extracts
from a personal online diary held by participants for the
duration of the programme could then be referenced in the
essay to signal to the programme team what participants
were considering, as they made progress through the
programme. Additionally, the participants had to structure
their essay by applying a reflection model of their choice and
document their learning through the programme by making
sense of their personal priorities, prior experiences and what
they learnt from the programme content and interactions
with their peers. The assessment aspect of the programme is
used in the next section as a metric of impact for the pivoted
version of the programme.

4. Measuring impact of pivoted structure
The pivot of an established L&T programme from a
conventional face-to-face delivery to a fully online flipped
learning modality took place in response to the restrictions
that were adopted with the prevalence of the Covid-19
pandemic. The decision to design the revised programme
by applying Brookfield’s model on becoming a critical
reflective teacher was made in order to promote an ongoing
reflective approach on behalf of the participants engaging
with the programme and to introduce them experientially
to each lens of the framework. In attempting to analyse the
effectiveness of the pivot programme, the participants’ performance at the essay task was used as a metric of impact,
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which occurred at the end of the programme. The grades
achieved were then compared before the pivot and after it
happened. The assessment strategy remained unchanged
between the two versions of the programme, and it was felt
that it made an appropriate metric of the comparison to
explore whether any signs of differences between the two
programme versions could be identified. In total, the essay
assessment task consisted of five assessment criteria, and the
participants’ essays were marked against these criteria with
a pass mark from 50% to 100%; the assessment criteria are
listed below:
1. Quality of critical reflection;
2. Knowledge, understanding and use of literature;
3. Continuous reflection on practice to develop ourselves, others and processes;
4. Identification of learning from the programme,
including identifying issues or questions and areas
for change, including proposed actions and strategies
suggested;
5. Quality of academic writing, referencing and essay
structure.

The last independent samples t-test conducted compared
all the cohorts that comprised the two versions of the
programme (see Table 4). This was conducted by combining
cohorts 1 and 2 (conventional delivery; pre-Covid-19), and
by comparing their essay grades with the combined cohorts
3 and 4 (online flipped learning delivery; Covid-19 revised).
The results from the independent samples t-test of all
combined cohorts returned a p value of p=0.026 (p<0.05),
which shows a statistically significant difference in assessment performance between the two modes of delivery.
Further information relating to the analysis of the assessment performance of the two modes of delivery showed
that cohorts 1 & 2 achieved an average grade of 63 (SD ±
8) against a higher average grade of 68 (SD ± 6) for cohorts
3 & 4. These results, together with data shown in Tables 2,
3 and 4, demonstrate that overall participants completing
the pivoted, fully online flipped-classroom programme
performed better in the essay assessment task.
Table 2. Comparison of conventional delivery for cohorts 1
and 2 (pre-Covid-19 cohorts)
Pre-Covid-19

As indicated earlier in the current study, it was necessary
to process the grades collected from four cohorts (see Table
1). Cohorts 1 and 2 completed the conventional face-to-face
version of the programme, with cohorts 3 and 4 completing
the fully online flipped programme. The participants’ performance in the two versions of the programme were compared
by running three independent-samples t-tests using SPSS.
The results are summarised below.
Table 2 compares the performance of cohorts 1 and 2
(both cohorts completing the pre-Covid-19 programme). In
accordance, running an independent samples t-test between
these two cohorts, which returned a p value of p=0.524,
shows no statistically significant difference between the two
cohorts. This comparison was useful for observation, and it
did not present a statistically significant difference between
the two pre-Covid-19 cohorts, which meant that it was
possible to confirm that the two cohorts performed similarly
based on their attendance of the conventional face-to-face
version of the programme. The second independent samples
t-test (see Table 3), that compared cohorts 3 and 4, returned
a p value of p=0.369, which also showed no statistically
significant difference between the two pivoted cohorts. This
subsequently provided confirmation that the two cohorts
that experienced the fully online flipped version of the programme, performed similarly in the essay assessment task.
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Number of participants

Cohort
1

Cohort
2

8

12

Ind t-test

p value

0.524

Table 3. Comparison of flipped delivery for cohorts 3 and 4
(Covid-19 revised cohorts)
Covid-19 revised
Number of participants

Cohort
3

Cohort
4

12

13

Ind t-test

p value

0.369

Table 4. Comparison of conventional and online
flipped-learning cohorts (pre-Covid-19 vs Covid-19 revised
cohorts)
Pre-Covid-19 vs
Covid-19 revised
Number of participants
Ind t-test

Cohort
1&2

Cohort
3&4

20

25

p value

0.026
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5. Conclusion
Due to the 2020/2021 Covid-19 pandemic and the
government-imposed restrictions on close contact in the
population, the decision was made to pivot an established
conventional version of a L&T programme, which was
offered as part of a face-to-face delivery, to a fully online
flipped learning version. Early career teaching staff have
expressed concerns of the lack of engagement with educational literature to take an evidence-based approach to their
teaching practices. The conceptual framework used for the
delivery of the pivoted version of the programme provided
an ongoing underpinning of teaching practices through the
application of the literature lens, which was depicted on
two separate instances in the conceptual framework of this
paper. However, the use of educational literature occurred
throughout the duration of the programme to model an evidence-based approach in order to plan teaching and promote
effective learning as part of the participants’ development
(Matthews et al., 2014).
This current study explored whether the pivoted online
flipped classroom version differed, in terms of participants’
assessment performance, from the established pre-Covid-19
conventional version of the programme. Findings from the
study showed a statistically significant improvement of
the overall essay grade, due to the delivery of the pivoted
flipped classroom version of the programme. Moreover, participants in the flipped classroom version of the programme
were provided with access to fully online content and were
supported with asynchronous learning activities to reflect on
the reading material prior to engaging with peers through
structured activities that applied their learning. Consolidation synchronous sessions, facilitated by a member of
the delivery team, provided space for discussion and social
interactions, drawn from authentic participants’ views and
prior experiences. The pivoted programme was developed by
applying Brookfield’s model on becoming a critical reflective
teacher, and participants were guided through the application of the model’s four lenses of critical reflection. An
additional intended product of the learning from the pivoted
programme was the first-hand experience for participants
of usage of online tools to facilitate learning. This was
significant as it matched teaching staff development priorities set by the institution and it exposed participants to the
ways that online tools can be utilised in their own teaching
practice and in the delivery of teaching their own modules
and programmes.
The outcomes of this study point towards a successful
implementation of a fully online flipped learning experience
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in the professional development of teaching staff in HE. The
application of a conceptual framework, deploying Brookfield’s lenses on critical reflection, offers a workflow towards
structuring the learning journey of participants by promoting
the use of synchronous and asynchronous methods to
facilitate peer-led interactions and continuous reflection on
practice. Evidence of an improved performance of participants in the pivoted, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, version
of the programme, provides a degree of assurance that
development activities can be maintained whilst achieving
flexible and technology immersed learning activities.
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Abstract

The shift in teaching and learning following the pandemic encouraged faculty and
teaching staff to seek creative teaching methods, find different means to engage
students online, and provide students with the opportunity to be creative themselves
and enjoy their learning journey. In the Spring of 2021, a design thinking (DT) unit
was designed and integrated into the English for Academic Purposes (EAP) course
for foundation students enrolled in a premedical programme at Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar. The teaching team consisting of the course director, a teaching specialist,
and a librarian curated a series of reading materials to introduce students to DT and
its applications in different interdisciplinary areas including healthcare and medicine.
As students were getting acquainted with the literature, they were also working in
groups of three to identify a problem in their everyday lives, investigate the problem,
and brainstorm a human-centred solution. The teaching team provided the students
with guiding instructions throughout the DT project by delivering mini presentations
for each of the four phases. The college’s learning management system Canvas
was used to facilitate online group work and create a series of mini assignments to
assess students’ deliverables. The problems tackled by the students and the range
of solutions they presented show the highly creative potential of first-year college
students, their awareness of current issues in various organisations, particularly in
healthcare, and their ability to leverage technology to design solutions for everyday
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problems. This paper presents the findings of a programme
improvement project that investigates two questions in
relation to the effectiveness of technology-enabled DT for
foundation students’ learning and their perceptions of their
learning through exposure to DT. The paper analyses the
findings from students’ reflections on the DT project and
provides a clear description of the developed DT unit and
its integration in an undergraduate curriculum to promote
students’ creativity, problem-solving, and teamwork.

1. Introduction
The sudden shift to online teaching that higher education
institutions experienced during the pandemic prompted faculty and teaching staff to revisit their curriculum, evaluate
their deliverables, and consequently revamp their courses in
favour of a more engaging and creative student experience.
The current study takes place in a foundation year of a
premedical curriculum in a medical college in Qatar and
aims at improving the programme curriculum through the
introduction of a DT project mediated by technology. Prior to
the pandemic, every spring semester students would enrol in
an experiential learning project where they shadow healthcare practitioners in a hospital setting and gain hands-on
knowledge and understanding of what it takes to be future
doctors. However, due to the pandemic, in the spring of
2021, students embarked on a new project. Twenty-two
students who were enrolled in the English for Academic
Purposes (EAP) course participated in a three-week Design
Thinking (DT) project. The course director, a teaching specialist, and a librarian collaborated to brainstorm and implement this project as a new teaching method that encourages
students’ engagement, fosters their creative skills, and most
of all, establishes a sense of community through teamwork.
This study aimed to investigate two research questions: 1.
What are students’ perceptions on what they learned from
completing a DT project? 2. To what extent is technology-enabled DT effective as a substitute for the earlier shadowing
of medical professionals by premedical students?

2. Literature review
One of the world’s earlier nationwide governmental
initiatives is The Design Council which was established
by Winston Churchill following World-War II to “support
Britain’s economic recovery” (Design Council, n.d.). The
Design Council developed the Double Diamond method that
consists of four phases (Ball, n. d.). The first phase, known
as Discover, encourages individuals working towards solving
228

community problems to understand the problem from a
human-centred perspective by talking to people affected
by the issue. The second phase is to Define the problem, or
the challenge, based on the information collected in phase
one. The third phase, Develop, encourages individuals to
brainstorm individually and collectively to find solutions to
the problem or challenge taking the people affected by this
problem into consideration. The last phase is to Deliver a
solution by testing out different scenarios, eliminating the
ones that do not work and improving upon the ones that
look promising.
In higher education, John E. Arnold launched a series of
Creative Engineering seminars at Stanford University in the
1950s which were the basis of the 2005 establishment of the
current Stanford d.school (von Thienen et al., 2017). The
founder of Stanford d.school, David Kelley, is also the owner
of IDEO, a leading company in DT established in 1991,
which was behind the design of the first computer mouse
for Apple (Ideo, n.d.). In their DT approach, the d.school
uses a five-step process that starts with Empathize, continues
with Define, Ideate, Prototype and finishes with Test (Institute
of Design at Stanford, n.d.). As James (2017) describes it,
“designers must listen and absorb before generating ideas
and then implementing them” (p. 1). Meanwhile, a similar
movement was taking place in Europe when the Hasso
Plattner Institute established the D-School in 2007 that
also adopts a human-centred approach to find inspiration
“through careful observation and qualitative research,”
creating solutions, and validating these solutions with the
people they are designed for in order to refine the solutions.
This approach emphasises solutions based on people’s
desires (openHPI, 2018).
However, some studies have considered DT to increase
unfounded confidence and creativity. Jen (2017) considers
that criticism, which is the foundation of good design, is
omitted from the linear process that the current DT schools
are adopting. In her presentation entitled “Design thinking is
business bullsh*t,” Jen (2017) considers that the process of
DT turns the design process into a simplistic one that lacks
‘messy’ evidence that every designer needs. Vinsel (2018)
goes further by considering the DT process a reiteration of
old writing techniques “taught in a freshman writing class”
(n. p.), where you consider your audience (empathize),
define your topic (define), think (ideate), write down your
thoughts (prototype), and get feedback (test). Furthermore,
Vinsel (2018) warns higher education against adopting DT
stating that he considers it a commercialization process,
“making education a superficial form of business training”
(n. p.). Nevertheless, this seemingly simplistic approach to
DT targets basic skills that first-year premedical students do
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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need in order to prepare them to move to more complex and
advanced skills that involve evidence-based problem solving.
“Design Thinking combines inspired and organized creativity approaches systematically and comprehensively” (von
Thienen et al., 2017, p. 31). By using the word inspired, von
Thiene et al. (2017) denote the human-centred approach
while using the word organized to refer to a process that
helps in creating, prototyping, and implementing the solution. Efeoglu et al. (2013), Brown (2008), and Oster (2008)
have highlighted the important role of the ‘problem’ in initiating and streamlining the DT process, while Schön (1983)
and Luka (2014) considered the reflection process in DT as
the basis of any solution. Another important aspect of DT is
teamwork as it is comprised of the independent component
- which “offer[s] the expertise of many individuals” - and the
collaborative one - which “provide[s] shared responsibility
for decision-making” - complementing each other (Salas et
al., 2000, p. 340). The value of DT lies in teamwork, leadership, and innovation (Brown, 2009). However, teamwork
also presents some challenges in the team dynamics, where
“misunderstandings and conflicts, bad preparation, or group
decision biases” might also arise (Eppler & Kernbach, 2016,
p. 86). Another important transformation in DT is the move
to a virtual work environment. While in the past, the DT process would rely on face-to-face collaboration and a hands-on
approach to creativity (Brenner et al., 2016; Meinel & Leifer,
2012) necessitating a physical presence, today’s technology
allows more flexibility and supports virtual work among
team members (Maynard & Gilson, 2014).
2.1 DT in healthcare
DT emerged from architecture, design, and art (Johansson-Sköldberg & Woodilla, 2009) and was later adopted in
business (Kelley & Littman, 2001), engineering (Dym et al.,
2005), management (Johansson-Sköldberg et al., 2013), education (Rauth et al., 2010), healthcare (Kim et al., 2017),
and recently in Big Data innovations (Pham et al., 2021).
In healthcare, Nusem et al. (2020) studied 30 cases to
understand how DT, and therefore innovation, is used and
applied. The authors observed two dimensions to design.
The first dimension is concerned with whether design
is “driven by a challenge” which they called a reactive
approach, or whether design is “driven by an opportunity,”
considered to be a more proactive approach (p. 17). The
second dimension is concerned with whether the design is
intended for internal users such as healthcare practitioners
or external users such as patients (p. 18).
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The current developments in healthcare - such as the
increased use of artificial intelligence to care for remote
patients - as well as the continuous challenges - such as
social inequity and access to healthcare - require that future
healthcare providers acquire “the knowledge, skills and attributes that future patients, health systems and populations
need” (Davis, 2018, p. 1005). Although DT is already in use
to improve healthcare through space design and new tools
and products, it needs to be used to tackle more important
issues such as patient transportation, miscommunication
between healthcare providers and patients, and implicit
bias in patient treatment (Kim et al. 2017). It is therefore
important to embed DT in healthcare systems and encourage
future doctors to think about patients’ experiences and
values as an important part of their future role. Furthermore,
in response to Covid-19 challenges, Bassin et al. (2020) go
beyond embedding DT into healthcare systems by suggesting
appointing healthcare architects with healthcare experience
and “knowledge of evidence-based design” to “support a
paradigm change [...and] help solve health care’s greatest
challenges” (p. 326).
2.2 DT in medical education
Wolcott et al. (2020) provided a 12-tip strategy to help
healthcare educators adapt and implement DT in their
curriculum. These 12 tips can be divided into three phases:
a.

Prepare for DT by gathering resources and examples
to develop students’ knowledge about DT and prepare them to “commit to design thinking mindsets”
(Wolcott et al., 2020, p. 3);

b. Engage in DT through ice-breaker activities. Build
students’ empathy through observation and engagement in communication with the users to instil a
human-centred approach. Have students create a
problem statement to identify the challenge and
the desired outcome using the format “How might
we…?” Seek inspiration and use analogies from
other disciplines. Encourage prototyping and collect
feedback to improve the solution;
c.

Support DT by encouraging quantity of ideas over
quality. Help students express their ideas using data
visualization techniques such as storyboards, role
plays, and videos. Promote a teamwork environment
free from judgement, where team members build
trust and accept failure. Ensure the DT process is
enjoyable by integrating “play and rest into the
process” (Wolcott et al., 2020, p. 6), and finally
seek opportunities to help peers and administration
understand the benefits of DT and adopt it.
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Furthermore, Wolcott et al. (2020) consider that using
DT in medical education can address many problems such as
improving students’ study habits, designing and implementing online teaching, creating innovative assessments, and
supporting students’ wellbeing. Thakur et al. (2020) agree
that the use of DT provides solutions to complex problems
that emerged during the pandemic in the area of patient
care, especially the “rapid implementation of virtual care”
that allows medical students to train in telemedicine.
2.3 The local context: Medical education in Qatar and
DT
Since the 1960s, Arab Gulf countries have witnessed an
exponential growth in the establishment of higher education
institutions offering a medical degree (Hamdy et al., 2010).
Many local and transnational higher education institutions
have established medical colleges to cater to the local needs
of doctors and healthcare providers. According to the World
Directory of Medical Schools (2016), Saudi Arabia ranks first
with 35 institutions, followed by the United Arab Emirates
with eight institutions, Bahrain with three institutions, Qatar
and Oman with two institutions each, and Kuwait with one
institution.
In Qatar, Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar (WCM-Q) was
the first institution to offer a medical degree. It is a branch
campus of Cornell University that was established in 2001
(Weill Cornell Medicine-Qatar, n.d.). The second institution
is a home-grown college of medicine established at Qatar
University (QU) in 2014 (College of Medicine, n.d.). While
WCM-Q offers a premedical curriculum that can vary between two and three years (including the foundation year),
both colleges offer a six-year medical degree. Even though
DT is absent from the formal curricula of both institutions,
a promising step was undertaken by QU announcing the
launch of eight new modules taught in Arabic and English
that include DT, entrepreneurship, and leadership “in
response to global challenges” (Qatar University, 2021).
As there is growing interest in utilizing DT as a problem-solving methodology in both the global and local
context of Qatar, this paper contributes to the current
scholarship on the importance of DT in medical education
through the implementation of a pilot DT unit in the Spring
semester of 2021 for foundation students enrolled at
WCM-Q. The DT unit introduced students to the importance
of adopting a human-centred approach to healthcare and
putting their creativity and innovation into practice while
replacing a previous hospital shadowing experience in the
premedical curriculum that was no longer possible following
the Covid-19 pandemic.
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3. Theoretical Framework
The DT unit implemented in the spring 2021 semester
emerged from the social constructivism theory, described by
Shulman and Carey (1984) as a way to construct meaning
through interactions between an individual and a context. It
is a process in which an individual builds knowledge, skills,
and dispositions, through socializing (Carroll, 2014), which
DT facilitates since it is team-based and takes into consideration the social context for which the innovative solution is
created and in which it would be implemented.
In addition to approaching a problem rooted within a
greater social context, the team-based approach to DT also
allows for each student to work within the individual student’s zone of proximal development (ZPD) to develop and
enhance his or her own learning and understanding of new
concepts. Following Vygotskian approaches to social constructivism, ZPD can be defined as the zone between tasks
that the student cannot yet do on his or her own but would
be able to accomplish with social support from teachers or
peers that are more competent within the relevant academic
context (Slavin, 2003; Karpov & Haywood, 1998). Applications of social constructivism and Vygotsky’s ZPD concept
have frequently been utilized within the second language
learning context (Lantolf, 2000; Nassaji & Cumming, 2000;
Marchenkova, 2005). Furthermore, social constructivism is
found to create a holistic learning experience for students
relative to the social and cultural environments around
them (Efland et al., 1996; Greene, 2005; Trent et al., 1998;
Gross & Gross, 2016). As designers of learning experiences,
teachers, according to Cochrane and Munn (2016), are
designers “of an ecology of resources … that stimulate
student discussion and creativity” (p. 310).

4. Research design
4.1 Research methodology
A qualitative case study was used to collect and analyse
students’ perceptions of the DT experience. Case studies are
usually used to analyse and evaluate a specific programme
or event, “are bounded by time and activity” (Creswell,
2014), and tend to investigate a phenomenon “within its
real-world content” (Yin, 2009, p. 15). Cassell and Symon
(1994) consider that a case study allows for a qualitative
research approach (Creswell, 2014). They are used in
education (Gulsecen & Kubat, 2006) as they allow the
researcher to understand the user perspective that cannot
be represented through quantitative data (Zainal, 2007).
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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Rather than looking for generalization, a case study allows
us “to appreciate the uniqueness and complexity” of an issue
by observing and understanding (Sake, 1995, p. 16).
Twenty-two students enrolled in the EAP course participated in a three-week DT project. This study aimed to
investigate two research questions:
1. What are students’ perceptions on what they learned
from completing a design thinking project?
2. To what extent is technology-enabled design thinking
effective as a substitute for the earlier shadowing of
medical professionals by premedical students?
Students’ deliverables consisted of a 10-minute live
presentation for each group summarizing the four stages of
their DT project and an individual 300-word reflection piece
that gathered students’ perceptions of the utility or applicability of DT in their future career as healthcare professionals.
These reflections were used as the primary qualitative data
to inform this study. The reflection prompt asked students
to reflect on the DT project activities, the process, the
teamwork, the learning, and the solution students were able
to identify. The reflection prompt also asked how students
perceived the utility or applicability of DT in their future
career as healthcare professionals. After the reflections
were collected, they were uploaded to the qualitative data
analysis software Atlas.ti (atlasti.com) and analysed in light
of the research questions. The first round of analysis consisted of creating open codes that were divided into categories
and grouped into themes.
Online communication technologies arose as natural
tools for delivering online learning, especially amidst the
pandemic, using the learning management system Canvas.
Students also used Canvas when they met in groups to
work through their projects and develop their project ideas,
to communicate with their instructors, and to post their
reflections. Student-student communication and collaboration took place using informal social media platforms such
as WhatsApp and Google docs to complete the project.
4.2 Overview of DT unit as a teaching method
In previous years, the spring semester syllabus included
an experiential learning component where foundation
students enrolled in a shadowing experience in one of the
healthcare institutions in Qatar or participated in a patient
simulation project in the college simulation lab. However,
following the Covid-19 restrictions and the limited access to
healthcare facilities and training labs, we needed to rethink
our pedagogical practice and ensure we incorporated the
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

teamwork element that is essential in future doctors’ careers.
DT was one of the options that would meet the needs and
desires of students while also creating a community of learners that would help students overcome online isolation and
encourage them to engage in and benefit from teamwork.
The DT approach was used as the teaching method, and
a DT unit was designed and implemented over the course of
three weeks. In the first week, two live sessions were held
on the video conferencing platform Zoom. The first session
introduced students to the project, its learning outcomes,
and the timeline. Phase I - Discover - was covered in the first
session where students learned about the importance of
spending time understanding a problem from a human-centred perspective by talking to people affected by the issue.
The next step during this first session was to form teams and
agree on a problem that students would investigate over the
next two days. The next session took place at the end of the
week. In this second session, students learned how to Define
the problem, or the challenge, based on the information
collected in phase one. Students were then given two days to
work in teams to propose a definition of their problem.
The second week was dedicated to the third and fourth
stages: Develop and Deliver. The first session introduced
students to the power of brainstorming individually and collectively to Develop solutions while taking into consideration
the data collected in the first week and the people affected
by each team’s chosen problem. Padlet (https://padlet.com)
was used for individual brainstorming and as a convenient
way to disseminate ideas among group members online. The
second session of week two presented students with ways
of Delivering a solution by testing out different solutions,
eliminating the ones that did not work, and improving upon
the ones that looked promising.
The following table (Table 1) presents the different
phases that took place in each session. It includes the
learning outcomes of each session and online materials
made available to students in Canvas, including class
presentations, additional readings, and YouTube videos. The
table also provides a description of the expected deliverables
and due dates.
Week three was dedicated to students’ live group presentations and individual reflections on their DT projects.
Each team was allocated 10 minutes to present their chosen
problem and the solution, while also briefly summarizing the
different DT stages they went through. Individually, students
wrote a 300-word reflection paper to answer the following
question “How do you see the utility or applicability of
design thinking in your future career as a healthcare profes231
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sional?” while also reflecting on the DT project activities, the
process, the teamwork, the learning, and the student-created
solution to the identified problem.

Students were divided into seven groups and worked as
a team throughout the entire DT process submitting small
assignments to monitor their progress. Students identified
the following DT idea projects:

Throughout these three weeks, in addition to online
resources, a list of essential and optional readings was made
available to students in Canvas. The complete list is available
in Appendix A.

•

Group 1: An electronic centralized portal for sharing
patient information across all national healthcare
centres.

4.3 Students’ DT projects
Table 1. DT Unit Timeline, Online and Class Materials, Learning Outcomes, and Deliverables
Timeline

Week 1
Session 1

Week 1
Session 2

Week 2
Session 1

Week 2
Session 2

Week 3

DT Phases

Discover

Define

Develop

Deliver

Group
Presentations

Online
Materials in
Canvas

What is design
thinking? (YouTube
video)

Medical Design
(Nusem et al.,
2020)

Using Rapid Design
Thinking (Thakur
et al., 2020)

The importance of
Design Thinking in
Medical Education
(Badwan et al.,
2017)

How to Respond to
the Covid-19 Pandemic with more
Creativity (Cohen
& Cromwell, 2020)

Design-Driven
Leadership
(Koomans &
Hilders, 2017)

Introduction to the
DT unit: purpose,
learning objectives
and outcomes,
deliverables
timeline.

Presenting on
synthesizing the
gathered information, and establishing connections
between the
different stories
collected in
Phase I.

Presenting on the
power of individual and collective
brainstorming
(using IDEO rules
of Brainstorming)

Presenting on
and developing
possible solutions
and prototypes
through different
methods: sketching, role-playing,
digital materials,
playdough, Lego...

Brainstorm
solutions

Decide on a solution and develop it

Live Class
Materials

Presenting on
research methods
to understand
the problem:
interviews,
observations, and
experience
Learning
Outcomes

Identify the
Problem

Providing an
example of a Brief,
the 5 Questions,
and the How might
we...? Question
Synthesize the
information you
collected and
prepare a Brief.
Answer the 5 Qs
and Develop the
How might we…?
question
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Table 1. (cont.) DT Unit Timeline, Online and Class Materials, Learning Outcomes, and Deliverables
Timeline

Week 1
Session 1

Week 1
Session 2

Week 2
Session 1

Week 2
Session 2

Week 3

Deliverables

Go to Canvas and
enter the Problem
or Challenge that
your team is going
to explor

Go to Canvas and
enter your Brief
(150-200 words)

Brainstorm individually for possible
solutions

Final
Assignment:

Provide detailed
answers to the following 5 questions:
Who, What, When,
Where, and How

As a team, get
together online,
share your individual brainstorming,
and come up with
a common brainstorming map

Go to Canvas
and upload a
video in which
you share one of
the solutions you
developed

Start your research
by interviewing
people around you,
observing, or even
experiencing the
product or service
under investigation. Remember to
take notes as you
will be writing a
Brief or summary

•

Develop the
How might we...?
question using the
examples shared
with you

Groups 2 and 4: An online app providing guidance
for local high school students transitioning to
university.

•

Group 3: Training for emergency operators in English
language skills.

•

Group 5: An online app for providing support for
physiotherapy patients through an online appointment service, customized exercise videos, and the
use of a drone to deliver medicine and equipment.

•

Group 6: A home medicine dispenser with a wrist
band and an app.

•

Group 7: Improving an already existing app for booking hospital appointments by making all local health
centres accessible through the app and including
more interface languages.

5. Findings
Students’ reflections were exported into Atlas.ti where
150 open codes were extracted. These codes were revised
and grouped together resulting in eight categories that the
authors agreed upon and were grouped into three main
themes. Table 2 summarizes the themes and categories
that emerged from the open codes and their recurrence in
students’ reflections.
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

Prepare for your
live 10-min group
presentation

Go to Canvas and
share your team
brainstorming Map

Write an individual
reflection piece
(250-300 words)
in which you
reflect back on
this activity, the
design thinking
process, teamwork,
your learning,
and the solution
you were able to
identify. How do
you see the utility
or applicability of
design thinking in
your future career
as a healthcare
professional?

5.1 Theme 1: DT challenges
The first theme DT Challenges can be divided into two
categories: Challenges of Engaging with DT and Challenges
of Engaging in Teamwork. While these two categories have
the lowest instances of recurrence, they still represent the
challenges that students faced throughout this project.
The Challenge of Engaging with DT is expressed by
eight students. The first student stated that “it was difficult
to identify a well-defined problem as the group mainly
focused on developing solutions” (student 6). Students 4
and 22 acknowledged that there were disagreements within
their groups about identifying a problem, while student
8 admitted questioning the purpose of DT - “Why are we
doing this?” - especially in the first phase of the project.
Another student was concerned with defining the problem,
as described in their reflection “our discovery phase was too
short, and we would need to conduct a far more in-depth
investigation … in order to understand the issue more
clearly” (student 7). One student expressed scepticism at the
beginning of the DT project by questioning its “effectiveness
… in solving human-centred problems” (student 9), while
another student was concerned as to whether DT would be
useful for their future career (student 21).
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Table 2. Themes and their Respective Categories that Emerged from Open Coding
Themes

Categories

DT Challenges

Challenges of Engaging with DT

8

Challenges of Engaging in Teamwork

5

DT as a Learning Experience

16

Importance of Teamwork and Collaboration in DT

16

DT as an Opportunity for Creativity

19

DT as a Human-Centred Approach

15

Importance and Application of DT in the Real World

19

Value of DT

21

DT Experience

DT Application

One student admitted that “there is already an app
similar to our solution” (student 7). However, instead of
students giving up on the app, they were able to evaluate the
app already in use in an attempt to improve it and add to its
functionality and utility. Although this improvement was not
mentioned in students’ reflections, it was shared as part of
their solution during the group’s presentation in week three.
The Challenges of Engaging in Teamwork were expressed
by five students who found teamwork and communication
difficult during the DT project. One student felt “left out” of
the group conversation (student 5), while another student
suggested that “each person had a different point of view”
(student 6), which made the communication process a little
tense. Difficulties in communicating as a team over social
media were also cited by students as one student suggested
that it was “difficult to reach other members” of the team via
the team’s chosen social media app (student 19). Student 15
considered that their team faced “time management” issues,
while student 21 mentioned that the Covid-19 lockdown
situation made group activities difficult to undertake.
5.2 Theme 2: DT experience
The DT Learning Experience includes three categories.
The first category is DT as a Learning Experience, and
16 students seemed to appreciate the opportunity to be
introduced to and to apply DT. Students used words such
as wonderful (students 2 and 6), successful (student 3),
enjoyable (students 5, 13, and 19), interesting (student 5),
helpful (student 10), fun (student 20), delightful (student
11), insightful (student 13), and phenomenal (student
17) to describe their experiences engaging with DT. Other
students mentioned that the teaching pedagogy used to
234

Recurrence

introduce them and guide them through the DT process
made their learning experience less overwhelming, simple,
and smooth (students 3, 6, 10, 13, 15, 21, and 22). Students
also acknowledged the role the DT project played in putting
into practice important skills such as critical thinking,
communication, and listening (students 9, 12, 17).
The second category under this theme is Importance of
Teamwork and Collaboration in DT. Under this category, 16
students commented on their appreciation for the collaborative nature of problem-solving (students 9, 10, and 12),
the importance of different perspectives (students 6, 10, 16,
and 22), the usefulness of individual skills when working as
a team (students 11, 15), and the chance to work with other
students (students 3, 4, 8, 11, 13, 19, and 21).
Among the aforementioned comments, the importance
of different perspectives proved invaluable for one group of
students as personal experiences of one of their team members (cited in student 15’s reflection) led to their selected
problem for the DT project. In addition, students mentioning
the value of individual skills could be attributed to relying
on group members with technical expertise in survey and
data collecting software, which was necessary for many of
the groups’ projects when defining their chosen problems.
The last equally important category under this theme
is DT as an Opportunity for Creativity, and 19 students
confirmed that the DT experience presented them with an
opportunity to be creative and innovative. Some students
commented on how DT opened their eyes to “different
perspectives and approaches [to] problem-solving” (student
9) and promoted “innovation and ingenuity” (student 6).
Additionally, two students also noticed how DT helped them
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“combine multiple solutions to maximize” efficiency in
problem solving (students 20 and 22).
5.3 Theme 3: DT application
The final theme, DT Application, consists of three categories - the first one being DT as a Human-Centred Approach.
Fifteen students commented on the human-centred aspect of
DT, how they learned about real-world problems (students
1, 6, 13, 17, and 19), and how they reached out to people to
collect field data to help them understand the problem and
better address it (students 2, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18,
and 20).
The second category under this theme is Importance and
Application of DT in the Real World which yielded 19 codes
collected from 19 students’ reflections. These 19 students
suggested that DT can be applied in their future careers as
healthcare professionals. As one student eloquently put it:
I expect to find multiple cases where design thinking
needs to be applied in medicine as it is a field of infinite
new challenges. This experience provided me with an
effective approach to facing obstacles and solving issues.
In the future, I expect to use this process to analyze a
problem, determine its causes, and quickly come up with
a solution. (student 22)
The last category under DT Application is Value of DT.
It scored the highest number of codes generated through
students’ reflections. Out of 22 students, 21 commented
on the value of DT in their everyday lives and their future
careers as medical professionals. One student’s comment
summarizes this category:
As a future doctor, design thinking allows us to critically
think about complex problems we might encounter and
improve the overall quality of health care provided to the
patients. In conclusion, design thinking allows a great
timely opportunity to evaluate users’ needs and requirements and distinguish promising opportunities and get to
the root of the issue. (student 19)

6. Discussion
This section provides a discussion based on the original
research questions and the data generated by the themes
that emerged from the students’ reflections.
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6.1 Research Question 1: What are students’ perceptions on what they learned from completing a
design thinking project?
Many of the student reflections pointed to difficulties
in defining the problem, which is considered the most
important step towards an innovative solution-oriented
process in DT (Efeoglu et al., 2013; Brown, 2008; Oster,
2008). Student 6 commented that it was difficult to identify
a problem as the student’s group was overly focussed on
developing solutions in the beginning. In addition, student
7 reported a desire for more time in the discovery phase and
suggested that a more in-depth investigation would have
helped the student’s group better understand the problem. It
would seem the challenge of defining a problem in DT represents an opportunity for students participating in the project.
Often the creative process is short-circuited by design teams
that rush to find a solution without fully investigating the
problem. Perhaps this is one of the greater strengths of
using DT in the classroom. Due to the structured approach
to problem solving, DT teaches students the importance of
focussing on defining a problem before seeking a solution.
Furthemore, the focus on the problem and the users who
are affected by the problem was described by Nusem et al.
(2020) as the reactive approach to DT and helps students
to learn the importance of defining a problem and how
it relates to its audience before engaging in designing a
human-centred, user focused solution.
Teamwork emerged as an important element of students’ DT experience and was somewhat amplified by the
Covid-19 situation. As classes were held in a hybrid format
and students were not on campus as often throughout the
semester, students had to learn to utilize digital tools to
support their team’s efforts. Communicating among group
members through digital means proved challenging for some
students. While student 19 cited that “the experience could
have been more pleasurable if the project was completed
on site as occasionally it would be difficult to reach other
members” via social media and messenger applications, this
student also acknowledged that despite these challenges,
“the group was very collaborative and the work was distributed equitably between the four members.” Technological
developments in the area of social media and the availability
of a variety of formal and informal communication channels
have improved virtual teamwork and created more opportunities for members of the same team to collaborate on
projects while in different geographical spaces (Maynard &
Gilson, 2014). However, the challenges described by some
students here can be traced back to the task itself and the set
time frame that require team members to “re-evaluate and
adjust tasks and processes, which, in turn, relies on effective
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communication… [and] requires a commonly shared vision”
(Redlich, 2019, p. 10).
Furthermore, DT “is inherently based on teamwork
and comprises creativity, multidisciplinarity, collaboration,
co-creation and iteration” (Redlich, 2019, p. 56). The majority of the students quickly adapted to using social media and
messenger applications as a way to communicate. Student
2 stated that due to her excitement she and her group were
“talking nonstop on a WhatsApp group discussing the topic
of the project.” This group also utilized Zoom as a way
to interview members of the community to gain a deeper
understanding of their chosen problem.
Overall, students’ perception of DT as a Learning Experience was positive. Similar to what Wolcott et al. (2020) have
found when using DT in medical education, we can confirm
from students’ reflections that implementing a DT unit in
premedical education can improve students’ study habits by
“enhanc[ing] their communication skills” (student 12) and
putting into practice “complex critical thinking” (student
9) while supporting students’ wellbeing by introducing an
“enjoyable” (students 5, 13, 19 and 21 ) and fun (student
20) activity and allowing them to choose a topic they “are
passionate about” (student 8).
Finally, students appreciated the whole experience by
acknowledging the value of the DT experience on different
levels, be it personal, educational, or how it relates to their
future career. Having 21 out of 22 students reflect and share
their thoughts on its value proves that, as a pilot project, the
DT unit was a successful endeavour that allowed us to create
a sense of community within a blended classroom. Students
were able to collaborate, exchange ideas, learn from each
other, and contribute to creating human-centred solutions.
6.2 Research Question 2: To what extent is technology-enabled design thinking effective as a substitute
for the earlier shadowing of medical professionals
by premedical students?
The value of teamwork and diverse viewpoints is critical
in medical practice and healthcare delivery, which reinforces
the pivotal role of DT in medical education and the need
for curriculum developers and instructional specialists to
incorporate DT in the curriculum. Therefore, many students
directed their attention to the value of teamwork, which was
one of the core learning outcomes of the earlier shadowing
experiences that premedical students were required to
attend prior to the pandemic. The DT unit fulfilled this
curricular objective by highlighting the various skills that
team members needed to share within their groups.
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During the delivery phase of the DT project, students
were introduced to online mind mapping tools during class,
which they used to brainstorm and share ideas within their
group. Padlet, which is often used as a tool for brainstorming
in many classrooms, was used as a way for students to share
ideas with their groups outside of the classroom. These
online adaptations and improvisations served as an improvement to the conventional approach that is taken during
in-person DT Delivery phase sessions using post-it notes.
Indeed, the challenges of communication among groups
provided an opportunity for groups to engage with various
21st century technologies that support group communication
and enable connections with the external community.
Specifically, students commented on their appreciation
for the collaborative nature of problem-solving (students
9, 10, and 12), the importance of different perspectives
(students 6, 10, 16, and 22), and the usefulness of individual skills when working as a team (students 11, 15).
The problem-solving nature of DT creates an opportunity
for students to construct meaning from the context of the
situation. Furthermore, the defining of real-world problems
in the DT team projects provides the teams with a more
analytical lens through which they can construct meaning
as they define the problem within the greater context of
society as described by Bassin et al. (2020) who encourage
clinicians, designers, and architects to collaborate in order to
“solve health care’s greatest challenges” (p. 326).
Also, the importance of different perspectives and
the usefulness of individual skills as reported by students
resonate with Vygotsky’s approach to social constructivist
theory through ZPD (Lantolf, 2000; Nassaji & Cumming,
2000; Marchenkova, 2005). By working in teams to solve a
problem using DT, students were provided the opportunity
to learn from their peers’ experiences. Concerning the importance of exposure to different perspectives, the value of the
personal experience of one student (cited in student 15’s
reflection) with difficulty accessing physiotherapy sessions
gave her team members deeper insights into the nature of
the problem the team was attempting to define. As a result,
the team members were able to learn more about the nature
of the problem from various perspectives, a task which individual students may not have been able to accomplish had
they attempted to define and solve the problem individually.
Further benefits of the social constructivist approach
to problem solving presented by DT include the sharing of
individual skills among group members, which facilitates
the introduction to and learning of new skills among group
members. As DT requires a collaborative approach to
problem solving, the sharing of individual technical skills
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like designing surveys and video editing among group
members contributes to exposing other group members to
the requisite skills while giving them a context wherein these
skills could be utilized now and in the future.
From an instructional perspective, DT can be considered
an innovative approach to teaching because it creates opportunities for active learning where students are fully engaged
in the learning process through case studies reading, group
discussions, creative thinking, and problem-solving.
Students seem to realize the ultimate aim of DT as
a human-centred approach to problem solving where
patient experiences and values are important in making
any health-related decision. Introducing students to data
collection methods and encouraging them to use qualitative
tools (openHPI, 2018), such as observing, surveying, or interviewing people to better understand the problem, opened
their eyes to new perspectives that they need to take into
consideration in their future practice. Wolcott et al. (2020)
consider that through observation and communication
with the users, students build empathy, an essential human
element in DT as well as in healthcare. With the latest advancements in medicine and the use of artificial intelligence,
or when faced with the limitations of the current medical
system and issues of social inequity, DT presents us with an
opportunity to provide equitable healthcare (Davis, 2018;
Kim et al., 2017) driven by patient needs.
Finally, using technology for online and blended learning
to develop students’ knowledge about DT has also encouraged students to leverage technology to design solutions
for everyday problems. Therefore, technology has fostered
innovative teaching and allowed the implementation of a DT
unit as a promising teaching approach that can be further
developed to make future healthcare professionals more
patient-centred.

7. Conclusion
It is apparent that introducing DT to foundation students
in a premedical curriculum created some challenges, yet it
also provided positive outcomes that were acknowledged
and appreciated by a majority of the students. From a
programme improvement perspective, the aim of this paper
was to evaluate the newly introduced DT unit that was
designed and implemented in an effort to engage students
in teamwork, build a community of learners among remote
students, and encourage critical thinking and creativity,
while improving students’ communication skills and their
overall EAP skills.
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

Adopting a technology enhanced learning approach,
the DT project was designed and delivered using a mix
of online and live sessions to present each phase of the
project - Discover, Define, Develop, and Deliver. Canvas was
used to host the online content covered during the live
sessions such as presentations as well as additional materials
like readings and YouTube videos that would provide extra
information for students to use while preparing their final
projects. Students presented their projects live, in a class
setting; however, their reflections were posted on Canvas.
Communication between the instructors and the students
took place mainly online during live Zoom sessions and on
Canvas, while communication among students took place
using informal social media platforms such as WhatsApp and
Google Docs to complete the project.
One of the limitations of this study is the absence of the
prototyping phase which limited students’ creative endeavours to a minimum. In fact, due to Covid-19 restrictions,
students were not able to access a lab space or a makerspace
to build a prototype of their solution and test it. Future DT
projects should ensure that this phase is implemented to
provide students with an end product that they can showcase, test, reflect upon, and even commercialize. Nevertheless, students were thoroughly engaged throughout the DT
experience and recognized the importance of teamwork and
collaboration and the opportunity for creativity. Students
were also able to see the important role that the human-centred approach plays in innovation and how it can be applied
to real-world scenarios. Be it face-to-face or online, these
values prove to be the same. Students’ positive views of the
value that DT brings to their everyday lives and its potential
role in their future careers encourage us to revise the DT
unit framework taking into consideration the challenges the
students faced to create a favourable and engaging learning
opportunity for future classes. We hope that this paper
provides a foundation for other EAP faculty, healthcare educators, and undergraduate programme administrators who
are looking into implementing innovative, human-centred,
and engaging educational approaches.
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Abstract

After pivoting to a completely new mode of teaching and learning for much of the
higher education sector, a focus on the learning design influences and networked
communities sought to address a gap in current literature. The research attempted to
delve into the scope of hybrid learning design in response to the changing educational landscape, forced by the Covid-19 pandemic. Thirty-eight participants from across
the higher education sector participated in a qualitative survey and institutional
context was derived from internal system analytics and engagement data to inform
usage of specific systems and tools. Overall, hybrid learning design was limited in its
prevalence across the participants learning design, with online and blended playing a
key role. Furthermore, the research focuses on identification of key factors influencing learning design and possibly the neglect of a hybrid model required to meet the
expectations and needs of the current scenario higher education finds itself. Possible
limitations of this research and future associated research are addressed in relation
to the results and analysis, with recommendations of how to improve.
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1. Introduction
The Covid-19 pandemic has created the largest disruption of education systems in history, affecting nearly
1.6 billion learners in more than 190 countries and all
continents (United Nations, 2020). The Covid-19 pandemic
has made higher education providers quickly pivot to
digital teaching and assessment, with the ‘new normal’ just
becoming a reality for the 2020/21 academic year. The
digital environment will remain a crucial aspect of this
‘new normal’ and how quality is maintained is an important
aspect (QAA, 2020). Digital learning provision often involves
a broad range of staff, such as learning technologists, IT
departments, educational designers and academics among
others. As a result, the planning and management of digital
approaches to learning have the potential to take longer and
be more complex than those based on campus. Typically,
digital delivery requires greater preparation time, associated
with the development and design of digital teaching materials and activities (QAA, 2020, p. 3). Technologies and the
tools of digital delivery often drive the focus at the expense
of digital pedagogy. Teaching staff are the foundation of
maintaining the quality of digital teaching and learning and
providing a quality student experience.
Hybrid pedagogy is a development from blended
learning, where there are elements of online learning and
face-to-face learning, but with a hybrid approach there is
no separation made between the digital and on-campus
cohorts. The need for hybrid learning has mused for many
years (Wong, 2008) yet has been exacerbated by the current
pandemic and restrictions placed on educational institutions,
with the Department for Education (DfE) setting out advice
and guidance for higher education (HE) establishments to
support students in self-isolation and those in physical attendance. Where institutions and students want to maintain
their learning but are required to avoid face-to-face attendance, online synchronous sessions have been the standard.
However, some students have continued to attend face-toface sessions in unison with online peers. There is an added
complexity with a hybrid approach to teaching and learning
and it is more than just presenting lessons online and educators must re-imagine how they plan lessons, manage their
classrooms, connect with students and assess their progress
(Doering & Veletsianos, 2008). Here, learning design an
important aspect which Koper (2006, p. 13) describes as “a
description of the teaching-learning process that takes place in
a unit of learning”. Conole (2013) suggested that despite the
affordances of new technologies to support learning there
remained a gap between the theory and reality. She suggested learning design being able to bridge the gap and provide
244

practitioners with the guidance and support required to
connect the potential of the technologies and the support the
co-design of learning.
Hybrid course design has the potential to provide
flexibility for institutions to engage in face-to-face classroom
and online learning by providing students with relevant
meaningful content while maintaining student teacher
relationships (Teeley, 2007) in a ‘Covid-hit’ curriculum, and
beyond, yet this is not yet being observed at scale in the
sector. Jisc’s most recent publication (2020, p. 6) continued
to highlight a focus on blended and face-to-face learning,
identifying that “leaders believe blended learning enables anytime/anywhere learning, breaks down geographical barriers
to delivery and extends institutional reach into new markets.”
When considering a post-pandemic approach to education,
we can look to Currie (2020) and Dr Donald Birx’s offering
on what post-pandemic opportunities afforded by hybrid
models, suggesting:
“Even when we have a vaccine, issues will come up with
illness, students who are working or needed at other
events. The hybrid model allows a school to adapt and
better support students and enable more diverse populations to get an education,” (2020, p. 2)
The purpose of this study was to gather data from the
higher education sector and establish current learning design
practices alongside the influences that support or hinder
them, with a specific focus on hybrid learning design and the
expectations for the future.
1.1 Research questions
1. What have been the key influences (positive and
negative) in the learning design for a hybrid delivery
model?
2. Have Communities of Practice (CoP)/learning
networks been engaged with to inform and support
your learning design and if so how?

2. Literature review
2.1 Online, blended and hybrid pedagogy
Over the years, the confines of the physical classroom
have been challenged and a broader notion of learning
spaces has emerged, indicating that learning can no longer
be perceived as tied to brick and mortar (Temple, 2008).
Hybrid learning is different from blended learning and not
to be confused as it is not an instructional strategy that uses
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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Figure 1. Teaching Approach Continuum Overview

sequences of online and offline learning activities and combines online materials with in-person instructions (Figure
1). From fully online to face-to-face teaching and learning,
a continuum can be used to establish the similarities and
differences. Hybrid learning moves beyond distinctions
between online and offline spaces, they challenge divisions
between teacher/student roles, formal/informal contexts
and analogue/digital communication and media (Hillia,
Nørgård and Aaen, 2020). Hybrid teaching and learning is
a synthesis of conventionally separate elements, face-to-face
and online, making it distinct and not merely blended or
flipped. Rorabaugh and Stommel (2012) suggested hybrid
learning is not ‘safe’ or ‘familiar’, but always on the move
towards something new, never fully formed or determined.
However, with the current pandemic and pedagogic approaches being taken, the space to have hybrid learning as a
primary learning design approach is up for debate.
Creating and facilitating hybrid learning requires mutual
commitment, care, respect and collaboration between the
parties and dimensions entering into hybrid connectivity
in an effort to co-create a shared world (according to Aaen
and Nørgård, 2016; Nørgård, Mor and Bengtsen, 2019).
Paechter and Maier (2010) previously highlighted students’
perceptions regarding their preferences for online or faceto-face learning components, identifying their appreciation
of online learning for its potential in providing a clear and
coherent structure of the learning material, in supporting
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

self-regulated learning, and in distributing information. They
preferred face-to-face learning for communication purposes
in which a shared understanding has to be derived or in
which interpersonal relations are to be established. Köppe,
Nørgård and Pedersen (2018, p. 5) characterize hybrid
learning by “open-endedness, risk-taking, experimentation,
empathy, dialogue and critical creativity”, it could be argued
not something traditionally evident in the current higher
education landscape.
Hybrid learning in higher education implies a pedagogical design that mixes different discourses, formats, tools,
people and contexts to stimulate higher education teaching
and learning in a different way to the ‘either or’ model of
online or face-to-face. Through hybrid teaching and learning, people inside and outside the classroom and campus
can become entangled in joint dialogues, collaborations,
and communities (Nørgård, Mor, & Bengtsen, 2019). In a
recent National Union of Students (NUS) survey, 81% of
surveyed students suggested a will for their course to return
to ‘normal’ after the pandemic interference (NUS, 2020),
with social interaction the overriding issue. Conversely 55%
suggested the online provision during the pandemic was
of a good quality/standard, but some commenting on the
clamour for more interactive classes. Comparing this with a
recent JISC (2020) Teaching Staff Digital Experience Insights
Survey, where it concluded that a number of staff never
carried out a range of digital practices (using interactive
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quizzes, give digital feedback, work online with learners and
creating online materials) one can conclude that effective
blended learning is scarce, with hybrid learning even less so.
The following section looks to address the role of learning
design in attempts to create a pedagogically sound approach
to support students in the learning process.
2.2 Learning design
Learning design research work developed in response
to a perceived gap between the potential of technologies in
terms of their use to support learning and their actual use in
practice (Bennett et al., 2007; Conole, 2004; Herrington et
al., 2005). Goodyear (2005) also used the term ‘educational
design’ focusing on a set of practices involved in constructing
representations of how to support learning in particular
cases. It focuses on practice rather than theory, while recognising that practice embodies experiential and theoretical
knowledge. Goodyear and Retalis (2010) argued that good
design, deemed to be simple, important, clear, progressive
and innovative, is hard and takes time; it involves the design
of good tasks but also the design of supportive learning
environments. Beetham and Sharpe (2007) prefer the term
‘designing for learning’, which they describe as the process
by which teachers arrive at a plan or structure or design for
a learning situation. Likewise, Goodyear and Yang (2010)
believe that learning can only designed for what actually
occurs accommodating numerous extraneous factors.
Chatteur et al. quoting Neal and Miller (2005) argued
that e-learning design is a careful balancing act between
pedagogy and technology, often at the expense of pedagogy
(Chatteur et al., 2010, p. 183). The pandemic has intensified
the requirement for teachers and leaders to develop a range
of new skills, especially learning how to engage students
productively in online learning, blended learning and hybrid
learning models (Darling-Hammond and Hyler, 2020).
Conole (2004 ) previously argued of the gap between the
promise and reality of the use of technology in education
and the lack of evidence, to suggest that learning design
and education in general had developed in line with the
technology. Agostinho et al. (2008, p. 81) reiterated this
later, suggesting that the uptake of the use of information
communication technology (ICT) based learning designs
in higher education had been slow. Koedinger and Corbett
(2008, p. 61) also commented that as new technologies have
emerged, the promise of radical transformation has not been
a reality, but a constant expectation by many.
Holdsworth and Hegarty (2016) explain that universities
and colleges have many local, national and sector-wide
requirements that inform and shape the design of courses
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including:
•

linked curriculum;

•

institution-wide graduate attributes;

•

learning-focused approaches;

•

professional accreditation requirements; and

•

graduate attributes.

They also suggest the scope and variety of such influences can be synthesised to produce effective curriculum design
and pedagogic practice, or limit and hinder the learning
design and practice in higher education. Falconer and Littlejohn (2008, p. 20) contend that there are three challenges
facing teachers when it comes to learning design:
1. the increasing size and diversity of the student body;
2. the increasing requirement for quality assurance; and
3. the rapid pace of technological change.
Teachers are becoming increasingly confused by the
range and volume of technologies and different pedagogical approaches they can adopt, and often struggle with
implementing theory into practice (Fang, 1996). Design is
arguably the most important aspect of learning and teaching
yet tends to be based on prior experience with practitioners
making limited use of different pedagogical approaches.
It also suggests that design is complex, and teachers need
support and guidance to effectively incorporate new technologies, to think differently and to change their practice.
Darling-Hammond and Hyler (2020) advocate the need,
now more than ever, for more effective ways of developing
and sharing expertise, with communities of practice being
an effective mechanism for achieving this. Communities of
practice will be addressed in the next segment of this paper
and aims to highlight the potential benefit they encompass
in relation to learning design.
2.3 Communities of practice
Communities of practice have been defined as “groups of
people who share a concern or a passion for something they
do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly”
(Wenger, 2006, p. 1). Communities of practice models
highlight professional learning occurring within groups
which work together and develop common values over a
period of time. Cooperative activities occur in face-to-face or
in online contexts and newcomers are progressively initiated
into the situation while also being encouraged to share ideas
and pinpoint innovative practices (Lave & Wenger, 1991;
1998; Owen, 2004).
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Grossman, Wineburg and Woolworth (2000) highlighted
the levels of maturity of groups operating as professional
learning teams and communities of practice. Many interest-focused groups initially operate at a ‘starter’ level in
terms of individual commitment to the group, with individuals and teams undergoing a period when commitment
increases (‘developer’), prior to participants showing a
strong sense of identity and group learning as a ‘mature’
community of practice. Bridwell-Mitchell (2016) highlights
that effective professional learning occurs within situated
and actual practical contexts, and through collegial work in
ongoing networks, coaching and mentoring.
While communities of practice are generally self-organising and rely on internal leadership and building sustainability through team members valuing the collaborative
work and relationships, formal organisational structures
can be used to nurture the community (Wenger, 1998).
More formalised leadership can support learning communities through provision of comprehensive and systematic
approaches. This includes time for ongoing and supportive
collegial learning which challenges ideas and builds new
skills and subsequently leads to rethinking and changes in
curriculum practice (Senge, 1994; Bolman and Deal, 2003;
Heifetz and Lindsay, 2002; Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995).
Social influence has an impact on individual behaviour
and technology acceptance through three mechanisms:
compliance, internalisation, and identification (Venkatesh
& Davis, 2000; Warshaw, 1980). This research looks to
address the learning design influences on approaches taken
in response to the Covid-19 global pandemic and the role
learning communities play in this too. There is currently
a gap in literature in this area due to the ongoing global
situation and the rapidly changing nature of the higher
education landscape. It is hoped that this research will cast
light on ways teachers are addressing their learning design
and whether communities of practice are playing a role in
this. At the outset of the UK lockdown and enforced shift to
what was termed ‘emergency remote teaching’, a dramatic
shift in approaches was seen and now 9 months later, it is
important to address the progress and mechanisms that have
supported this.

18-question Qualtrics survey consisting of open and closed
questions, alongside the analytics of an institutional learning
community (Digital Education Network – DEN). A mixed
method approach was deemed appropriate as the focus
was to gain insight and ask questions around how and why
certain approaches are formed, addressing alongside actual
practice.
Thirty-eight participants, academics in a range of UK
higher education institutions, contributed to the survey,
which was circulated via numerous internal and external
networked groups, including Twitter, Lancaster University
Digital Education Network (DEN), and external institutions’
networked groups. One limitation of the research design was
the lack of identifying markers in the survey set, meaning
delving deeper into institutional detail in not possible.
Questions were predominantly open-ended in nature to
allow participants to explain and elaborate on their current feelings towards their practice and to allow space to
reflect and develop their thoughts on future implications
and practice. Participants were asked what effect the shift
to online teaching had on their teaching, the immediate
challenges and benefits of such a shift, how technology
supported their transition in practices, what they understood
by hybrid teaching and learning, what can be learnt and
what they envisage being on the horizon based on the past
9 months of change and flux in higher education. Gauging
the initial shift to online teaching was important as this was
an enforced shift by the UK Government, with the additional
focus on hybrid teaching and learning coming during the
planned 20/21 academic year where on campus teaching
was permitted.
Analysis of the data consisted of initial Qualtrics reviewing, using in-built visualisations to overview the qualitative
data. NVivo was used to complete in-depth analysis and to
generate core themes: digital literacies, institutional influences on learning design, internal and external networked groups,
and pedagogy impact. Statistical data were gathered via the
DEN and used to supplement the qualitative responses from
the survey. The thematic analysis was completed in 6 steps:
•

Familiarisation – going through the textual contents
while taking necessary notes, and general observation of the data to accumulate an overview.

3. Methodology

•

Coding – highlighting the keywords and major
sections of the text and linking these with shorthand
or “codes” to easily label the content.

To investigate hybrid pedagogy and learning design
influences, an exploratory mixed methods research design
in the form of survey and institutional analytics was conducted. Data compromised of participant responses to an

•

Generating themes – Based on the codes created,
next defining some relatable themes by understanding the patterns in the codes was completed. In
this stage, some codes were discarded if they were
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not repeated much or do not hold relevance to any
theme in particular.
•

Reviewing themes – iterative process where reviewing themes to filter any unwanted or irrelevant
themes used earlier and to refine the usefulness and
accuracy of the themes representing the data.

•

Defining and naming themes – When the final list of
themes are decided, naming and defining the themes
were completed to allow references in the later
analysis.

•

Writing up – this forms the final summarisation of
the analysis.

4. Results and Analysis
Results from both qualitative and quantitative data were
analysed and have been structured into 4 specific areas (pedagogic focus, digital focus, institutional influence on learning
design and internal and external networked groups), aligned
to the thematic analysis conducted. The 4 areas aim to
directly address the research questions, detailing the key
influences in the learning design for a hybrid delivery model
and the types of communities of practice/learning networks
and their impact on supporting the learning design process.
Addressing the immediate shift during the pandemic
from face-to-face teaching to online, question 4 (Q4 in figure
2) asked participants to rate the effect of the shift from
‘normal’ teaching to the pandemic response online approach
on a scale of 0 (no effect) to 10 (absolute change), with 73%
indicating 7 or above, signifying a substantial impact on
their teaching. A need to establish participants’ understanding of hybrid pedagogy and learning design was key before
progressing into specific details.
Figure 2. Q4 rating effect of online shift
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The effects are further explored in additional questions
targeting specific areas of strengths and weaknesses in
response to the pandemic teaching approach. Question 16
(What is your understanding of a hybrid delivery model?)
aimed to gather participant responses to define hybrid
delivery, with a range of response types collected. Figure 3
consolidates key words into a visual word cloud from the 38
responses collected, with online, synchronous and blend all
featuring prominently. This allowed for additional analysis
and to delve deeper into specific responses which signified
that some still conform to a different explanation of hybrid
teaching and learning based on the continuum (Figure 1)
highlighted earlier, with online and face-to-face separated.
To me it is about combining different ways of teaching,
and integrating them as one. Combining the F2F with
the online experience as opposed to an “either/or”. It is
something that we should integrate in to our courses and
modules regarding of context - it is a move away from
seeing things as “online only” or “F2F only”
Many responses line up with Nørgård, Mor, and Bengtsen’s (2019) definition of hybrid teaching and learning,
underscored by one participants’ response above, but some
revert to a more ‘established’ blended, online or face-to-face
(f2f) definition which involve sequences of online and
offline learning activities and combines online materials
with in-person instructions (Hilli, Nørgård & Aaen, 2019),
emphasised by the participant quote:
Using both the traditional classroom and things outside
it, especially software and tools for remote and online
learning, to deliver teaching.

Figure 3. Qualtrics Word Cloud Data Analysis Q16
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As more established teaching and learning approaches,
face-to-face, blended and online learning still dominate education, but hybrid is starting to emerge and gain more focus
due to the pandemic. The differing institutional approaches,
local authority regulations and staff/student judgements
on teaching and learning is shifting the conversation in
the direction on hybridity, something supported by Currie
(2020) who discusses the need for ongoing flexibility in
teaching and learning and addresses the pandemic as one of
potentially many disruptive events challenging the standard
model of teaching and learning in HE.
4.1 Pedagogical focus
Thematic analysis lead to pedagogical focus being one
of the main themes to emerge from the data. Survey results
(from Question 9 – What are the advantages of delivering
teaching and learning digitally?) highlighted positive elements that a shift in pedagogy and learning design towards
digital teaching learning has prompted and can be sustained
for the future. Numerous factors were identified including:
•

Reduction in physical classroom and associated
technology issues;

•

Removal of geographic boundaries;

•

Increased inclusivity afforded by digital teaching and
learning;

•

Increased flexibility of accessing learning materials;
and

•

Increased formative assessment and feedback
opportunities.

One participants’ response encapsulates many of the
positive elements identified by many:
Better engagement and feedback for my students. One
specific example - one module I used OneNote and
Teams for a group consultancy project (end assessment)
so students were working within the online environment
int he classroom prior to Lockdown. It meant in the 3 hr
session I had to work my way around the classroom helping groups- I often got caught by some groups for longer,
other were talking over each other trying to get my
attention and some groups I ended getting round at the
very end. The move to remote in lockdown meant that I
scheduled and spent an hour per week with each group
and they received much more support and feedback than
they did F2F. But certainly a more positive engagement
and relationship with groups and time (and space) in the
physical classroom did not allow.
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An increased awareness of the pedagogic affordances
that digital technologies offer in teaching, learning and
assessment have arisen. Digital learning platforms are not
direct replacements for face-to-face learning yet offer opportunities to develop pedagogies and contribute to learning
opportunities. Carless (2020) addresses the longstanding
issues surrounding the provision of timely and effective
feedback to students prior to COVID-19, with evidence to
suggest that the pandemic shift in teaching approaches
has heralded opportunities to engage in more sound and
impactful practices. Survey data indicate learning design
with more formative assessment and feedback opportunities
throughout. Additionally, the integration of technology-enhanced assessment into the curriculum can engage
students and more efficiently utilise institutional resources
(Bozalek, Ng’ambi, and Gachago, 2013) whilst also creating
employable graduates (Porcaro et al., 2016), thus tying into
institutional and sector-wide employability foci.
Learning design and the subsequent impact were addressed in question 5 (What were the immediate challenges
in the first few months of the lockdown period) of the move
to remote teaching and learning?) and question 7 (Has
the move to remote delivery presented new barriers for
student and staff engagement with teaching and learning?).
Responses highlighted some of the barriers and limitations
surrounding the shift to a different approach to teaching.
Two key responses typify the overarching sentiment of
participants:
Thinking about the social dynamics of learning and
designing solutions.
As Academic researchers we have not fully appreciated
or understood the significance of the distinction between
curriculum design and inclusive pedagogy.
Responses unearthed the struggles faced by academics
in an area of teaching and learning that was anything but
standard for many. Creating social cohesion and an inclusive
learning environment is difficult, but when adding in the
shift in teaching approach from face-to-face to online/
remote delivery the gaps in both practical and pedagogical
practice were becoming self-evident. Designing activities
for an online or blended learning approach have elements
of technical and instructional qualities but require greater
preparation and deliberation in order to provide the interactive learning experiences. At the outset of the lockdown
time and preparation was not a luxury afforded, instead a
swift and dramatic shift to remote delivery was required
and excavated many issues. Redesigning activities and
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approaches used in a traditional higher education approach
proved troublesome, not just at a technical level but at a
pedagogic level (McLaughlin et al., 2014). As Bennett, Lori
and Agostinho (2018, p. 1) allude: “Re-framing teaching
as design usefully emphasises the creative problem-solving
needed to balance pedagogical, logistical and technical
considerations within specific educational contexts, tailored
to learners’ needs.” All of which we not given the time and
consideration required due to the situation.
Laurillard (2013) and later Goodyear (2015) both
expressed the need to focus on effective learning design
to improve pedagogy and the quality of higher education
teaching. Goodyear also pointed to the value in creating
capacity and opportunities for staff to develop their practice
through effective upskilling in digital learning design,
something Ertmer (2005) had touched on in relation to
adopting new approaches and the consequential effects on
student engagement and adoption of learning technologies.
Many participants highlighted a lack of digital capabilities as
a barrier to effective pedagogic design, whilst also addressing the absence of appropriate time to upskill and develop
the required practice. This will be discussed in the following
section in greater depth, focusing on digital capabilities
specifically.
4.2 Digital capabilities
Digital capabilities were a prominent feature in the
qualitative survey data and can be rooted back to the initial
research question regarding the influences in designing a hybrid delivery model. Question 5 (What were the immediate
challenges in the first few months of the lockdown period of
the move to remote teaching and learning?) results implied
that digital capabilities of (primarily) staff as a prominent
immediate challenge, with fifty-four percent of HE teaching
staff commenting on the scale of upskilling required and the
“very steep learning curves” as a result. One participants’
comment consolidates much of what the fifty-four percent
identified:
Learning new technology in order to deliver effective
courses online. A feeling of being overwhelmed by the
choice…
Much of what was witnessed from a personal perspective
highlighted this dramatic shift to online and the gap in both
pedagogic and digital literacy skills. Responses aligned with
Calvani, Cartelli, Fini and Ranieri’s (2009, p. 186) definition
of digital competence as “the ability to explore and face
new technological situations in a flexible way, to analyse,
select and critically evaluate data and information, to exploit
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technological potentials to represent and solve problems and
build shared and collaborative knowledge, while fostering
awareness of one’s own personal responsibilities and respect
of reciprocal rights/obligations”. In the context of a shift
in HE, digital capabilities are no longer just the proficiency
with ICT (Jisc, 2015) but now require the pedagogy and
curriculum design and how they impinge or enhance as a
direct result. Much of what was achieved in the early stages
of the transition to online was ‘substitution’, where the
technology acted as a direct tool substitute with no functional change, which is the initial stage of the SARM model
(Puentedura, 2006). A recent HEPI (2020) publication reflected this, stating “the replacement of physical classes with
video conferencing has been the dominant approach taken.”
Furthermore, they commented on the limited capacity to
recreate an effective teaching and learning experience with
the substitution alone.
Digital capabilities were also flagged as a key limiting
factor in designing hybrid pedagogy in question 13, directly
relating back to research question (RQ) 1, (What are the
challenges still to be overcome to enable high-quality digital
teaching and learning in the future?). Results point towards
the notion that digital capabilities of teaching staff and
students are essential for the development and delivery of
effective hybrid learning, with fifty-eight percent of respondents directly relating to these as future challenges. One
participant expressing the necessity and task ahead.
“I need to continue to up-skill myself! This is a major
challenge.”
This was not an isolated response, with others commenting on the further development of such digital capabilities
with students playing a more prominent focus. Responses
included:
Infrastructure and the low skill base of many academics
who are stuck in a late 90s/early 2000s Powerpoint
karoke mode of delivery.
Many students not good with the tech in fact.
Student training to use the tech.
McKnight et al. (2016) express the influence of staff
digital capabilities in relation to a student’s own digital
capabilities and how modelling can be a factor in the wider
development of student autonomy and self-regulated learning (Austen et al., 2016). Alongside the digital capabilities
there was an orientation with the institutional influence on
such developments, with participants placing an emphasis
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on the role they play in learning design.
Curriculum design to make proper use of it. We need
more learning technologists and training in instructional
design.
Upskilling of staff still remains a big issue that will
need to be addressed more systematically. Also, student
expectations will have to be managed more effectively so
that students don’t get the impression that they are being
‘short-changed’. Redesigning and altering assessment will
also be high on the priority list for most institutions - if
not the highest priority.
More equipment support, continued training support,
an institutional commitment not to rush back to some
version of the pre-Covid status quo.
Flavin (2016) drew upon the work of Smith et al.
(2013) and emphasised that various aspects, such as site
licences, site administration, technical support, computer
hardware, technology infrastructure, course development,
faculty development and student training are all important
elements of creating a digital infrastructure that supports the
development of the required pedagogic approaches. He also
expressed that a strategic approach to technology-enhanced
learning based on practice is more likely to be successful
than an approach which starts with the ICTs themselves,
which was troublesome during the initial shift to online
teaching and learning that staff and institutions faced and
had imposed. This will be focused on in more depth in
the following section, looking at the institutional role on
learning design.
4.3 Institutional influence on learning design
Leibowitz et al. (2014) set out the role of ‘context’ and
how various macro, meso and micro features, professional
development and quality teaching, etc., are factors in higher
education settings. Archer’s (1996) definition of context
reflects some of the ways in which institutional contexts may
influence how change occurs with regard to quality teaching
and the professional development of academics, which is
prominent throughout the survey data. These context specific elements were prominent throughout responses based on
the perceived challenges (Questions 5-7) and can be seen in
the context of RQ1:
For staff it has been a lot of extra work for those who
have not used online/hybrid approach before. Even for
those who have, such as me, it feels quite different being
told to use this approach as opposed to me choosing to
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

use it to support current teaching.
I think that there will be a lot of people talking same old
bollocks about paradigm shifts etc.etc. while failing to
realise that Universities are INCREDIBLY resilient and
resistant to change…
The positivist in me hopes it will (change), but HE
culture is notoriously difficult to change. For me, the
institution has a view on digital technology that is not
particularly aligned to my view on it. I still fear that a
reactive approach to digital T&L will be present.
These responses emphasise the overarching influence
an institution can play on future curriculum design, as
well as illuminating the anxiety and concerns of academic
staff towards their culture and approach to digital teaching
and learning. As Bennett, Lockyer and Agostinho (2018)
propose, re-framing teaching requires a balance of pedagogical, logistical and technical considerations within
specific educational contexts. However, not only negative
sentiment towards the institutional influence were collected,
with limited contributions advocating the constructive
developments in specific contexts via policy, training and the
digital infrastructure provided to make the transition more
effective:
We have had to react quickly to revise policy, e.g. on
recording of educational sessions (not just in-person
sessions), and produce guidance on e.g. use of external
tools, appropriate behaviour in online live sessions etc.
We had already been planning to move to an Active
Learning Framework that makes best use of digital tools,
whether that be online or face-to-face sessions - the
current situation has caused us to accelerate this shift.
Teams will become the main communication platform
(complementing email and continued use of Moodle).
SOME use of recorded lectures will continue - this will
impact on the activities in the remaining f2f lectures i.e.
more interaction.
Some of the ‘fear of tech’ will be reduced. We have
become more used to helping each other via short demo
videos, sharing screens in 1:1 support calls. We have
become more open and willing to share things that have
worked and not worked.
Although positive in sentiment, these comments still
foreground the substitution or augmentation of teaching and
learning, addressing the limited scope for modification or
redefinition based on the SAMR model. Addressing RQ1, the
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institutional approach clearly had an impact on the design
and readiness for a hybrid delivery model. Hybrid approaches are currently not surfacing in the curriculum design or
teaching practices at scale, with online learning and blended
still dominating the HE landscape in the current pandemic
practices. This is underpinned by responses to question 11
(Q11 - How will the lessons from this experience shape
your approach to digital teaching and learning and inform
your organisational culture in the medium to longer-term?).
Responses where academics addressed the blended, flipped
and online approaches that would continue and that have
positively influenced their approaches. One respondent’s
comment sums this up:

Accessibility and equal opportunities featured in the
2019/20 National Union of Students survey (NUS) with 27%
stating they were unable to access online learning during
lockdown (NUS, 2020). The above selection of responses
also indicates the institutional context of infrastructure
needs and the subsequent impact on learning design and
pedagogy. It can be inferred that without the required infrastructure, curriculum design will be hampered and curtailed
into what is viable, rather than what is possible. Data from
the institutional ‘Embrace Digital’ website (Figure 4) shines a
light on the engagement in a variety of support tools created
by the institution and aimed at supporting pedagogic and
practice developments.

We have had to react quickly to revise policy, e.g. on
recording of educational sessions (not just in-person
sessions), and produce guidance on e.g. use of external
tools, appropriate behaviour in online live sessions etc.
We had already been planning to move to an Active
Learning Framework that makes best use of digital tools,
whether that be online or face-to-face sessions - the
current situation has caused us to accelerate this shift.

Formulas’ refers to a section dedicated to pedagogic
and practical guidance on a range of approaches and tools
that link with the institutional ‘minimum expectations’ for
a range of teaching events. Having 2,119 unique views,
from 1,323 full-time academic staff and 1,704 full-time
professional service staff, indicates the scale and uptake of
the support on offer, which married with the overall page
views (Figure 5) coming predominantly in the middle of
the pandemic and prior to the start of the academic year.
Although not including part-time and casual staff, the uptake
of the internal support resource can be linked. Also, the
slight increase in September points towards the influence of
such institutional support mechanisms on learning design
throughout the pandemic. Numbers 4-16 (Figure 4) detail
specific teaching and learning events that have pedagogic
and practical guides to support staff.

Hybrid learning design was not mentioned in any response, with sixty-eight percent addressing, flipped, blended
or online delivery being a lasting factor. This can point
towards a lack of strategic focus on the changing dynamic of
HE with a persistence in delineation between campus based
and distance learning students. Question 7 (Has the move
to remote delivery presented new barriers to student and
staff engagement with teaching and learning?) along with
question 13 (see previous) unearthed accessibility and access
prominently in the survey data. Academic staff stressed the
universal design requirements that need to be considered
when it comes to a number of access and inclusion issues.
Selected responses highlight the impact of infrastructure:

Figure 4. Institutional Analytics Breakdown for Embrace
Digital Website

Yes, I think some students struggle to engage as they
do not have microphones or a camera, their IT and / or
connection can limit their engagement, particularly in
breakout groups. Discussions can therefore be limiting.
Yes - there is a postcode lottery - some staff simply do
not have the connectivity to make this work and their
kit is not up to broadcasting. Similarly students have
infrastructure issues.
Students - technology poverty, lack of confidence to have
camera on, Staff - so much to learn about delivering
online and all the available techniques/ platforms etc.
Rethinking the whole module Both - Chinese firewall,
lack of appropriate space in which to work.
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4.4 Internal and external networked groups
Looking to address RQ2, question 17 (Have you engaged
with any online networked groups to inform your move to
online teaching and learning?) indicated that seventy-five
percent of respondents’ engagement (Figure 6) with a
variety of online networked groups to inform and support
their online teaching and learning.
Figure 7 uses the Qualtrics word cloud to focus on some
specific networked groups, with colleagues, department,
institutional and external all being identified. The prevalence of institutional and external Microsoft Teams groups
was evident in the majority of responses, with fifty-seven
percent indicating their use and engagement including some
specific groups:
•

MS Education Groups;

•

Lancaster University Digital Education Network; and

•

Digilearn Communities.

McConnell (1998) stated networked collaborative
learning (NCL) was bringing together learners to work as
a community, but more contemporary discussion (Hansen,
2018, Dohn et al., 2018, De Laat & Dohn, 2019) shifted the
emphasis away from merely learners to people, expanding
the scope and focusing on the potential of the technology
to enable connections across numerous boundaries (NLEC,
2020). Figure 8 displays engagement in an institutional
networked group (Digital Education Network – DEN),
addressing peak engagement points around September,
where preparation for the start of the 20/21 academic year
was at its height. When coupling Figures 8 and 9, which
indicate the active users and engagement data respectively,
a parallel connection with Ponti and Hodgson’s (2006) 8
principles underpinning networked learning design is possible. This includes being supported by collaborative groups,
dialogue and social interactions supporting co-construction
of knowledge, and responsibility for the learning process
being shared. Staff used the networked group to share
ideas, concerns and co-construct approaches to best suit the
situations they faced.

Figure 5. Embrace Digital Pageviews July - August

Figure 6. Q17 Online Networked Groups Engagement
Statistics

Figure 7. Qualtrics Q17 Word Cloud Overview

Figure 8. DEN Analytics Overview

Figure 9 gives an overview of the engagement and active
users covering August-November, with the limitation of
March-July data being unobtainable. It shows that throughout August to November there was consistently over 200
active users of the networked group, with the main peaks
coming during the working week and dips during non-work
days (weekends), clearly showing the engagement with
CoPs/learning networks to inform learning design. Figure 10
shows a snapshot of activity in an institutional networked
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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Figure 9. DEN Active Users Data

Figure 10. DEN Summary Engagement Data

group, with 596 active users and an overview of 296 posts
and 1,230 replies to a range of discussions and documents.
Other networked learning connections were emphasised,
with Twitter also binding with the idea that it promotes
people, between sites of learning and action, between ideas,
resources and solutions across time, space and media (Networked Learning Editorial Collective 2020). The affordances
of current technologies can be seen to have opened avenues
for networked groups to form and offer academic staff an
array of support and collaboration mechanisms in the pursuit of effective learning design. What cannot be addressed
in this research is the quality of these networks, which may
open opportunities for future research.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of this research was to identify key influences in learning design during an unprecedented time in
education, with an additional focus on the engagement
and influence that communities of practice and networked
groups have on this. The unparalleled shift to online
teaching and learning at the outset of the global Covid-19
pandemic led to a concentrated use of online platforms,
systems and services that put organisational infrastructure,
teaching practices and the digital capabilities of teaching
staff in the spotlight.
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Data linked to the ongoing challenges (Q 13, Q14 – What
is the main way government, higher education provider
leaders, teachers, or students could improve digital teaching
and learning across the HE sector?) infers the need for
teaching staff being given support and structured pathways
to develop their digital literacies and informed pedagogic
approaches, which must be achieved with a focused strategic
plan and implementation. Analytic data from the institutional networked groups suggests that staff are seeking
opportunities to support their own development, upskill and
share experiences to support others.
Throughout the survey participants addressed digital
literacies, institutional influence and the value of networked
groups on their learning design and pedagogic approaches.
Responses to targeted survey questions relating to a change
in learning design (Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9) led to academic staff
expressing a variety of different influences on their learning
design, one being communication in collaborative settings
allowing them to share and develop practice with other
practitioners and to contextualise innovations in their own
subject area. These take place in both structured and unstructured settings, with institutional networked groups and
communities of practice providing an effective platform for
positively influencing learning design and teaching practice.
In conjunction with this comes the need for recognition of
effective teaching, learning and assessment practices and
the space to experiment with new approaches, currently not
widespread in the sector or at an institutional level for many.
What does not come across strongly in the survey data is
the consideration of a hybrid learning design, with faceto-face, blended and online still dominating the planning
process. With shifting expectations from both staff and
students in regard to a post-pandemic higher education
sector, the consideration for hybrid learning design could be
a missing element.
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Abstract

In January 2020, in response to the emergence of Covid-19 in mainland China,
the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (PolyU) suspended face-to-face classes and
introduced online teaching and learning. This autoethnography explores how I, as an
Educational Development Officer in the University’s Educational Development Centre
(EDC), supported teachers in implementing synchronous online teaching. Using Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT), I analyse the multiple factors that influenced
me in carrying out my role, and highlight the contradictions in my activity system.
Drawing on personal memories, as well as online documents, emails, text messages
and webinar recordings, the study reveals how an unprecedented crisis provided
not only novel challenges, but also opportunities, both for innovation in educational
development in my institution and for my own professional development. Its aim is
to help me build on any institutional innovation and personal professional development that might have emerged from this period, and, through recommendations, aid
other educational developers in implementing technological innovation in times of
crisis or change.
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1. Introduction
In January 2020, in response to the emergence of
Covid-19 in mainland China, the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University (PolyU), in common with all other higher education institutions in the region, elected to suspend face-toface classes and introduce online teaching. This was to start
on 10 February, the first day of teaching in Semester 2.
Together with two colleagues from my own department,
the Educational Development Centre (EDC), and Information Technology Services (ITS), I was tasked with helping
more than 1300 academics and several thousand more
research and admin staff to deliver synchronous online
teaching (SOT), something very few of them had any prior
experience in. My immediate role was to create practice
guidelines for teachers and students, outline recommendations for heads of department (HoDs) and learning and
teaching committees (LTCs) on monitoring the quality of
online lectures and tutorials, and develop and facilitate
professional development webinars via the synchronous
platform Blackboard Collaborate Ultra (BCU). The recommendations and guidelines were to go on a brand-new
online teaching website, while the webinars would form part
of a professional development programme for teachers coordinated by EDC. Later I would be asked to write additional
documents and newsletters featuring activity exemplars and
advice for teachers on SOT; facilitate sessions for teachers
to share best practices and reflect on lessons learned; and
design training and guidelines for using Zoom, adopted as
an alternative platform by the University in Week 8.
From: [Senior Management Team (SMT)]Sent: Sunday,
February 2, 2020 11:06 AM
Our work in the next few days [is] CRITICAL, as all the
practice guidelines, briefing and training session launches, and all website communication will need to be in
place between Monday [3rd] and Wednesday [5th February]. According to the President, we are at WAR now. You
are all expected to work full gear both among ourselves
and with the departments (HoDs, LTCs, etc). Welcome on
board, TEAM! (2 February, capitals in original)
For the majority of teachers, who typically had harboured
negative attitudes to online teaching and learning, this
sudden and forced transition to virtual instruction would
have caused alarm. While PolyU had experienced a suspension of in-person classes during the campus occupation
of November 2019, this had happened near the end of
the semester, allowing teachers to finish courses ahead
260

of schedule and turn their attention to organising online
assessment, or, in some cases, award final grades based on
coursework students had already completed. Beginning the
new semester entirely online was unprecedented.
Like everybody at PolyU, I felt anxious about the wider
situation in Hong Kong, especially so soon after the citywide protests of late 2019. The deadlines for developing
the guidelines and webinars placed me under a great deal
of stress, which was then compounded by the prospect of
working remotely with a colleague I had never met in person
and being directly accountable to the SMT. Yet in my case
the crisis also seemed like an exciting and welcome opportunity to try to bring about innovation within what is still a
fairly traditional institution, implementing a programme of
professional development which could transform teaching
and learning. I would be able to harness some of my previous experience and skills in professional development and
SOT to benefit the University and achieve personal growth.
I reflected on the President’s choice of words. If we
were ‘at WAR’, then amidst the profound hardships, might
our University also experience meaningful and lasting
transformation on the scale of, say, Britain during and after
the Second World War? Could this new global crisis lead to
positive changes that had previously been resisted?
1.1 Research topic, problem and purpose
In this autoethnography, I analyse how I supported colleagues in implementing SOT in 2020. I attempt to highlight
how the unprecedented situation presented not only significant challenges but also opportunities, both for innovation in
educational development within PolyU and with regard to
my personal professional development. To do this, I explore
the multiple factors that influenced my ability to carry out
my role during this extraordinary time. My aim is to use
the findings to consolidate any institutional innovation and
personal development that might have emerged from this
period, and, through a series of recommendations, assist
fellow educational developers in implementing technological
innovation in future episodes of crisis or change.

2. Literature review
In my review, I focus on the role of educational developers in implementing online teaching in universities
in response to emergency situations that resulted in the
suspension of face-to-face instruction. To achieve this, I
searched JSTOR, Scopus and Google Scholar using a profile
that combined different terms (crisis, closure, shutdown,
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online teaching, educational development, higher education). I then used the ‘snowball’ method to search the limited
number of relevant studies for references to other research,
before selecting the five studies that I felt had most in
common with my own context.
2.1 Emergency implementation of online teaching and
learning in higher education
Though the suspension of face-to-face classes due to
Covid-19 was sudden, and presented challenges, this was
not the first time university teaching in Hong Kong had been
affected by a public health crisis which called for the rapid
adoption of technology-enhanced learning. In early 2003,
the outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
in the region forced all Hong Kong schools and universities
to close for a three-month period. In her study, based on accounts from nine teaching colleagues at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK), McNaught (2004) reflected that
technology ‘was able to come naturally and appropriately to
the fore’ (p. 183). Even in an institution where face-to-face
teaching was the norm, and where technology was seen
as a way of supplementing or, at best, enhancing traditional
approaches, it offered a mainstream set of tools that could
be rapidly mobilised (McNaught, 2004: p. 192). In a short
time frame, teachers designed online resources to support
independent learning and used emerging synchronous technologies, such as online chat, to facilitate teacher-student
and student-student interaction. McNaught observed that
colleagues were still using asynchronous tools, including
forum discussions, six months after face-to-face teaching had
resumed. While SOT had fallen off by that point, teachers
maintained that ‘it can be done if we need it now. It won’t be
a stress’ (McNaught, 2004: p. 192).
McNaught writes of a community of academics, coming
together to overcome their fears and supporting their
students through the use of novel technologies. While this
paper is effective in drawing together individual colleagues’
reflections, it does not provide an account of her own
experiences as an educational developer, facilitating the
implementation of online teaching. It also does not identify
any challenges or tensions within the institution that may
have hindered McNaught or her colleagues in this period,
or inhibited the more systematic implementation of online
teaching in the long run.
Mackey et al. (2011, 2012) offer a powerful account of
how purposeful blended learning and pedagogical innovation supported academic resilience in the aftermath of the
earthquake that ravaged Christchurch, New Zealand and the
University of Canterbury in February 2011. In this context,
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

the authors were aided by their positive prior experiences
of online learning and their understanding of its potential
benefits. Their ability to engage less experienced colleagues
in ‘meaningful professional dialogue about the possibilities
of online learning’ led to ‘important pedagogical shifts’
(2012: p. 130). These shifts included the use of a flipped
classroom model, where students watched video lectures
online, and contact time in virtual, synchronous classes
was reserved for interaction and discussion. Rather than
being faced with implementing online teaching for the first
time, academics were required to rethink or adapt existing
approaches to virtual instruction. Although innovation often
presented challenges, as it ‘involves disturbing established
routines through which individuals and groups perform
and continuously reaffirm their identity’ (Somekh, cited in
Mackey et al., 2012: p. 130), one year after the earthquake
the authors found many of the crisis-induced changes had
become embedded in regular practice.
For Tull et al. (2017), the University’s resilience in the
face of adversity can also be attributed to ‘just-in-time, collegial professional development’, and an institutional culture
characterised by ‘resourcefulness, adaptiveness, and flexibility in [teachers’] ability to adopt new e-learning practices
and adapt existing ones’ (p. 66). Building both formal and
informal support networks among staff also proved critical.
Because it was not possible for e-learning advisors to provide
one-to-one technical support or run face-to-face training,
a communities-of-practice approach to professional development was adopted, enabling teachers to share and learn
from examples of best practice. However, such communities
collaborated via discussion forums; synchronous online tools
are absent from Tull et al.’s account.
Between 2015 and 2017, student protests forced
several South African universities to suspend face-to-face
teaching and adopt blended or online approaches instead.
In their study, based on interviews with academics at the
University of Cape Town, Czerniewicz et al. (2019) analyse
contradictions and tensions in the use of online teaching.
Some teachers felt unhappy with the way this approach was
imposed without consultation, while others feared it would
exacerbate existing inequalities, fuelling further resentment.
Another concern was that online learning, if not carefully
implemented, would harm the university’s reputation, or at
least attract negative comments from students who expected
a ‘traditional’ learning experience (Czerniewicz et al., 2019:
pp. 18-19). For many teachers, online delivery was ‘inappropriate’ and went against ‘the normal mode of instruction’
(Czerniewicz et al., 2019: p. 19). Even the minority who
embraced online teaching were anxious that it might
become tainted by its association with social unrest and then
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not be seen as a viable approach in the short or long term
(Czerniewicz et al., 2019).

Figure 1. CHAT triangle representing an activity system

Though these studies do acknowledge the roles played by
educational developers, there are no accounts of the emergency implementation of online teaching from educational
development perspectives, let alone research into the use of
synchronous technologies for online teaching or development
in times of crisis. There are also no autoethnographies. In this
study, I attempt to address these gaps in the literature while
addressing the uniqueness of the current situation.
2.2 Research questions
1. How did I respond to my role in helping to facilitate
the emergency implementation of synchronous
online teaching in Semester 2?
a. What factors influenced me in carrying out my
role?
b. What contradictions were there?
2. How far did I succeed in overcoming challenges
and maximising opportunities for both institutional
innovation and personal development?

3. Theoretical framework
I use Engeström’s (1987) Cultural Historical Activity
Theory (CHAT) to identify and analyse the factors that
influenced my role in implementing SOT. In the CHAT framework, an activity system represents how action taken by a
subject working towards an object to achieve a given outcome
is mediated by tools (both physical and symbolic), rules
(both formal and informal), the community (participants and
stakeholders), and the division of labour, which refers to the
‘explicit and implicit’ organisation of the community (Engeström, 1987). This is shown in the CHAT triangle below in
Figure 1.
CHAT can help identify where contradictions occur both
within and between activity systems (Engeström, 2001;
Yamagata-Lynch & Haudenschild, 2008) so they can be
‘analysed and over-come’ (Czerniewicz et al., 2019: p. 9).
Engeström (1987) defines four levels of contradictions:
primary (located within one component of the activity
system, e.g. rules), secondary (between two components, e.g.
tools and division of labour), tertiary (between old and new
versions of an activity system) and quaternary (between the
central activity system and other neighbouring activities). I
use CHAT to organise my findings into the different nodes of
my activity system, before systematically analysing any
262

contradictions I identify within it, or between it and other
activities, to determine whether these represent challenges
or opportunities for innovation and development.

4. Method
I believe autoethnography has enabled me to create
a ‘nuanced, complex and specific’ account (Adams et al.,
2015: p. 25) of my personal and cultural experiences as
an educational developer during a uniquely challenging
period. It has also helped me connect my experiences to
‘larger conversations’ (Adams et al., 2015: p. 25) about
the use of technology and role of educational developers
in times of crisis, using the insights I can provide as ‘a full
member in the research setting’ (Anderson, 2006: p. 375).
Through combining this methodology with CHAT, I situate
my autoethnographic study within the ‘analytical’ tradition,
focused on ‘improving theoretical understandings of broader
social phenomena’ (Anderson, 2006: p. 375).
In writing my autoethnography I have relied to a large
extent on personal memory, a ‘building block’ of the method
(Chang, 2008: p. 71), collating recollections from the
three-month period under the nodes of the CHAT framework. However, in recognition of the fact that memory ‘is
sometimes a foe’ to the autoethnographer, since it ‘selects,
shapes, limits, and distorts the past’ (Chang, 2008: p. 72), I
have triangulated data from personal memory by analysing
documents, emails, text messages, and webinar chat transcripts and recordings, and have used the dates of these to
construct a timeline, shown below in Figure 2. I have also
drawn on teacher feedback on my webinars to support my
findings. Lastly, for the purposes of ‘member checking’,
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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Figure 2. Timeline summarising main events and the actions I took to achieve the implementation of SOT
during the study period, and data sources used from each event or action (C = chat transcript, D = online
document, E = email, M = personal memory, P = PowerPoint, R = webinar recording, T = text message)
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I have shared my findings with close EDC colleagues.
Teachers and colleagues are anonymised in the section
below using letters of the alphabet.

5. Findings: My activity system
In this section, I use the six nodes of the activity system
triangle to organise my analysis of the factors that mediated
my role in implementing SOT. My activity system is shown in
the CHAT triangle in Figure 3.
5.1 Subject, object and outcome
I accepted my role with excitement and enthusiasm. I
had worked in online teacher education for six years before
joining the University, making regular use of synchronous
online tools to deliver training to English teachers, as well

as leading professional development programmes for online
educators in the use of SOT. Since becoming a member of
EDC in late 2018, these skills had lain dormant. I saw the
new situation as an opportunity to revive them and put them
into practice. This previous experience in online teaching,
together with my experiences as an online learner on my
master’s degree and professional development programmes,
meant that I approached the role convinced of the potential
benefits of SOT, with clear ideas about how they could be realised across PolyU. Confident and motivated, I threw myself
into the task of creating the documents and designing the
initial online training sessions which would support SOT: the
object of this activity system. I perceived there to be multiple
outcomes: completion of course curricula, achievement of
intended learning outcomes and student engagement and
satisfaction, all of which were aligned with the goals of the
institution. However, I could also identify other, more

Figure 3. CHAT triangle representing my activity system in supporting SOT implementation
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personal, outcomes: increased job satisfaction, professional
growth, and a more prominent role for my department in
leading the longer-term transformation of teaching and
learning. The object and potential outcomes were therefore
both highly motivating.
Despite the motivating nature of the work I was doing,
I also experienced intense emotions of stress, anxiety and
fatigue, as I put in extra hours, often working long into the
night, to ensure the guidelines and training materials were
completed before the 5 February deadline. Whilst I had
enjoyed being able to work remotely for my previous organisation, because it allowed me to set my own hours, I had
subsequently grown used to the routine of commuting to my
office at PolyU each morning, and had learned to appreciate
being able to leave work behind when I returned home each
evening. Now I had no option but to work towards my object
from within my small apartment, and it had become much
more difficult to disconnect from it at night.
I also experienced frustration in the days leading up to
the start of online teaching, which I can attribute to a loss of
control over aspects of the process. Though I had been given
considerable autonomy over the design and delivery of the
professional development webinars in SOT, the documents
I created were each subject to a lengthy review process
involving senior managers, which took critical decisions out
of my hands and slowed my activity down.
5.2 Tools: technological and symbolic
The most obvious tools that mediated my role in implementing SOT were the platforms I used to communicate
with colleagues, create and share documents, and design
and facilitate webin-ars. These included email, phone, and
WhatsApp; Microsoft OneDrive and Google Drive; and
BCU and Zoom. Although I did not use Microsoft Teams for
delivering training, this platform was available for teachers
to use in their SOT, so as such it featured alongside BCU and
Zoom in the documents I wrote. Absent were the familiar
physical spaces associated with educational development:
the campus, my office, the training room.
Though BCU and its predecessor, Collaborate, had been
available to all staff for six years prior to the 2019 campus
occupation and the outbreak of Covid-19, teachers had
had little reason to use it, as all classes had taken place in
person, and therefore scant incentive to attend training.
While BCU was perceived to meet the needs of undergraduate teaching, several students in the Chinese mainland had
reported issues accessing it, so Teams was recommended
to teachers as an alternative, just days before the start of
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

Semester 2. When Teams was later found to be less effective
for undergraduate SOT due to the lack of control it offered
teachers over the learning environment, Zoom was adopted.
Whereas Teams and BCU each required specific procedural
guidelines, the guidelines for Zoom sessions were more
complicated still. For security reasons the sessions needed to
be hosted within a course in Teams or Blackboard, depending on which platform teachers were using for their subject.
Besides these myriad technological tools, a key symbolic
one was English: the sole medium of instruction, and the
language used for all documents and webinars on SOT.
5.3 Rules: formal, informal, cultural, economic and
political
The overarching rule, which stemmed from the wider
societal rule of social distancing, was the formal directive
from senior managers that all teaching and learning take
place online. Whilst the initial email from SMT stated that
online teaching would continue until the end of Week 3
(14 February), subsequent announcements extended this to
Week 5 (28 February) and, finally, the end of Semester 2.
It was less clear how much flexibility teachers had
with regard to the length or format of their synchronous
sessions. The directive specified that online lectures should
take place weekly, at the same time as scheduled in-person
lectures, and last up to three hours. However, it was not
explicitly stated if teachers were required to deliver their
weekly learning content via a single lecture-based session,
or if they had the option of replacing traditional lectures
with activities that students could complete asynchronously,
before and after a shorter and, potentially, more interactive
and student-centred synchronous session. This ambiguity is
likely to have resulted from fears that the University could
be perceived to be reducing contact hours, failing to meet
students’ expectations or otherwise ‘doing less than’ other
Hong Kong universities (Colleague A). Unless their HoD had
explicitly granted them permission to offer shorter sessions,
teachers were reluctant to do this, either for cultural reasons
(pioneering different approaches could be seen as defying
the wishes of authority figures) or economic concerns (it
could lead to student complaints or even calls for refunds).
This informal rule or, more accurately, lack of guidance,
limited my ability to promote the use of shorter synchronous
sessions which could complement asynchronous instruction,
and therefore undermined the effectiveness of my role.
My activity was also impaired by formal political rules.
In January, several thousand mainland Chinese students
had returned home, and were now unable to re-enter Hong
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Kong. As Google is blocked in mainland China, we could
not advocate the use of Google Docs in webinars, and whilst
BCU is not officially banned there, access problems meant
that an alternative had to be found, in Zoom, that mainland-based students could use.
5.4 Community: institutional stakeholders
The community that mediated my activity was broad and
diverse. It involved the two EDC and ITS colleagues I was
asked to work with on documents and training; colleagues
from the wider EDC and ITS teams; senior managers;
HoDs; academics, researchers and admin staff engaged in
delivering SOT; and, indirectly, more than 26,000 students,
whose levels of satisfaction and engagement would be used
to assess the effectiveness of SOT.
The academic community at PolyU was characterised by
an overall lack of experience in SOT and unpreparedness
to teach online, combined with a general sense that online
teaching could never match the experience of in-person
instruction because it was intrinsically less satisfying and
engaging. Yet there were notable exceptions. The minority of
teachers with more positive attitudes to online teaching were
typically those who had attended earlier EDC workshops and
embraced SOT in the November 2019 campus occupation.
I was able to call on them to present in my first sharing
session and could rely on them to respond enthusiastically
in discussions in other webinars, improving perceptions of
SOT. For instance, B outlined his use of a ‘flipped’ approach,
where students accessed video lectures before class and
spent synchronous sessions interacting with each other and
engaging with content via quizzes, polls, collaborative files
and breakouts, where the use of webcams and microphones
was strongly encouraged, to maximise social presence.
Though it was ‘exhausting... much more so than face-to-face
teaching’ (B, 18 February), SOT was effective. Later, Teacher
C expressed similar sentiments:
‘I find students are actually more engaged in my online
classes. I have a cohort of 350 and we use polls, we use
chat, we create documents, we even do breakouts in
groups of ten. You can’t do that as easily in a traditional
lecture.’ (C, 9 April)
In their feedback on my webinars, this subset of teachers
valued the opportunities I gave them to experience and reflect on SOT from a learner perspective and exchange ideas
with peers in breakout groups. It was as if their expectations
of professional development sessions mirrored their beliefs
about teaching: both should be collaborative, reflective and
learner-centred.
266

Some colleagues who were less well disposed to SOT
seemed to view it as a stopgap measure that would end with
the resumption of in-person classes. For them, the focus was
on ‘learning the new platforms’ so that they could ‘put their
lectures online’; in other words, continue with the same
lecture-based approach to teaching as before, which many
teachers maintained PolyU students expected (Teacher D,
4 March). These beliefs were reflected in their attitudes to
staff development: they felt webinars should prioritise the
‘hands-on’ learning of functions on BCU and Zoom, rather
than discussions about SOT or reflections on their teaching
practice.
Others, such as E, were at first openly hostile towards
SOT:
‘I’ve got to be honest with you, Dave, I hate online teaching. I hate Blackboard Collaborate! I hate not being able
to see anyone, getting nothing back from them. I just
watch the clock and wait for it to end.’ (E, 25 February)
Paradoxically, this final group of teachers came to
accept that they had no choice but to adapt their teaching
approaches in order to make SOT a more rewarding experience, and this meant exploring strategies to boost engagement. There were also concerns among colleagues in EDC
that teachers required more support in raising attendance
and participation:
‘If today’s attendance is a guide, attendance by students
in online classes is generally not high (half the class
at best; worse than average attendance F2F). Could
you recommend some ways to increase participation?’
(Colleague F, 10 February)
This led me to create two additional documents outlining sample SOT activities and strategies for building
engagement. I then used these as the basis of new webinars,
where teachers tried out and analysed activities, evaluated
strategies, and worked in groups to brainstorm solutions to
challenges they had experienced. These were followed with
a second sharing session, where presenters and participants
reflected on their SOT practice by sharing answers to
pedagogical questions they had faced. In email exchanges
leading up to her presentation in this session, JN discussed
her frustrations when using breakout rooms:
G: Not only did students not turn on their microphones,
but I did not make the documents editable, so students
were sitting there, unable to do anything. It took 20
minutes to set up. Once it was working, all the groups
completed the activity, but the discussion was rushed.
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So, I am happy to share what NOT to do, but I have no
answers. Ugh.
Me: It sounds like some of the problems you’ve experienced are technical ones, but maybe using breakouts
or shared documents in the first place is your answer to
more critical pedagogical questions: How can I maximise
participation and interaction in an online synchronous
environment? How can I collect evidence that learning is
taking place?
G: I like how you put a positive spin on things. When you
say it that way, I guess I have had some success. I have
found answers to some questions! (29 February)
G: I had grand hopes for today’s tutorial. I was so
positive and encouraging about turning on microphones.
Guess how many did? Zero. It was disheartening. I’m
looking forward to our sharing session to see if other
teachers can help.
Me: Don’t give up on the breakouts – even if students are
editing their shared document in silence, this is evidence
of interaction. Maybe speak to some of them privately
and find out why they don’t want to speak? (3 March)
Intriguingly, it was Teacher E who shared her advice on
students not using their microphones: nominate individual
students to speak, and allocate roles for breakouts to ensure
students each contribute to tasks and are ready to present
their findings orally (6 March).
5.5 Division of labour: explicit and implicit
In common with many other universities, PolyU is
a fairly hierarchical organisation. From the outset, all
directives on online teaching were issued by the President,
then implemented by the SMT via five working groups,
composed of professional staff from EDC and ITS, assigned
in consultation with the directors of each unit. Division of
labour in our working group reflected the organisation of
work at institution level: ITS is responsible for selecting
and implementing technologies, and providing technical
guidelines, training and support, whereas EDC explores uses
of these technologies in teaching and learning and provides
pedagogical guidelines, staff development workshops
and consultations. In our group, then, I concentrated on
authoring the best practices and activity documents and on
planning and facilitating webinars, with valuable input from
my EDC colleague on suggestions for quality monitoring and
collecting attendance data. Our ITS colleague, meanwhile,
provided content for our technical guidelines on creating
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

and facilitating sessions in Teams, BCU and Zoom, recognising that in places the existing ITS guidelines needed revising
to fulfil new requirements such as obtaining an accurate
attendance list from each online session and sharing the
recording.
In writing suggestions for quality monitoring, I found
it enervating to have spent time agreeing the exact detail
of each suggestion with my director, only to have our ideas
rejected at the final stage by SMT. It had been my hope that
our published recommendations could include the use of
teacher-led reflection, peer review and formative feedback,
all of which I saw as integral to raising online teaching
quality, yet the final document focused solely on top-down
monitoring carried out by LTC chairs and HoDs. While the
guidelines on SOT were more straightforward to write, these
depended on prompt feedback from ITS, which was not
always forthcoming.

6. Discussion
In this section, I focus on the contradictions I experienced
within my activity system, working towards the object of
implementing SOT, and between this and other activity
systems. I discuss how these have presented both challenges
and opportunities in achieving my desired outcomes: institutional innovation and personal development. I then move
on to outline recommendations that might assist educational
developers in times of crisis or change.
6.1 Contradictions
6.2

6.2.1 Contradiction 1 (primary and secondary): tension
within the division of labour impacted the use of
tools, slowing down the activity system
The division of labour within our SOT working group
enabled me to draw on my EDC and ITS colleagues’ specialist knowledge in data analysis and IT systems, which was
invaluable when writing procedural guidelines. However, at
institution level the departments did not collaborate as effectively, and the division of labour between EDC, ITS and the
SMT negatively impacted my activity. In selecting SOT tools
ITS opted for BCU and Teams, neither of which was quite
suited to larger groups of undergraduate students, some of
whom were in mainland China, and EDC was not involved in
the decision-making process. Zoom, a more appropriate tool
for this context, was adopted only midway through Semester
2. This sowed confusion, as teachers had three platforms to
choose from and different procedural guidelines for each.
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Whilst our guidelines and webinars were intended to be
a collaborative endeavour, harnessing the resources of each
department, ITS continued to promote their own training
materials. This not only reduced our ITS group member’s
capacity to provide support, but also created further confusion among teachers, since the older ITS guides contradicted
our published guidelines on obtaining attendance data and
sharing the lesson recording.
By allowing the implementation of SOT to be driven by
technicians and technology rather than by teachers’ and
students’ needs, as articulated by EDC, it often felt as if
PolyU was ‘flapping, not flying’ (Salmon, 2005), making it
harder to achieve change.
6.2.2 Contradiction 2 (tertiary): the extended time frame
positively affected the activity system
If the initial directive from management had led some
teachers to view SOT as an exceptional or temporary
measure, successive extensions to the suspension of faceto-face teaching meant that everyone had no choice but to
engage with this novel approach over a longer period. This
may well have radically altered attitudes within the community. As Diana Laurillard observed during the first months
of the pandemic, experiences of online teaching might have
convinced managers, teachers and students that SOT could
be more engaging than once imagined:
‘Every student has the chance to ask questions in a
webinar. That’s not the case in a traditional lecture. The
online space can be less of a challenge than face-to-face’
(Laurillard, cited in Lau and Ross, 2020: n/p).
The object of my role also evolved. It expanded from
writing guidelines and delivering training that addressed
technical or procedural knowledge to creating content with
a focus on building engagement, and facilitating webinars
where teachers developed their own SOT activities and
shared solutions to challenges they faced. The ‘online space’
had, arguably, expanded teacher conceptions of professional
development, encouraging them to view it as not simply
receiving ‘training’, but as an opportunity to exchange ideas,
create, ask questions, and reflect. Working with teachers
more regularly, over an extended time frame, enabled me
to be more responsive to their needs and concerns, which
enhanced the quality of my work. In some cases I felt as if
we had succeeded in forging what Logan and Stone refer to
as a ‘collaborative partnership’ in ‘enabling and facilitating
student engagement and learning’ (2016: n/p). The late
introduction of Zoom, while challenging in many respects,
provided an opportunity for me to develop new materials
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and webinars which reached new audiences of teachers. Before the crisis I had been expected to offer one workshop per
month, but I was now facilitating multiple online sessions a
week. This, coupled with the ability to review and reflect on
the webinar recordings, allowed me to gain in confidence
and achieve a sense of professional growth.
6.2.3 Contradiction 3 (quaternary): the crisis allowed me to
work towards personal outcomes and these differed
from those of the institution
Unlike many other members of the PolyU community, I
responded positively to the challenge of implementing SOT.
I was able to draw on my familiarity with the rules of remote
working and the tools of online teaching and professional
development. I felt motivated to work on the objects, the
documents and webinars, which could achieve positive outcomes for the institution during the crisis. Yet this motivation
came from my desire to realise other, personal outcomes that
went beyond the immediate crisis: enhanced job satisfaction,
professional growth, and the transformation of teaching and
learning through the use of synchronous technologies and
new approaches to professional development. I experienced
conflicting, contradictory emotions: it had taken an unprecedented health emergency with potentially grave consequences for PolyU for me to have this opportunity to achieve
these outcomes. However, these personal outcomes were not
necessarily incompatible with the immediate institutional
outcomes and, over time, I felt that the outcomes became
more aligned. In other words, by achieving personal growth
and gaining in confidence, I became more able to achieve
what I had identified as the University’s outcomes: ensuring
the completion of course curricula and maximising student
satisfaction and engagement. This then led to shifts in
attitudes to online teaching, which may have contributed to
long-term institutional change.
6.3 Recommendations based on subsequent experience
More than 18 months after the outbreak of Covid and the
implementation of online teaching in Hong Kong, I am in a
position to outline recommendations that might aid other
educational developers in other geographical contexts in
times of crisis or change.
6.3.1 Promote dialogue and collaboration with the IT
department
My inability to resolve the contradiction within the
division of labour (between EDC and ITS) and the contradiction between the division of labour and the use of tools
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affected my ability to achieve my immediate objectives. Yet
the relationship between our departments has long been
fraught with tensions. To address this, EDC colleagues are
now leading an institutional project which seeks to promote
interdepartmental collaboration and dialogue, increasing
readiness for any future crisis situation. This ‘alliance’ must
be in place within institutions, if not before the outbreak of
‘war’, then as soon afterwards as possible.
6.3.2 Identify opportunities to align institutional and
personal outcomes
The sudden requirement to develop guidelines and
workshops on synchronous online teaching placed unprecedented demands on my energy and time. However, I
succeeded in matching the required institutional objectives
with my personal goals for professional development. For me
this involved designing staff development sessions with a far
greater emphasis on experiential learning, activity design,
discussion, ideas-sharing and reflection, and less focus on
procedural skills. It also involved building a community
of dedicated academic colleagues whose interest in online
learning extended beyond emergency online teaching. This
has in turn enabled me to achieve career objectives: leading
PolyU’s online teacher development programme in blended
and online teaching, and leading two institutional research
projects on online learning. Even if the outcome of this ‘war’
is by no means certain, I have not, to quote Britain’s Prime
Minister in the Second World War, ‘let a good crisis go to
waste’. No educational developer should.
6.3.3 Enlist and involve advocates for change
It is not sufficient for sceptical teachers to experience,
discuss, or reflect on a new approach in training workshops;
most will only be convinced of its value by colleagues’
accounts of actual classroom practice. Although many
members of our academic community seemed unprepared
for, or even expressed open hostility to, the idea of synchronous online teaching, my role as an educational developer
enabled me to identify teaching colleagues with a passion
for this mode of instruction. By involving my small group of
advocates in discussions and sharing sessions, I was able to
gain greater teacher buy-in. These teachers have gone on to
support me in creating online courses and becoming part of
the projects I have initiated: a successful ‘alliance’.

7. Conclusion

months of the pandemic, I was able to capture the immediacy of my response and draw attention to what I perceived as
the most significant factors and contradictions in my activity
system (RQ1a and b). However, it is only in retrospect that I
can attempt to answer the second RQ: How far did I succeed
in overcoming challenges and maximising opportunities for
both institutional innovation and personal development?
The prolonged length of this pandemic, which, at the
time of writing, is still affecting learning and teaching at
PolyU, has continued to positively influence academics’
attitudes to SOT. It is highly probable that this mode of
instruction will feature in any post-Covid landscape, either
combined with the more purposeful use of asynchronous
online learning (referred to at PolyU as blended learning)
or as part of hybrid teaching, a more recent innovation,
in which students can decide whether to attend class via
videoconference or in person. Through my involvement in
the SOT working group in January 2020, I have had further
opportunities not only to design workshops and guidelines
on these emerging pedagogies, but also to lead institutional
research projects and create massive open online courses on
the use of online synchronous and blended learning. I have
helped foster a community of teachers who have a passion
for online teaching and an expanded conceptualisation of
professional development: a ‘collaborative partnership’ which
would not have been possible for me before Covid. These
developments have formed the basis of further doctoral
research. I believe, then, that in taking advantage of opportunities for institutional innovation (which has not been
without challenges), I have achieved personal professional
growth since January 2020.
Reflecting on case studies of technology use in higher
education contexts, Issroff and Scanlon conclude that though
CHAT cannot predict all the outcomes of a particular implementation of technology, or the contradictions that can arise,
the theory is useful in forcing ‘a consideration of the range
of factors which impact the use of technology’ (2002: p. 83).
I believe CHAT has been effective in identifying and analysing the myriad forces which influenced me as I worked
to implement SOT, so it may be useful to apply it to future
qualitative studies of technological innovation and professional development during this unique period. However, this
would need to involve far more rigorous analysis of multiple
activity systems, representing ‘organisational, technological,
and pedagogical perspectives’ (Robertson, 2008: p. 821),
and relations between them.

One strength of this autoethnography is that because I
began collecting and organising my data during the initial
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Abstract

The spring 2020 Covid-19 pandemic caused a rapid transition to emergency remote
teaching (ERT) in higher education across the world. This study examined teacher
and student perceptions on technological tools used for ERT in an Israeli English for
Academic Purposes (EAP) department with the aim to reflect and improve the use
of these tools in practice in future semesters. Surveys of EAP teachers and students
were conducted to examine the perceived effectiveness of technological teaching and
communication tools as well as the support the teachers received during ERT. Teachers and students agreed that learning management system (LMS) quizzes and emails
were effective learning and communication tools, but differed on the effectiveness
of videoconferencing, recorded videos, personal phone calls and text messaging.
Teachers felt constant positive support from each other in the EAP department. To
improve effectiveness of these technological tools, higher student buy-in of these
tools is needed, especially for videoconferencing.
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1. Introduction
The Covid-19 pandemic swept the globe in the spring
of 2020, forcing a rapid transition from face-to-face or
blended teaching to emergency remote teaching (ERT) in
higher education (HE) institutions across the world (Bao,
2020; Hodges et al., 2020; Skulmowski & Rey, 2020). At
a local academic college in Israel, on March 13, 2020, the
third day of the semester, all courses, including English for
Academic Purposes (EAP) courses, moved online for the rest
of the semester. While the EAP department had previously
developed two blended courses, this was the first time all
courses needed to be fully online. The staff worked together
to create emergency remote learning courses for all levels.
Throughout the semester, together and individually, the
English teachers incorporated old and new technological
tools for teaching and communication practices in the fully
online environment. The end of the semester provided an
opportunity to examine teacher and student perceptions on
the technological tools used during the Covid-19 emergency
(Trust & Whalen, 2020). This study aimed to determine from
the teachers’ and students’ perceptions which technological
tools worked, which didn’t, what can be incorporated into
blended or face-to-face courses and what can be used again
in future ERT situations. In addition, this study examined
the departmental and institutional support the EAP staff
received during this transition.

2. Literature Review
This literature review first outlines the research on the
challenges of online teaching, including for English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) and EAP, to provide general background. Next, emergency remote teaching is defined and
differentiated from online teaching to explain the context of
the study. Finally, the social practice theoretical framework
of this study is described.
2.1 Online teaching – general and EFL
Research on the best practices for online teaching has
expanded rapidly over the last two decades. Research
into online learning has shown that best practices depend
on many factors, including course type (blended or fully
online), instructor and student roles, and subject domain
(Means et al., 2014). Successful online learning is not just
transmitting content digitally, but also facilitating meaningful interaction between students, content and instructors
to enrich the learning process and increase attainment of
learning outcomes (Bernard et al., 2009). Research has
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shown that high-quality online courses take six months to a
year to develop and teachers need training and experience
to successfully build and facilitate online learning (Hodges
et al., 2020).
While the literature has shown that high-quality online
learning can be as effective as face-to-face instruction
(Hodges et al., 2020), there are several challenges to moving
online for teachers. A meta-analysis of online teaching
issues found numerous challenges for instructors. The ones
relevant for this study included the role transition from
lecturer to facilitator, the transition of course content to
online delivery, and communication barriers (Kebritchi et al.,
2017). To overcome these challenges, HE institutions need
to “provide professional development for online instruction,
training for students and adequate support for technical
issues” (Kebritchi et al., 2017, p. 22).
2.2 Online teaching – EFL and EAP
EAP is a less researched subset of the EFL field, especially
in the online domain. Therefore, this literature review will
examine research on online and blended EFL research in
general and then focus on EAP research. Research on online
and blended EFL learning has produced similar findings
as described in the above paragraphs. The literature has
established that teachers and students have positive perspectives of blended and online EFL courses, and these courses
produce comparable results to face-to-face courses (Altay
& Altay, 2019; Harker & Koutsantoni, 2005; Stanchevici
& Siczek, 2019; Vorobel & Kim, 2012; Wang et al., 2019).
Studies have shown that although many students prefer faceto-face courses, believing that in-person contact with the
teacher leads to better understanding, other students prefer
the flexibility and convenience of online courses (Stanchevici
& Siczek, 2019; Wright, 2017). Quality language distance
learning requires teacher preparation, student-centered
instruction and support, collaboration between teacher and
students, and clear workload expectations (Vorobel & Kim,
2012). Scholars cite the lack of preparation and training for
EFL online teaching as barriers to online implementation
(Altay & Altay, 2019; Dashtestani, 2014).
Two studies found that fully online EAP courses that
were planned in advanced produced comparable achievement and satisfaction results as blended or face-to-face
models but had contrasting retention rates (Harker &
Koutsantoni, 2005; Stanchevici & Siczek, 2019). The low
retention rate in one course was attributed to the
non-credit status of the course, while the high retention rate
of the other course was attributed to a diverse number of
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thoughtfully embedded interactive elements and multiple
lines of communication.
Overall, the literature demonstrates that online learning,
in general and for EFL, can produce similar results to
face-to-face courses with proper preparation and clear prior
expectations for staff and students.
2.3 Emergency remote teaching
The rapid movement to online teaching due to Covid-19
cannot be compared to well-planned, high-quality online
teaching (Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Hodges et al., 2020).
While several terms have been used in the literature to
describe this swift transition to online teaching because of
emergency external circumstances, the term popular in the
educational technology field has been “emergency remote
teaching” (ERT) (Bond et al., 2021; Bozkurt & Sharma,
2020; Hodges et al., 2020). While the Covid-19 pandemic
may be the first time in modern history to witness a global
shift to ERT, natural disasters, war, and civil unrest and
protests have forced educational institutions to utilize ERT at
a local or regional level before the Covid-19 pandemic, highlighting the determination of educators to continue to teach
despite the complex and challenging task of transition to
remote teaching with no preparation time, a lack of resources, and conflicting political and civil pressures (Czerniewicz
et al., 2019; Davies & Bentrovato, 2011).
Early in the Covid-19 pandemic, recommendations
arose in the literature suggesting that ERT should focus on
communication with and support of students and less on
learning outcomes because it lacks the planning and design
of online learning (Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020; Gacs et al.,
2020). Additionally, ERT research should reflect on what
practices and technological tools worked in communicating,
supporting and teaching students in the local context, what
can be integrated into face-to-face or blended courses and
how to prepare faculty for future ERT situations (Hodges et
al., 2020; Trust & Whalen, 2020).
A growing literature on the first months of ERT (from
March 2020-September 2020) highlights the diversity of
experience based on local context due to inequality in
resources, especially access to internet and appropriate
devices, albeit primarily focusing on student perspectives
(Bond et al., 2021). Two literature reviews covering empirical research from the first months of ERT (Bond et al., 2021;
Stewart, 2021) show that while there were some positive
experiences, most teachers and students reported negative
perceptions of ERT due to technical obstacles (internet and
device access), lack of preparation and digital skills of both
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

teachers and students, and the mental stress of the pandemic. According to Bond et al. (2021), the most frequently used
technology tools were “synchronous collaboration tools” (i.e.
videoconferencing tools) (Bower, 2016), learning management systems (LMS), and text based tools (i.e. emails
and text messaging). Much of the adoption of technology
tools seemed to be an attempt to replicate the face-to-face
classroom, with an emphasis on maintaining the personal
connection between teachers and students.
Research concerning EFL courses during the shift to ERT
echoes the findings on ERT in higher education in general
as described above. The literature shows that students
preferred technology tools and devices that were familiar for
communication, such as messaging tools and smartphones,
and LMS for accessing language learning material (Amin &
Sundari, 2020; Huang et al., 2020). Additionally, teachers
seemed to struggle in choosing which technology tools or
apps to use in teaching, especially when there was a lack
of guidance from their institutions, leading to switching
between platforms over the semester (Amin & Sundari,
2020; Huang et al., 2020; Ulla & Perales, 2021). Like the
general ERT literature reviews mentioned in the paragraph
above, EFL students and teachers saw some benefits in ERT
but the majority missed face-to-face learning and confronted
multitudes of challenges. Teachers in Ulla and Perales’s
(2021) study overcame the challenges of ERT through participating in an online community of practice (CoP) which
provided a place to receive guidance about and solutions for
pedagogical issues that arose during the shift to ERT.
To prepare for the implementation of ERT in future
uncertainties, both teacher and student perceptions on
technology tools used in ERT must be understood within
local contexts, it is not enough to research just student
perceptions. Additionally, understanding how best to support
teachers during a shift to ERT, such as through a CoP, can
contribute to successful ERT implementation in the future.
2.4 Theoretical framework
This study employs a social practice perspective of HE
institutions where practice is the unit of social analysis
(Reckwitz, 2002; Saunders et al., 2011). A practice is a
“routinized type of behavior” performed by an individual
who becomes a “carrier” of practice (Consalvo et al., 2015,
p. 3; Reckwitz, 2002, p. 250). An essential component of
many practices are tools. Some practices demand using
tools in a particular way, such as using videoconferencing
to teach, or a tool can shape practice, such as a LMS quiz
limiting the type of questions given (Bamber et al., 2009;
Reckwitz, 2002, p. 252). Due to the limited time and space
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of this study, the unit of social analysis will be the technological tools used in ERT.

3. Research questions

Social groups can be delineated by clusters of practices,
including tool use, that are shared and developed among
group members. Wenger-Trayner (2015) refer to these social
groups as communities of practice (CoP). CoPs can contribute to teacher professional development through reflective
interactions over teaching tools and practices, however
professional guidance, institutional support and time
enhance the effectiveness of CoPs (Chien, 2018; Goodyear,
2017; Jiang et al., 2013; Karen, 2019). Despite recognizing
the benefits of CoPs, lack of time, schedule conflicts, and
power dynamics limit teachers’ abilities to form and utilize
CoPs (Jiang et al., 2013; Rahman, 2019).

New technology tools were adopted by an EAP department at an Israeli academic college during the shift to ERT
because of Covid-19. This study examined the perceived
effectiveness of these tools by teachers and students with
the aim to provide guidance in how to best integrate these
technological tools into future practice. The study aimed to
answer the following questions:

A major critique of CoPs is the lack of contextual
considerations, such as power relationships or institutional
pressures (Hodkinson & Hodkinson, 2004). Trowler (2019)
addresses these criticisms of CoPs in his teaching and
learning regime (TLR) framework for HE institutions. TLRs
“consist of a family of social practices performed by workgroups over an extended period of time” in a local context
that are nestled within a larger system of social practices of
the HE institution (pg. 157). The TLR framework allows for
an examination of social practices within a department or
workgroup, e.g. an EAP department, while still considering
the local cultural and institutional context. Based on the
important of context in this study, the use of “workgroup”
will be used throughout the study instead of “CoP” when
referring to the social group of EAP teachers who shared and
developed teaching practices in an Israeli academic college.
This study follows a self-evaluation model where
practitioners reflect and improve on tools and practices for
themselves or their specific workgroup. This author of this
research teaches in the EAP department under study and undertook this study with the aim to reflect on the technological tools used during ERT to improve practice in the future
for this specific workgroup. Self-evaluations are self-driven
where practitioners choose what to evaluate and how to do
so (Saunders et al., 2011). Since the self-evaluation comes
from within a workgroup, the outcomes are more likely to
be taken seriously and lead to changes in practice within
the workgroup (Saunders et al., 2011). The social practice
perspective of this self-evaluation guided the development of
the research questions and methodology.
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•

Which technological tools did teachers and students
in an Israeli academic college perceive as effective
for teaching/learning and communication purposes
in EAP courses?

•

Which technological tools do EAP teachers in an
Israeli academic college think they will continue
using in regular face-to-face or blended EAP courses?

•

To what extend did this EAP workgroup perceive
support from each other and the administration in
integrating new technology tools into their practice
during the spring 2020 semester?

4. Methodology
This section describes the research paradigm, the
research context, data collection methods, the participants,
and data analysis methods.
4.1 Research paradigm
This study employed a pragmatic approach within a
small-scale exploratory research design. Pragmatism emphasizes action in the always changing world. The flexibility of
this approach allows the researcher to ask research questions
that focus on informing practice by utilizing research
methods that “work”, without being bound by a specific
methodology or methods (Cohen et al., 2013; Johnson &
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Pragmatism is an appropriate choice
for this study since the aims are to examine teacher and
student perception of technological tools use during the
chaos of ERT and the impact of these tools on the teachers’
workgroup within a limited time frame.
4.2 Research context
The Israeli Higher Education Council (CHE), the authority body of higher education in Israel which creates nationwide HE policy, mandates that all undergraduate students
reach a specific level (CEFR B2 equivalent) by graduation to
earn a diploma. For students who do not meet this
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requirement upon entry into higher education must take
up to four compulsory non-credit EAP courses, depending
on their level. The four levels of EAP courses mainly focus
on reading comprehension. This study focused on an EAP
department at a small rural academic college in Israel (3000
undergraduate students) which attracts a diverse student
body (Jews, Arabs, Druze, secular, religious and other
minorities) from across the country. Each year, about 35%
of undergraduate students at this college take EAP courses
to fulfil their English graduation requirement. At the time
of this study, the EAP department consisted of 15 teachers,
including the author, who worked together formally and
informally to develop new materials and teaching practices,
forming a departmental workgroup. In the spring 2020
semester, there were 29 EAP courses, 28 of which are the
focus of this study.
On March 11, 2020, the second semester at the college
began. On March 13, 2020, the Israeli government ordered
the closure of all higher education institutions in Israel
(Weisblai, 2020). Immediately, the college sent a formal
letter to all faculty by email announcing the immediate
transition of all courses to an online format using the
college’s LMS (Moodle) and a videoconferencing program
(Zoom) (13 March 2020). Throughout the first months of
ERT, the college provided support to faculty through the
purchasing of videoconferencing licenses and training for
online tools in Hebrew. In the EAP departmental, training for
online tools was provided in English at the beginning of the
semester and support in English throughout the semester.
Additionally, technical support was arranged for students
in need, such as creating internet hotspots in villages
with poor internet access. In the EAP department, lessons
were moved completely to an asynchronous format on the
LMS, comprising of reading comprehension texts, online
quizzes, teacher-recorded videos and YouTube videos. As the
semester progressed, EAP lecturers added weekly optional
videoconferencing lessons.
4.3 Data collection
This study uses a non-experimental, cross sectional
survey design to capture teacher and student perceptions at
a specific point in time (Creswell, 2013; Denscombe, 2010).
Since this study was conducted as part of a PhD program
at Lancaster University, ethical approval was received from
Lancaster University and the local Israeli academic college.
Qualtrics software was used to create separate anonymous
teacher and student online survey (see Appendix A and B).
The teacher survey assessed the perceived effectiveness
of technological teaching and communication tools and
teachers’ experience with ERT. The student survey measured
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

the perceived effectiveness of technological teaching and
communication tools to validate and triangulate the teacher
survey results.
The teacher survey contained closed and open-ended
questions to gain a holistic understanding of the teachers’
experiences, since closed-ended questions allow for ease in
comparing and analysing responses while open-ended questions allow a wider range of responses, including expression
of social experiences (Creswell, 2013; Neuman, 2007). The
student survey contained only closed-ended questions. The
closed-ended questions used a 5-point Likert scale.
No previously developed surveys were located within the
research literature that fit the pragmatic needs of this study.
Thus, using a social practice perspective, the author wrote
the survey items based on online course evaluation surveys
and online quality assessment rubrics found in the research
literature, with adjustments made for EAP, the local Israeli
context and the time of ERT (Li et al., 2016; “Quality Course
Teaching & Instructional Practice,” 2016; Ustunel & Kaplan,
2015). Before distribution, the surveys were reviewed by the
author’s colleague before use.
The teacher survey was distributed in the last week of the
semester on June 28, 2020, with a follow-up reminder after
a week on July 5, 2020. The student survey was distributed
after the end of the semester on July 20, 2020, with a
follow-up reminder a week later.
4.4 Participants
14 out of 15 EAP teachers completed the teacher survey
(the author did not participate). 80 students out of 1200
students from the three highest levels completed the student
survey, a 7% response rate. While the student response
rate is low, it is only slightly lower than an expected 10%
response rate for a large-scale Internet-based questionnaire
(Denscombe, 2010). A delay in sending the student survey
due to ethical approval from the local Israeli academic
college may have impacted student participation.
4.5 Data analysis
Data analysis was completed in two stages, descriptive
statistics for the quantitative items and thematic analysis for
qualitative items (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The answers to the
open-ended questions were compiled in a single document
and then reviewed and annotated with first impressions. After an initial reading, emergent coding was developed. The
codes were merged into themes during additional readings
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Table 1. Perceived effectiveness of technological tools (percentages)
Video Conferencing
Classes

Teacher Prerecorded Videos

LMS Quizzes

YouTube Video

Teacher

Student

Teacher

Student

Teacher

Student

Teacher

Student

not
effective

0

27.5

0

16.3

0

13.8

14.3

11.3

slightly
effective

0

30

7.1

20

0

17.5

21.4

27.5

somewhat
effective

0

16.3

28.6

21.3

28.6

16.3

42.9

21.3

moderately
effective

78.6

7.5

42.9

18.8

35.7

23.8

21.4

13.8

very
effective

21.4

12.5

14.3

13.8

35.7

27.5

0

13.8

not
relevant

0

6.3

0

10

0

0

0

12.5

and then compared to the descriptive statistics. The students’
responses were compared to the teachers’ responses for
validation and triangulation

5. Results
This section presents the results in three subsections. The
first two subsections, teaching and communication tools,
address the first two research questions about the perceived
effectiveness of technological tools for teaching/learning and
communication purposes and possible use in future courses.
The teachers’ perceptions from the closed questions will be
reported first, then examined in contrast with students’ responses. The last subsection on teacher support answers the
third research question about the support teachers received
from the EAP workgroup and administration.
5.1 Teaching tools
The results from the closed-ended questions on the
teacher survey (Table 1) showed that the two most perceived
effective teaching tools during ERT were videoconferencing
lessons and LMS quizzes, with 100% of the teachers viewing
videoconferencing lessons as moderately or very effective,
and 71% for LMS quizzes. The least effective were YouTube
videos. Teachers were most divided about the effectiveness
of recorded videos, with 57% considering these videos as
moderately or very effective, and 36% viewing them as only
slightly or somewhat effective.
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The teacher survey open-ended questions and the student
survey provided a more nuanced understanding of the above
results. Videoconferencing as a teaching and communication
tool received the most mentions in the open-ended questions
(23 mentions, 16 positive, 7 negative). Most teachers felt
videoconferencing lessons were the most effective ERT tool
for students who participated and a tool that they would
continue to use in the future. As one teacher wrote, “videoconferencing worked for students who wanted to take part
in the lesson”. Another teacher wrote that they “enjoyed
the rapport with students in the videoconferencing class
even though they were blacked out [videos turned off]...”.
However, the teachers expressed frustration about how
few students took advantage of the non-mandatory videoconferencing lessons and the difficulty of interacting with
“students when they didn’t turn on their cameras. As one
teacher wrote, “... very few students attended, even fewer
participated and they did not open their cameras, which
made me feel like I was teaching in the dark...”.
Contrary to the teachers, students gave class videoconferencing the lowest effectiveness rating of all the technological
tools for both teaching and communication, with 57% and
62% respectively rating videoconferencing as not to slightly
effective. Perhaps this student dislike of videoconferencing
validates the teachers’ feelings of frustration at the lack
of student participation. It is also important to note that
videoconferencing lessons were not mandatory during ERT
for EAP courses, which may have affected students’ perception of this tool.
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LMS quizzes received the second highest mentioned
among the teaching tools in the open-ended questions (12
mentions, 10 positive, 2 negative). Seven teachers indicated
that LMS quizzes are a tool they would continue in future
semesters. One teacher liked the LMS quizzes because “the
students got immediate feedback”. However, one teacher
critiqued LMS quizzes because “it was clear that LMS quizzes
were done with help - either another person or copying from
another student...”. The ease of cheating could be why four
teachers chose “somewhat effective” instead of a higher
rating. Similarly, students rated LMS quizzes as the most
effective learning tool of the survey, with 60% rating LMS
quizzes as moderately to very effective.
Both teachers and students were divided on the effectiveness of teacher-recorded videos. Four teachers wrote that
teacher-recorded videos were good resources for students
who couldn’t make it to the videoconferencing lessons and
ten cited teacher-recorded videos as a tool they wanted to
continue. Interestingly, one teacher mentioned that only a
small number of students viewed these videos. 33% of students rated recorded videos as moderately to very effective
while another 36% rated them as not to slightly effective.
Table 2. Perceived effectiveness of communication tools
(means)
Communication
Tool
Phone Calls

Mean
Teacher

4.29

Student

2.6

Private Video
Conference

Teacher

4.00

Student

3.18

Class Video
Conference

Teacher

3.21

Student

2.55

Emails

Teacher

3.93

Student

3.55

Teacher

3.86

Student

2.74

Teacher

3.71

Student

3.15

LMS

Personal Text
Messaging
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5.2 Communications
Phone calls and private videoconferencing calls were
perceived by teachers as the most effective tools for communication with students (mean 4.29 and 4.00 on a 5-point
Likert scale respectively), both one-on-one, synchronous
methods (Table 2). Many teachers in the open-ended
responses mentioned using phone calls to contact only a
few students in “special situations”, or as one teacher wrote,
“phone to them they’re about to fail”. One teacher expressed
discomfort at calling students directly since it “nudges into
my (the teacher’s) privacy”. The student data reflects the
selectiveness but not the effectiveness of these synchronous,
one-on-one communication tools. Large numbers of students
(44% and 31%) indicated that phone calls and private
videoconferencing calls were not relevant to them, perhaps
signalling they never received a phone call since teachers
only called in specific circumstances. The remaining students
on average viewed phone calls as slightly effective (mean
2.6) and private videoconferencing calls as somewhat
effective (mean 3.18).
Both teachers and students rated emails as the most
effective tool for mass communication. However, one teacher
wrote that “students did not always see the emails because
they had so many from all their other courses.” This concern
may explain why emails had a lower mean than phone calls
and private videoconferencing calls among the teachers.
Text messaging had the most diverse responses, ranging
from not effective to very effective, with most teachers
(64%) viewing them as somewhat to moderately effective.
One teacher mentioned in the open-ended responses that
she never initiated texts but would respond to them.
5.3 Teacher support
According to the teacher survey (Table 3), 93% of the
teachers felt extremely satisfied from the support they
received from other teachers in the EAP workgroup. This is
validated by the open-ended responses, with many teachers
describing the positive support they received from other
teachers through phone calls and text messaging. As one
teacher wrote, “Everyone was very helpful! Email, phone
calls and text messaging group and private messages all
worked”. New staff communication tools mentioned in the
open-ended responses included departmental text messaging
groups and videoconferencing staff meetings. Both these
communication tools were mentioned by multiple teachers
as a tool they want to continue in the future.
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Table 3. Teacher Support
Teacher Workgroup
Support

Administration
Support

Online Training

neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

0

3

2

somewhat satisfied

1

5

4

extremely satisfied

13

6

8

total

14

14

14

79% of teachers were somewhat to extremely satisfied
with the support they received from the college administration, while the remaining were neutral. 86% of the teachers
were somewhat to extremely satisfied with the training they
received for online teaching, which could reflect the satisfaction with teacher support, since all the online training was
conducted by fellow EAP teachers.

6. Discussion
This study focused on the perceived effectiveness of
technological tools used during ERT in an Israeli EAP
department. This discussion presents three major themes
that emerged from the results, two that answer the first two
research questions on perceived effectiveness and continued use of technological tools and the third theme which
answers the third research question on support experienced
by the EAP workgroup.
6.1 Student-teacher interaction
The first two themes that emerged from the results can
be defined by two types of interactions in distance education, student-instructor and student-content (Bernard et al.,
2009). The first theme highlights how technological tools
were used to encourage student-instructor interactions. The
first research question asked which technological tools were
perceived as the most effective. Teachers perceived videoconferencing and phone calls/text messages as the most
effective tools for teaching and communication. These tools
encouraged the most personal interaction between students
and instructors. Gacs et al. (2020) stressed the importance
of student-instructor interaction in ERT by advocating for
“effective and efficient communication, connection and
engagement, teacher presence and a compassionate learning environment” when planning ERT courses (pg.383).
Especially for communication, teachers considered personal
one-on-one methods (phones calls and text messages)
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the most effective, which echoes Vorobel and Kim (2012)
findings that individualized student support is a necessity
for success. Avgousti and Hadjistassou (2019) found that
students thought personalized communication methods
(texts and voice chat) facilitated interactions with instructors
and helped maintain their focus on the course. The need
to maintain the practice of personalized student-instructor
interaction seems to contribute to the perceived effectiveness
of these technology tools among the EAP teachers.
However, teachers noted that a limited number of
students participated in videoconferencing and teachers only
contacted a small number of students using one-on-one communication tools. Additionally, students viewed the personal
methods of teaching and communication as less effective,
perhaps indicating a lack of student engagement, which will
be discussed further on. Therefore, while these technology
tools helped maintain the social practice of student-instructor interactions, it could not replicate these interactions
during ERT on a larger scale like face-to-face teaching.
6.2 Student-content interaction
The second theme underscores the use of technological
tools to promote student-content interaction. Both teachers
and students considered LMS quizzes as an effective tool
to learn and practice course material. Teachers considered
videoconferencing the most effective teaching tool, both
for the personal interaction as discussed above and the
ability to teach material. However, students did not consider
videoconferencing an effective teaching tool. Additionally,
teachers viewed teacher-recorded videos as a useful reference resource for students. Two recent studies on Covid-19
ERT practices revealed a reliance on videos and videoconferencing to teach material to students. A survey of spring
2020 ERT syllabuses at a German institution showed a heavy
use of video instruction to teach content (Skulmowski & Rey,
2020). Filipino teachers teaching English in China also used
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videoconferencing as the main tool for teaching content
during spring 2020 ERT (Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020).
A big caveat for the perceived effectiveness of technological tools for student-instructor and student-content
interaction was the low student engagement during videoconferencing and the possibility of cheating on LMS quizzes.
Successful online courses need buy-in from stakeholders,
including instructors and students, from the beginning
(Madyarov, 2009). The difficulty of ERT was the lack of buyin from students, who were expecting face-to-face lessons,
which may have led to low motivation and engagement. This
may explain the low student effectiveness rating for videoconferencing. Moreover, the videoconferencing lessons were
not mandatory, which may have influenced the perceived
effectiveness. Bao (2020) wrote that the biggest challenges
of online learning for students were not technical but study
skills obstacles, such as a lack of self-discipline. Harker and
Koutsantoni (2005) found that distance learners did not
take advantage of personalized help offered. The lack of
student participation experienced by the EAP teachers in
this study is not uncommon but highlights a need to include
student considerations in the design process to increase
student buy-in in future online courses (Binns, 2015).
While the teachers indicated they want to continue using
videoconferencing and LMS quizzes in their future practice,
they need to consider how to achieve higher student buy-in
to successfully integrate these technological tools into their
teaching practice.
6.3 Supportive workgroup
The last theme is the positive support the EAP workgroup
experienced from each other and the administration.
Dohaney et al. (2020) examined academics’ perceptions of
resilience in times of disruption and found that community,
communication and digital literacy are among the most
important resilience characteristics in individual academics,
departments and institutions. The EAP workgroup in this
study demonstrated these resilience characteristics by their
mutual support of each other through constant communication using old (phone calls) and new (videoconferencing
and messaging app) technological tools. This constant
communication within their workgroup seemed to allow the
EAP teachers to overcome their lack of digital literacy at the
beginning of ERT and develop professionally. An evaluation
of K-12 teachers practices during the CovidCovid-19 pandemic showed that the most popular support for teachers
were colleagues, which reflects the teachers’ experiences in
this study (Trust & Whalen, 2020). The move to technological tools for individual and staff communication may have
allowed for a stronger, more supportive community since it
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

eliminated a commonly cited barrier to forming supportive
workgroups, a lack of time to meet and interact during the
workday (Rahman, 2019). The use of the new technological
tools for communication and community support may
constitute an emerging practice that strengthened the EAP
workgroup.

7. Conclusion
This study used online surveys of teachers and students
to determine the perceived effectiveness of technological
tool used for ERT during the Covid-19 pandemic at a local
Israeli college with the aim to help prepare for a future of
continued uncertainty. The results of this study contribute to
the growing body of research on ERT in HE during Covid-19, providing evidence of the perceived effectiveness of
videoconferencing, LMS quizzes and email as teaching and
communication tools, especially in online language learning.
The analysis of the results offers implications for policy
and practice concerning online teaching and learning. First,
videoconferencing showed promise as a tool for teaching/
learning. However, departmental and institutional level
policies are needed to encourage higher student buy-in of
videoconferencing and more student input on developing
effective videoconferencing practices. In terms of practice,
due to the perceived effectiveness of LMS quizzes as content
practice, this use of LMS quizzes should be continued and
improved within the local EAP workgroup and can be
adapted by other workgroups. Finally, group text messages
and videoconferencing, technological tools for communication, can be harnessed to create and maintain supportive
workgroups during normal times and times of crisis.
There are two principal limitations to this study. This
study was local in nature, examining one small EAP department in a specific location at a specific time. While the results may not be easily generalized, the methods and surveys
developed can be a template for conducting self-evaluations
in other HE departments, especially EAP departments. The
implications of this study can also be considered in other
contexts while taking local concerns into consideration.
Moreover, the short time duration of the study limited
the type, amount and timing of data collection. If time had
allowed, perhaps more students would have completed the
survey and interviews with teachers would have given a
fuller picture of the newly developed practices.
The results of this small-scale study invite further
research, such as repeating the teacher and student surveys
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after future online semesters to evaluate changes in perceived effectiveness of the technological tools. A large-scale
study could include other departments in the HE institution.
Lastly, further research could explore the factors that led to
the formation of a resilient workgroup in the EAP department.
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Appendix A. Teacher survey

1. How do you rate the effectiveness of the following digital tools in achieving learning outcomes?
Extremely
effective (1)

Very effective
(2)

Moderately
effective (3)

Slightly
effective (4)

Not effective
at all (5)

Videoconferencing
Lessons
Teacher recorded
videos
YouTube videos
LMS Quizzes
2. In your opinion, what online teaching practices work and what didn’t for you? Why or why not?
3. What practices developed this semester will you continue to use in future courses?
Not effective
at all (1)

Slightly
effective (2)

Somewhat
effective (3)

Very effective
(4)

Extremely
effective (5)

Extremely
satisfied (1)

Somewhat
satisfied (2)

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied
(3)

Somewhat
dissatisfied
(4)

Extremely
dissatisfied
(5)

Email
LMS Tools
Text Messages
Phone Calls
Private
Videoconferencing
Class
Videoconferencing

To what extend are
you satisfied with the
supported provided
by the administration?
To what extend are
you satisfied with the
supported provided
by other English
teachers?
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Extremely
satisfied (1)

Somewhat
satisfied (2)

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied
(3)

Somewhat
dissatisfied
(4)

Extremely
dissatisfied
(5)

To what extend are
you satisfied with the
training provided on
new technology and
practices for online
teaching?
4. What was your experience in communicating with the staff this semester? What worked and what didn’t?
5. Are there any new methods/practices of communication that should be continued after the pandemic?

Appendix B. Student survey

1. How do you rate the effectiveness of the following digital tools for learning?
Extremely
effective
(1)

Very
effective
(2)

Moderately
effective
(3)

Slightly
effective
(4)

Not
effective
at all (5)

Not
relevant
(6)

Videoconferencing
Lessons
Teacher recorded
videos
YouTube videos
LMS Quizzes
2. How do you rate the effectiveness of the following digital tools for communication?
Not effective at all

Slightly
effective

Somewhat
effective

Very
effective

Extremely
effective

Not
relevant

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Email
LMS Tools
Text Messages
Phone Calls
Private
Videoconferencing
Class
Videoconferencing
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1. Introduction—Brett Bligh & Kyungmee Lee
The present document presents 13 commentaries that address the broad topic of
the special issue—Technology and educational ‘pivoting’ in the wake of the Covid-19
pandemic—and, in some cases, specific articles from the issue itself. Since the launch
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of the journal in 2020, we have been explicit about our
aspiration that Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning
might serve as a vehicle for scholarly conversation (Bligh &
Lee, 2020). The present “collected commentary” presents
one such expression of that conversation, using a format,
recently pioneered by journals like Postdigital Science and
Education, which the present editors have recently found
most useful (e.g., NLEC et al., 2021). We cannot claim to
be the first to present such a collected commentary on this
issue—we are certainly aware of the valuable contribution
of Bozkurt et al. (2020)—but the format, which remains an
uncommon one, does allow us to raise a number of points
that are too often overlooked in the literature and to present
disparate views on a number of common themes. Moreover,
many of the themes raised here, such as the ongoing consequences of the pandemic ‘pivot’ for future developments,
can benefit from being considered in a multi-voiced way
and from the relatively rapid publication schedules that the
present format allows.
We approached a number of people to contribute to
this collective commentary: including those authors who
contributed full articles to the special issue, the peer-reviewers for the articles submitted (including those that did
not subsequently appear), and members of the editorial
board. We asked respondents to provide a relatively concise
statement on the topic of the special issue, and made the
“in press” versions of the peer-reviewed articles available so
that commentators could engage with them directly if they
wished. Submissions were subject to editorial oversight,
rather than peer review: with most authors, in practice,
receiving some modest editorial comment on their initial
submission, which they were required to respond to fairly
quickly. The submission schedule for the commentary was
around one calendar month, which, inevitably, provoked
several apologies on grounds of prior commitment.
Thirteen commentaries from 14 authors are presented
below. Our initial idea had been to thematise the submissions: separating the conceptual from the empirical, for
example, or clustering together articles focussed on present
practice or those emphasising future-oriented speculation.
Yet, as it turns out, many commentaries map a trajectory
(from past, through the present, and onwards to the future)
in a way that makes such categorisation seem artificial. We
have therefore opted, in what follows, for a simple alphabetical ordering based on authors’ surnames.
A number of themes can certainly be discerned within
the comments below, however. Recurrent issues include
reclaiming a sense of history in our discussion (Bligh &
Lee; Delia Sturgeon; Passey); differentiating ground-level
290

dilemmas from a sometimes vapid rhetoric (Bligh & Lee;
Miles; Yu); reappraising educational sociality in light of
harsh pandemic experiences (Crook; Lei); understanding
the consequences of change for long-established practices
(Crook; Miles; Saliba); examining moves to accommodate
new modes of hybridised education (Cutajar; Lower; Marín;
Munday; Saliba); exploring the pandemic ‘pivot’ as interlocking and multifaceted processes of change (Bligh & Lee;
Moffitt; Passey); and maintaining a sense of trajectory and
rejecting a simple ‘pivot back’ (Moffitt; Munday; Passey).
Each of these issues is, at the time of writing, radically
underexplored in the literature and we hope that the contributions below will enliven the discussion in these directions.

2. Reclaiming a historical perspective on
the pandemic ‘pivot’ – Brett Bligh and
Kyungmee Lee
Men1 make their own history, but they do not make it just
as they please; they do not make it under circumstances
chosen by themselves, but under circumstances directly
encountered, given and transmitted from the past.
The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a
nightmare on the brain of the living. And just when they
seem engaged in revolutionising themselves and things,
in creating something that has never yet existed, precisely in such periods of revolutionary crisis they anxiously
conjure up the spirits of the past to their service and
borrow from them names, battle-cries and costumes in
order to present the new scene of world history in this
time-honoured disguise and this borrowed language.
(Marx, 1852/1978, pp. 103-104)
The circumstances of the recent ‘pivot’ in educational
practice—in which, from the early months of 2020 onwards,
attempts to stop the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic
drove educational stakeholders across swathes of the world
to move, at great speed, to ‘socially distanced’ forms of
practice—might justifiably be regarded as those of a revolutionary crisis for many educational systems. Certainly, many
long-established educational ‘regimes’ became an object
of forms of challenge whose scale and severity are rarely
seen. The period saw practices of teaching and learning
disrupted, institutional channels of provision and support
rapidly re-configured for new realities, and new relationships between stakeholders hastily forged; the latter ranging
across a whole spectrum, from ad hoc friendships between
1 Obviously, a contemporary commentator would have chosen an
alternative like “people”.
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particular individuals to new agreements, of considerable
scope and implication, between organisations. In terms
of suddenly shifting directives and priorities, the exertion
of new powers, and a pervading sense of uncertainty, the
experience was reminiscent of an educational coup d’état for
many educational stakeholders. Just as for the political coup
described by Karl Marx in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, quoted above, the needs of the hour were to
“seem engaged in revolutionising themselves and things, in
creating something that has never yet existed”.
Yet every crisis has its particular characteristics, and, in
at least one key respect, Marx’s description of the cultural
contours of revolutionary situations does not seem to hold
for the Covid conjuncture—so long as we maintain a narrow
focus on education. While “spirits of the past” were certainly
conjured throughout societies as a whole (inevitably, in the
UK context, this meant gestures towards the attenuated
‘official history’ of World War II), within educational systems
and institutions the dominant vocabulary was one of exceptionalism. Indeed, as we explore further below, there seemed
a conscious effort to deny links between the pandemic-era
revolutionising of education and the “names, battle-cries and
costumes” of the past.
Indeed, down to the present, the dominant discussion
of education during the pandemic period typically positions
the relevant pedagogical and technological change as an
enforced break with past practice, on a temporary basis,
circumscribed by technology provision. That analysis is
prominently reinforced by advocating the use of a particular
and specialised vocabulary to describe the situation. Even
the common description of the response of educational
systems to the Covid-19 pandemic as a ‘pivot’, for instance,
carries a sense of “enforced and unexpected” change, in
relation to which practitioners feel mainly a “sense of lack
of control” (Salmon, 2020). Many writers, moreover, have
suggested that the practices resulting from such change are
sufficiently distinctive that established terms, with their historically accumulated definitions and nuances of meaning,
should be purposefully avoided and replaced. For example,
Hodges et al.’s (2020) influential contribution, published in
Educause Review just as the pandemic had started to affect
higher education in the USA, argues that the term online
learning is an inappropriate description for Covid-19 pivot
situations. Hodges et al. suggest that the term emergency
remote teaching (ERT) should be used instead, for the
following reasons:
In contrast to experiences that are planned from the
beginning and designed to be online, emergency remote
teaching (ERT) is a temporary shift of instructional
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

delivery to an alternate delivery mode due to crisis
circumstances. It involves the use of fully remote teaching solutions for instruction or education that would
otherwise be delivered face-to-face or as blended or
hybrid courses and that will return to that format once
the crisis or emergency has abated. The primary objective in these circumstances is not to re-create a robust
educational ecosystem but rather to provide temporary
access to instruction and instructional supports in a
manner that is quick to set up and is reliably available
during an emergency or crisis. When we understand ERT
in this manner, we can start to divorce it from “online
learning.” […] Online courses created in this way should
not be mistaken for long-term solutions but accepted as a
temporary solution to an immediate problem. (np.)
Hodges et al.’s formulation, while influential, is not atypical; such acts of redefinition are common in the relevant
literature. Bond, Bedenlier, Marín, & Händel’s (2021) recent
review documents at least 71 different alternate terms used
to name similar phenomena. In each case, they suggest,
the “special feature” is that what is being described is “an
unplanned practice, with no option than to use any kind
of offline or online resources that may be at hand” (ibid.,
p. 1). Bozkurt et al.’s (2020) overview goes further in
describing the entire situation, rather than merely the choice
of resources, as enforced; suggesting that “the remarkable
difference between emergency remote education and
distance education is that the latter is an option while the
former is an obligation” (Bozkurt et al., 2020, p. 2, emphases
in original).
The dominant narrative, therefore, is framed in terms
that downplay the intentions or aspirations of practitioners
and students, portray technology choices as a matter of what
is made available, and encourage readers to imagine a rapid
rebound to previous practices as soon as reasonably practicable. The cumulative effect is to occlude history (including
that subjective intentions and technological availability
are themselves products of long trajectories) and compress
the sense in which this phenomenon might carry ongoing
implications into the future. Much empirical literature tracks
a research agenda predicated on assumptions of situational
exceptionalism, enforced courses of action, and temporary
change, with attendant consequences in terms of a reduced
scope of investigation. Typical points of focus, for example,
address how those involved have ‘perceived’ their ‘experiences’ and the kinds of ‘training’ teaching staff ‘require’—with
Hodges et al. (2020) calling for such work and Bond et al.
(2021) confirming that these have indeed been the predominant forms of much subsequent scholarship. Where more
‘permanent’ changes to practice are occasionally discussed,
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attention is most often directed towards those reservoirs
of increased practitioner experience (Hodges et al., 2020)
or better organisational readiness (Salmon, 2020) that are
being generated—and which might be drawn on again in
the event of future crises. Existing trends—that, for example,
online and blended learning was already presenting challenges to the ‘physical’ provision of education even before
the pandemic (e.g., Bligh, 2019)—either remain unacknowledged or are discussed as if newly emergent.

the continuing relevance of established concepts from
research into online education (such as tutor ‘presence’),
thereby undermining the notion that we are exploring an
utterly novel terrain. Moreover, we report a statistically
significant correlation between how students perceive the
quality of their university education before and during the
pandemic (pp. 165-166). That finding demonstrates very
directly the importance of accounting for historical precedent when examining pandemic-related teaching.

Our own conviction, in the first instance, is that
such narratives are inadequate for describing the range
of ongoing practice change happening in educational
settings in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic. Since the
educational implications of the pandemic became obvious
to us around February 2020, we have, with others, been
tracing how institutional practices have been changing and
developing in three specific higher education settings in the
UK, South Korea, and China (PRC). That ongoing project
has reinforced to us the importance of understanding local
historical precedent, investigating how stakeholders actively
confront and overcome problems, and tracing how different
possibilities for change and development emerge and are
contested in specific settings over time—all issues which are
underemphasised in the literature.

Our second paper, which focusses on university teachers’
experiences, was written to examine how stakeholders
actively confronted those dilemmas generated by institutional attempts to ‘pivot’ their teaching (Lee, Fanguy, Bligh,
& Lu, 2022). Based on interviews with teaching staff at
the research-intensive university KAIST (Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology), South Korea, and
using activity theory as a theoretical framework, the article
highlights how the actions of different teachers were heavily
framed by how they were positioned within the institution’s
change strategy. Again, several themes arise that are relevant
to the present commentary. KAIST’s institutional response
was conceived as extending and generalising an existing
local change initiative which had previously, with considerable central support, helped some staff to incorporate into
their courses both sophisticated educational technologies
and a ‘flipped learning’ pedagogical model. Yet institutional
attempts to position participants in that previous initiative as
‘experts’, and then to encourage those individuals to support
their ‘novice’ colleagues, threw up many dilemmas. Among
other things, doing so misjudged the developing motivations
and struggles of the so-called ‘experts’, who were often not
in a position to provide meaningful assistance. The strategy
also failed to account for the changed context in which the
activity systems were developing—with important aspects
of the previous initiative’s support infrastructure and
technology provision rendered unavailable as the pandemic
situation unfolded. These findings highlight both the central
influence and problematic nature of historical precedent in
Covid ‘pivot’ situations, which are often a resource for senior
decision-makers as well as a backdrop for all practitioners,
and the importance of understanding how support infrastructures—including those of digital technology—change
and develop over time.

Two articles have already been published from that
wider project. Our first paper, based on student questionnaire responses, was written to challenge what we call the
“prevailing pessimism” about university student experiences
during the pandemic (Lee, Fanguy, Lu, & Bligh, 2021, p.
164). We document how students have “made an accurate
and thoughtful assessment of the risk of face-to-face classes
and the effort of their universities” (p. 168). Our analysis in
that paper highlights that students evaluate their ongoing
work with tutors and their own knowledge development in
relatively positive terms, while lamenting reduced opportunities for peer collaboration and wider university socialisation
(p. 166). That finding reinforces the importance of understanding stakeholders’ actual objectives and priorities for
university education when investigating their experience;
objectives and priorities which have their own complex
histories, acknowledged by research participants when discussing prior practices as points of comparison and setting
experiences against a backdrop of expectations. Students
also suggest that their educational experiences in this period
helped them in unanticipated ways—examples include
learning new technical and time management skills—while
emphasising the central importance of tutors being “approachable” online (p. 167). This finding, which hints at
how stakeholders actively respond to problems and change
their practices (with varying degrees of success), reinforces
292

Our research agenda for the Covid-19 ‘pivot’, therefore,
is increasingly turning towards a focus on change with a
heavy accent on issues of historicity. An upcoming paper, for
example, will present a case study of two distinct teaching
activity systems which intersect in an international higher
education setting: a campus, in PRC China, operating as
a teaching partnership between overseas and Chinese
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universities. Our findings highlight how various differences
between these two teaching activities, differences which
predated the Covid period, were progressively amplified and
exaggerated during the course of the year under study. The
two activity systems we examine—corresponding to teaching
practices undertaken by staff of a UK university and the
teaching partner from within China, respectively—developed
along increasingly divergent trajectories, which, we suggest,
occurred as a consequence of distinct underlying values and
histories, and encounters with different dilemmas. Coming
to an understanding of why such a divergent trajectory
might happen, we suggest, can help us to overcome the
narrow and circumscribed understanding which dominates
much of the scholarship.
We are delighted that several of the articles in this
special issue already start to address historical issues in
various ways. Some do so quite directly: Petichakis (2022),
for example, compares a course in its new, ‘online flipped’
variant with the pre-pandemic version and draws attention
to changes in design and student experience, while Gatrell
(2022) traces the ongoing struggles arising from supporting
teaching staff in enacting change against the backdrop of
particular institutional provision. For others, historicity is
expressed via culture and values. Al-Ali (2022), for instance,
adopts a feminist perspective to address how students perceived as historically marginalised addressed the challenges
of learning under pandemic conditions in unexpected ways,
while Marín (2022) explores the evidence for retaining
explicit pedagogical values (student-centred learning) in the
move to ‘emergency remote teaching’. Each of these narratives challenges, in different ways, a narrative of temporary,
enforced practice ruptures circumscribed by technology.
Our comments above, and the papers included in
this issue, suggest a range of starting points for a future
research agenda which can provide significant insights into
relationships between technology and change in educational
settings. By unpacking such change against a backdrop of
historicity—encompassing developmental trajectories of
individual people and educational projects, course offerings
and pedagogical practices, institutional structures, cultural
values, and more—we can seek to derive wider lessons from
the unexpected events of the past couple of years. Doing
so, we suggest, is much more valuable than positioning the
Covid-19 ‘pivot’ as merely a novel curiosity. Furthermore,
by asking questions about the reasons for describing the
situation in particular ways—for “anxiously conjuring up
the spirits” of an exceptionalism that seems, to some degree,
unwarranted—we might perhaps start to understand which
underlying trends have been accentuated by the pandemic,
and why such an accentuation has been excluded from view.
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

3. The Gogglebox Lecture—Charles Crook
“Face-to-face lectures in Cambridge have been cut, so why
haven’t tuition fees” thundered the Daily Mail in May 2020.
But how curious that the pandemic impact on undergraduate
education was so often expressed in terms of lectures—and
their migration online. Curious, because many educational
commentators argue that learning would benefit if lectures
were always online. Dr Johnson gave us grounds for such an
argument as long ago as 1791:
People have nowadays got a strange opinion that
everything should be taught by lectures. Now, I cannot
see that lectures can do as much good as reading the
books from which the lectures are taken. I know nothing
that can be best taught by lectures, except where experiments are to be shown. You may teach chemistry by
lectures. You might teach making shoes by lectures!
This insight seems yet more secure in the age of video—
when even making shoes doesn’t demand co-presence with
some lecturer2. Indeed, in its everyday use, the very word
“lecture” has come to signal impatience (“I asked what she
thought, and she gave me a lecture”). Yet during my recent
interviews with a sample of lecturers, no one believed their
practice involved hectoring audiences. In fact, these lecturers
expressed a very dialogic conception of their practice. That
practice was not an exercise in expository transmission, it
was an exercise in intersubjectivity.
Not that “intersubjectivity” was a word bandied about in
these conversations. But its core meaning was recognised:
namely, a deliberate effort to manage mutual understanding
between people in relation to their psychological states.
Particularly—in the case of lecturing—cognitive states of
shared meaning making. At the same time, these lecturers
were wary of performance metaphors, even though effective
theatre also invokes intersubjectivity. As playwright David
Hare comments: “Lectures and plays are alike in relying for
their true vitality on the richness of the interaction between
the performance itself and the thoughts and feelings created
by the unspoken reaction in the room”. Yet how can this precious quality of engagement be protected when a pandemic
keeps us out of the ‘shared room’?
In my view, if lecturing is to work well then there are two
versions of intersubjective investment that need protection.
There is that created (live) between the lecturer and the
individual student, and there is that recruited (later) by stu2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vz7ZkdEq4vQ
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dent peers who attended the same occasion. Research might
usefully gain access to how both of these are managed—in
the interest of optimising the design of good practice. But
how can such things be rendered visible?
My own approach was to invite friendship pairs to
view collaboratively a ‘captured’ videorecording of some
chosen lecture. In the pre-pandemic world the students
might do this together in the same study space. However,
Covid intervened: so could such an exercise happen online?
In which circumstance, the lecturer is only present as a
recording, and the remotely collaborating students are only
co-present through two further windows on the same screen.
Those students (representing a variety of disciplines) could
then use screen controls to stop the recording at any point
and voice their “unspoken reaction in the room”. This they
did—reporting at the end a rather unexpected degree of
engagement. There are three layers of scrutiny that can be
applied to the recorded outcomes of such sessions. First,
the educational researcher can apply a theoretical lens to
speculate how the lecturer-student dialogue might normally
get constituted during a class. Second, the lecturer themself
can apply a professional lens to evaluate possible tensions
between intended and constructed meaning. Third (and
most speculative) other students can learn vicariously from
watching recordings of these ‘capture collaborations’.
From observing such unusually configured lecture
experiences, what is revealed? The present intervention was
only modest in scale, so findings inevitably start on the old
reporting mantra: “we observed much variability in participant practices”. That conclusion is not entirely evasive.
Different levels of confidence and creativity in this arena do
need to be acknowledged—because they can inform useful
re-mediation. The variability was expressed as student pairs
differing greatly in frequency of pausing the lecture in order
to launch an implicit speaker/audience conversation: that
is, one integrating themselves with the lecturer’s narrative.
However, the more interesting variability findings concern
the terms in which such conversations were constructed.
Sadly perhaps, many prompted conversations were
triggered by a simple urge to summarise what the lecturer
had just said. This somewhat deferential attitude echoes
findings with students reviewing lectures from textual
annotations (Crook, 2002). Nevertheless, other more
potent conversational ‘triggers’ are possible, and even the
‘summarising’ variety can also lead to creative elaboration
of lecture material. Some pairs did find those opportunities.
Such conversations might be critical (“I do think at this point
she ought to explain…”) and might include interrogations
of content (“Surely if you did that then you should get…”).
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More promising conversations arose from pairs who found
openings to take what was being said and link it to their
own experience (e.g., on professional placements). However
it was disappointingly rare for students to link something
a lecturer said to material presented from elsewhere in
their studying, or to themes within other lectures (although
lecturers themselves seemed rarely to cross-reference their
expositions—so perhaps it’s a strategy poorly modelled).
What promise exists for this form of intervention?
Simply making better use of ‘captured’ teaching during a
socially-distancing pandemic is one opportunity. But it may
be that lecturers themselves have the most to gain from
records of these student collaborations. Lecturers’ ambitions
to orchestrate classroom intersubjectivity require realistically appreciating the conversational dispositions of their
audiences. Making such implicit conversational exchange
more visible to the lecturer can act as a reality check on that
understanding (yes, dear reader, insert ecological validity
cautions here). The other form of intersubjectivity arising
from lectures relates to their support of community. For
students, that is something dependent on an awareness
within the peer group of shared experience within learning
contexts. We live in times when residential education naturally celebrates the advantages of this ‘learning community’.
That is welcome but learning communities can only flourish
if their members are resourced for communication. That
means students recognising that they have had shared experiences which can be used to explore common disciplinary
interests together—in their own time (and in the community
space). One reason for protecting live lectures is the shared
knowledge that can be cultivated within them as a key form
of socially-mediating resource for attendees. Such peer
intersubjectivity may be further enriched when the shared
experience is deepened in the way described above.

4. Hybridity as nebulous: thinking hybridity
beyond fluidity—Maria Cutajar
4.1 Introduction
In this commentary I consider hybridity in contemporary
learning and teaching. I start by considering the ageless concept of hybridity signalling the need for a critical approach
to the pursuit of hybridity. I will then refer to a personal
experience of hybridity which triggered a group reflection
exercise with faculty colleagues. This exercise served as a
case in point signalling the need for caution. In practice,
hybridity potentially brings about benefits and opportunities
but also threats and risks. In a final section, I draw attention
to different understandings of hybridity seen emerging
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from the Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) literature
as an array of alternative viewpoints. I claim alternative
interpretations as commensurate. I also propose ‘hybridity as
nebulous’ a more comprehensive metaphor for making sense
of hybridity in a contemporary world of intricate human and
non-human entanglements.
4.2 The ageless concept of hybridity
Hybridity has intrigued humanity since antiquity.
Greeks had the centaur and the Harappans had the unicorn
(Wikipedia, 2022). From these ancient times, hybridity was
reckoned to wield extraordinary powers in combining the
strengths of different entities creating a new distinct derivative. As a concept, hybridity rises above specific disciplinary
areas in being “something that is a mixture of two very
different things” (Cambridge Dictionary Online).
Notwithstanding, the concept of hybridity in recent
history is also linked to Biology (Nørgård, 2021). In fact, an
alternative definition of the term in the Cambridge Dictionary online defines hybridity as “plant or animal that has
been produced from two different types of plant or animal,
especially to get better characteristics”(Cambridge Dictionary
Online, added italics). By the added highlight again I draw
attention to the aspiration pursuing hybridity to create
something better, but just as much the need to recognise
the possibility of hybridity leading to alternative upshots
in the intermix and in living it. That is, hybrid learning
environments and hybridity open the possibility to improve
that which is. But along with the possibility of strengths and
opportunities it brings on challenges, threats, and risks.
4.3 A hybridity experience of opportunities
The Networked Learning forum 2021 experience was
for me a case in point showing up hybridity simultaneously
sourcing opportunities and challenges. The event convened
in hybrid modality because of Covid-19 restrictions on travel
and gatherings. A few participants were physically present
at the event venue while other participants joined in from
remote locations. The experience led to a retrospective
exercise collaborating with two other faculty members who
participated on site as well. We were particularly concerned
by the challenges the practice of this hybridity modality
brought on.
In the resultant paper (Lister, Cutajar, & Calleja, 2022),
we call attention to space time problems, pedagogical
tensions and social difference concerns. The space dimension intermixing of the onsite and remote attendance so
the shared space used for the event in practiced created
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

opportunities and challenges. The hybrid modality used
to convene the forum permitted us to go ahead with the
event. It permitted participants who were remotely located
to participate despite the travel bans and restrictions on
gatherings. Despite being geographically spread out across
the globe, participants of this hybrid event could still
congregate in the dedicated spaces and places (Goodyear &
Carvalho, 2014). Remotely located participants were spared
the expense, time and effort to travel to the event venue,
which in turn positively impacts the increasing drive to
reduce our carbon footprint. But then, for participants who
were geographically located in distant time zones, the effort
to join was perhaps amplified. For some registrants it may
have actually served as an impedance force to participate.
There were observed problems relating to the created hybrid
event environment, navigating in it, and inhabiting it. The
hybrid modality provided participants flexibility and agency
in how and from where to participate. It provided participants the possibility to come into shared space concurrently
that they were geographically distant from each other.
But this created challenges relating to the practicalities of
operating in the shared space and places in the mainstream
using the Zoom platform. It created clumsiness and awkwardness interacting in the shared space such as the need
for those on location to physically retreat from the physical
plenary area when joining breakout rooms, and the sense
of mismatch talking to remotely located others from one’s
computer device and looking at them on the big screens
rather than facing them through the camera of one’s device
when synchronously interacting with them. The pedagogical
perspective was problematised especially with regards to
how interhuman interactions worked, and did not work, in
this hybridity practice. While some took to make the small
group discursive activity with unknown others work, for
others the intimacy of the small group shared space and the
prompt question were not enough to set off on the intended
learning activity. The focus on interhuman relations also
led to a discernment of social difference concerns emerging
in the perceived privilege of physical space colocation
contrasted to remote locationality. We were reminded of
Bayne et al.’s (2020) appeal for caution on the perceived
privilege of geophysical space. We were led to flag the need
for the exploration of hybridity in educational enterprise
rising above dichotomies in time, space, place, pedagogy and
interhuman connectedness.
4.4 Hybridity in TEL
In the context of TEL, lowering time space boundaries
combining physical and virtual ways of working has long
been considered as accommodating, providing flexibility
and efficiency (El-Gayar & Dennis, 2005; Olapiriyakul &
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Scher, 2006; Zhang, 2008). Ali (2010) declared this online/
offline space amalgamation aspiring flexibility for learning
“hybrid pedagogy” interchangeably “blended pedagogy”.
He defined it as a means permitting learners “to attend
a minimal number of classes while doing most of their
studying independently via an online platform, audio- and/
or videocassettes, broadcasted television and radio programmes or other multimedia” (p. 7). Recently, Eyal and
Gil (2022) proposed this hybrid setup “hybrid as blended”.
They declare it to be a “first generation” interpretation of
hybridity featuring “two distinct worlds … Each is a separate
and distinct entity, and their combination is a heterogeneous
mixture … the properties of each of these learning modes
are kept separate, like oil and water, which are immiscible”
(p. 15). Along with the categorisation of ‘hybrid as blended’,
Eyal and Gil (2022) propose 2 other categorisations: ‘hybrid
as a space for merging interactions’, and ‘hybrid as fluid’.
Eyal and Gil (2022) describe ‘hybrid as a space for merging
interaction’ as the merging of the different spaces of learning
activity and interactivity shifting to a more participative
learning (and teaching) attitude spreading across “mobile
(virtual), social and physical spaces” (p. 16). This kind of
hybridity in TEL stresses the situated social perspective of
learning in the invitation to lower the learning environment
boundaries encouraging learning activity and interactivity to
broaden and diversity in spreading across spaces and places.
Eyal and Gil (2022) interpret ‘hybrid as fluid’ as “the
learners’ choice that crosses boundaries, rather than being
limited with constraints” (p. 19, highlighted bold in original
text). They muse that while ‘hybrid as a space for merging
interactions’ may be likened to a “compound”, ‘hybrid as
fluid’ is likened to “a 3D container [that] holds hybrid
learning in its fluid state, dictating its limitations (p. 21).
Hilli, Nørgård, and Aaen (2019) also propose fluidity in
hybridisation as lowering online/offline space distinction
along with a whole array of boundary crossings including
campus/world, teacher/student, formal/informal learning
and otherwise segregated disciplines. These three differentiated ways of understanding hybridity offered by Eyal and Gil
(2022) are not considered to be in conflict with each other.
Each derives from the dimensions that are opened to make
possible alternative autonomous existences in the generation
of socio-material assemblages for learning and development.
The Covid-19 appears to have boosted interest and
experimentation of hyflex models for teaching and learning
in the higher education context. This is evident in the
exploding literature on hyflex teaching and learning these
last two years. “Hyflex” modality (Beatty, 2006; 2007) draws
upon the intermix of time and space. A hyflex learning
environment permits participants the choice of whether
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to attend class sessions and learning activities in person,
from a remote location, synchronously or asynchronously.
In the attempt to facilitate learning and teaching processes
building in flexibility and efficiency through hyflex modality,
the variation remains focused on the geophysical location
of self-directed learners learning in their own time possibly
at their own pace. It puts the spotlight on the time space
dimensions but leaves other structuring facets of the complex learning and teaching ecology obscured.
Focusing on teacher-student relationships in learning and
teaching integrating digital technologies, my research led me
to learner and teacher roles “gravitating towards each other”
in opening of dimensions relating to affordances technologically, pedagogically and socially (Cutajar, 2014). Koutropoulos and Koseoglu (2018) likewise contemplated this learning
teaching fusion as ‘hybrid presence’. In passing I make a note
of my thinking that a most profound hybridisation “becoming teachers and learners for each other” (Cutajar, 2018) is
achievable outside the container of formal learning, and this
is realising the idealistic aspiration. Within the formal learning context, we can only hope that this hybridisation of roles
is achieved to the highest degree resisting power difference
forces in play. In opening structuring dimensions of learning
and teaching, moving away from dichotomies, potentially
we become more volatile in our hybridity beyond fluidity
escaping restrictive containers and channelling terrains.
A highly visible activist advocating the dissolution of
dichotomies of all sorts is Jesse Stommel and his work on
“hybrid digital pedagogies” and more recently “critical
digital pedagogies”(Stommel, 2012). The recent co-edited
book titled “Critical Digital Pedagogy” (Stommel, Friend,
& Morris, 2020) brought together many TEL field authors
critically reflecting on the possibilities of digital learning and
teaching with lowered boundaries lifelong and life-wide.
Deepened recognition of socio-material entanglements
(Fawns, 2022; Fenwick & Landri, 2012) in teaching and
learning (as in all other work and life endeavours) invites us
to broaden our understanding of hybridity beyond fluidity in
remaining open to opening dimensions which we yet are to
discern. Nørgård and Hilli (2022) also appear to be moving
in this direction of openness with their contemplation of
“hyper hybridity” where the “different media platforms,
elements, and places are put into action to create an ecology
of teaching and learning that forms complex entanglements
of people, materials, contexts and media” (p. 28).
This hyper hybridity inspires me to think of hybridity as
nebulous inviting people, materials, contexts and media in
being part and being in a learning ecology. Such a gas (and
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plasma) state of matter lets go of shape and volume permitting more freedom of movement in all directions.

power dynamics they faced with online teaching/learning
during the wake of the pandemic.

As data communications, big data, mixed realities, and
artificial intelligence (AI) developments continue relentlessly
pushing us more deeply into the postdigital age of intricate
socio-material existence, hybrid as nebulous is a metaphor
that to my mind take us closer to our aspired state of being
hybrid and hybrid being. It conveys a greater sense of freedom in going in diverse directions. A broadened conceptualisation of hybridity as nebulous alludes to a gaseous state of
matter (and mattering) spreading out in different directions
in seeking to explore dimensions of discernment as they
surface with deepened thinking. The highly immersive world
we are precipitating into gives reason to persist deepening
our thinking about hybridity transcending fluidity becoming
more nebulous in the exploration of intermixes aiming to
create something better. Hybridity as nebulous conveys a
state of being living hybridity, a state of being “in, for and
with the world” (Hilli et al., 2019). It is potentially a route
of hope serving educational enterprise aspiring life-long and
life-wide learning ambitions for all.

As a female educator who was also new to teaching
online and faced challenges in continuing teaching during
the lockdown, this article resonates with many facets of my
own experiences. Moreover, after experiencing two sudden
shifts—online and now back to face to face teaching—I can
see how online learning has been ‘placed back on the shelf’
and is still not accepted as a suitable teaching approach.
Papers providing insight into unique experiences can provide
important contextual information regarding the enforced
paradigm shift towards online learning, which is still an
emerging concept in many countries. Such contextual
information is crucial if we are to reflect and understand
what happened during this period.

5. Post-pandemic teaching—Cassandra
Sturgeon Delia
The Covid pandemic of 2019 has left a vast ripple of
global effects. Scholars have worked adamantly over the
last three years to provide research in all sectors to report
such impacts. Despite their efforts, publishing scholarly work
takes time; hence scholars struggled to disseminate work in
a timely manner. The pandemic has also had a significant
impact on educational practice, where unprepared educators
had to be agile to change their pedagogy and learn how to
teach from a distance swiftly. As the threat lessens and people seek a return to ‘normality’, we should not forget how
education had to shift gears and reinvent pedagogy. What
educators have experienced in the last few years has left an
imprint on education that needs to be shared and scrutinised
to learn from our experiences consciously. This special
edition does just that, an issue focussing on the response
to the pandemic to help us reflect on and consolidate the
lessons learned through challenging experiences.
This commentary reflects on the current autoethnography by author Khadija Al-Ali entitled “To see or not to see;
the withering boundaries of invisibility: A novice Kuwaiti
tutor’s experience of teaching online” (Al-Ali, in press). This
article is an interesting piece as it delves into the honest
journey of a woman educator and her students and the
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As the author used feminist theory, the paper is also
useful in understanding these experiences from the perspective of empowerment and feminist pedagogy. Women’s
empowerment is of significant importance within the
technology education field, and the urgency of the pandemic
did not diminish that importance. This article displays a
powerful scene through these women’s collective struggles.
What I found the most interesting in this regard, and this
is what I want to emphasise, is the sense of power both the
educator and students gained from being invisible. Traditionally, invisibility—or being unseen by society—has had a
negative representation. Scholars have discussed being seen
as a privilege (Phillips & Lowery, 2018), and studies have
also described those ‘unseen’, for example, for race-related
reasons, as suffering from an invisibility syndrome (Franklin
& Boyd-Franklin, 2000; Franklin, Boyd-Franklin & Kelly,
2006). However, Ali-Ali’s experiences highlight that, counterintuitively, there are educational circumstances where
invisibility can be experienced as something positive.
Taken all together, I feel that it would be worth further
investigating the relationship between online invisibility and
psychological well-being. During the height of the Covid-19
pandemic, well-being was a popular area of investigation
within all fields and rightly so. In light of this article and its
use of feminist theory, Ali-Ali highlights how some stakeholders used invisibility as a power dynamic to their own
advantage. Thus, it would be interesting for future research
to enhance our understanding of online invisibility and its
impact on psychological well-being in educational settings.
It seems unlikely that this phenomenon applies only to the
pandemic period, and such insights are one example of the
experiences that we might want to reflect upon and learn
from as we try to return to more conventional teaching.
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The pandemic’s wake has changed the position of the
education system towards technology, and we might expect
innovations in post-pandemic teaching to be forthcoming
from this recent experience. As Barbara Lucas (2017) has
rightfully quoted, “Change is our chance to experience the
new, to identify additional options and generate different
opportunities”, hence investigating what we have experienced can allow us to find solutions to previous research
gaps through our encounters during the pandemic.

both their home country and the UK. As a consequence,
their previous expectations of studying abroad in the UK
have been negatively influenced by Covid-19. Also, they now
suffer from uncertain career opportunities in China because
of the deeply rooted discriminations against online learning
modes in the Chinese academic system. Mentally, they are
also in a dilemma as there has been reported a growing hate
against them domestically and in the UK due to Covid-related issues.

6. Lessons from Covid-19: Since you can’t control it happening, get some reflections from
it—Yuhong Lei

Although they cannot blame anyone for that situation,
this special and difficult journey will encourage Chinese
postgraduate researchers to reflect on their learning experiences and the quality of provision in the UK. Practically, the
impact of Covid-19 on higher education seems to bring ‘hybrid pedagogy’ into a normal phenomenon in the university,
which was also partly mentioned by Dale Munday (2022)
in this issue. From my perspective, I agree with the opinion
that the future of learning seems likely to be continued
with exploring hybrid models. Maybe the future of learning
becomes something people never imagine, and most of us
could not even hope to control the future. Practically, we can
only learn from history, especially from our own previous
experience, and recent experience has encouraged this line
of thinking about hybrid pedagogies.

As we all know, during the Covid-19 lockdown, UK
universities have been under massive pressure to move most
of their academic activities online, which has influenced
both teaching and studying practices (Peimani & Kamalipour,
2021). These rapid changes offered researchers a chance to
study the developments that occurred, and the implications
on students’ learning practices, which is important because
researchers have long been interested in how new technological developments are associated with practice change.
Although lots of research has been done on online
teaching and learning, both before and after the Covid-19
lockdown, what practical changes the situation brings to
both teachers and students are still vague and what changes
(improvements) they can make in the following academic
and life journey still needs to be discussed deeply. Where
I study, in the Department for Educational Research at
Lancaster University, has a very active Centre for Technology
Enhanced Learning, and it is an important encouragement
for students like me to see researchers considering the
long-term impact of Covid-19 on learning and teaching.
This special issue: Technology and educational ‘pivoting’ in
the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, provided a wide range
of reflection of impact of Covid-19. And it brings me an
opportunity to have a reflection of my learning experience
and make a few suggestions for international students who
study abroad, especially for Chinese postgraduate researchers. The reflection is based on my own experiences, and a
recent project discussing the experiences of others.
At first, I want to mention some background. As is known
to all, the UK is one of the main destinations for Chinese
students who choose to study abroad. However, during the
Covid-19 pandemic, international PGRs (postgraduate researchers) who were studying in the UK had a very difficult
situation (Lei & Oztok, 2022). As well as Chinese PGRs, who
were far away from their families and faced pressure from
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Therefore, my first reflection and suggestion for Chinese
PGR is accepting that learning happens both online and
offline, and therefore using all the learning resources
provided. Importantly, such students need to pay attention
to the online learning resources provided by universities,
even though this is culturally unusual. During Covid-19,
when almost all learning activities were suddenly happening
online, prominent debates critiqued the usefulness and
quality of “Zoom university” or “Moodle University”. However, my own experience highlighted that actually there are
lots of learning resources online already, often neglected by
students. As a Chinese PGR in the UK, my previous learning
experience made me used to “accepting most of the learning
resource and information” from teachers or tutors, which
means passively receiving it from others. However, I found
studying in the UK needs students “digging information
and knowledge” themselves. To be honest, this is also an
ability that everyone needs to obtain and use in the life
and academic journey. When there are loads of knowledge
and information everywhere, the capacity of seeking and
selecting appropriate information is necessary for everyone.
Second, involving in the learning community (both
online and offline) is important and necessary. It is common
to see students with the same or similar backgrounds
gathering around on campus in their own internal commuStudies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)
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nities. However, I suggest Chinese PGRs try to take a big
step forward. Having more communication and connection
with other students and staffs in the university is crucial.
Personally, I found when I try to be open and honest to
others, there are more similarity between most of us, even
with different backgrounds. Many of us found the need for
such honest connection during the Covid-19 pandemic, and
hopefully we can maintain the trend afterwards. To be more
open and eager to communicate with staffs and tutors in the
university brings me positive impact on my learning quality
and motivation. Prompted by pandemic experiences, I found
there was a gap between us—they want to know more and
help us, but due to our shyness, we lack communication. As
some published literature also stated that physical learning
spaces have influence on students’ learning experience
and outcome (Bligh & Crook, 2017). By involving and
maintaining in a community, PGRs’ offices in the department
building, has multiple functions for both social and academic
activities and thus we should try to spend some or even
more time in the offices (Lei & Oztok, 2022).
So, let us not lose our recent lessons: move forward to
communicate with others!

7. Going digital: Developing a strategy for pivoting to greater use of technology in higher
education—Michael Lower
7.1 Introduction
A small research team in the Faculty of Law at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (‘CUHK Law’) came together
to reflect on the impact of the pandemic restrictions on
teaching and learning. We wondered whether the Covid-19
restrictions were a pivotal moment for teaching and learning
in Law Schools, and higher education generally.
What new practices around the use of digital technologies for teaching / learning and assessment emerged during
the Covid-19 lockdowns? What lessons were learned and
how are they shaping post-Covid practices? Ultimately,
we were interested in whether it is possible to formulate a
strategy for the future use of digital technologies in teaching
/ learning and assessment.
7.2 Who we spoke to and what we hoped to find out
As one part of our research strategy, we reached out
to Deans and Associate Deans (Learning and Teaching) /
(Education) in Law Schools in Australia and, more recently,
in England. We reasoned that this group of people was likely
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

to be intensely involved in thinking about this issue. So far,
we have conducted eight interviews, each of which lasted
for about an hour. The interviews were transcribed, and the
interviewees were given transcripts for comment.
We have interviewed three Deans and three Associate
Deans (Learning and Teaching / Education) in Australian
Law Schools, the Learning and Teaching Convenor of an
English Law School (soon to be Associate Dean (Learning
and Teaching) in the Faculty of which his Law School forms
part) and a Scottish Law professor with a history of digital
innovation in teaching and learning.
We asked the following questions:
1. Please tell us about you, your Law School and your
role within it.
2. What experience did you have of online teaching and
learning pre-pandemic?
3. How did this change in response to the shift to online
during the pandemic?
4. Was there any change in your assessment practices
during lockdown?
5. Do you feel that you learned lessons from the
lockdown era that you will exploit as face-to-face
teaching resumes?
6. What are the benefits / challenges of online learning
for teachers / students / the Law School?
7. Do you think a hybrid mode will emerge where faceto-face and online will complement each other?
8. Has the move online created a new sense of what
teaching and learning are and what it means to be a
teacher?
9. How (through which processes) is your Law School /
Faculty / the University developing its digital strategy
for teaching and learning?
7.3 Was lockdown pivotal?
The consistent message was that the lockdowns accelerated a pre-existing shift to a greater use of digital tools.
There was an upskilling of all teachers, so that even those
who had not previously engaged in lecture recordings or
other online tools were forced to do so. Lockdown generated
innovation and flexibility when it came to assessment, both
in terms of assessment tasks and in terms of the conduct of
assessments.
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7.4 Lessons learned from the move online
The lockdown proved that teaching and learning could
carry on in some recognisable form, even when conducted
online via Zoom or Microsoft Teams. Further, this brought
with it greater flexibility and convenience. Students no
longer needed to travel to the classroom. This was vital for
those who were in quarantine or who had to balance study
with caring responsibilities, for example.
Many felt that the downside of online learning was a
greater sense of social isolation amongst students. Having
to come to lectures together meant that students could
meet one another. Some of our interviewees reported that
teachers missed the buzz of the face-to-face classroom and
the feedback derived from being able to observe student
reactions to lectures.
One of our interviewees, however, thought that online
tools could be used to allow for greater personal interaction
than would otherwise be possible. She made the point that
Zoom makes it much easier to have a personal meeting with
a student; it no longer involves teacher and student being in
the same physical location at the same time.
Several interviewees spoke of their dislike for ‘hybrid’
arrangements, where students could choose either to participate in a live teaching session either by physical attendance
or via Zoom or Microsoft Teams. Teachers found it difficult
to engage two audiences simultaneously.
7.5 Conflicting forces in the post-pandemic era
Many universities (and some Governments) were keen
to get people back on to the physical campus once the
lockdowns ended. There was an appeal to the idea that
they are “campus universities” and “not online providers”.
There seems to be a sense that the physical campus should,
for whatever reason or reasons, be the main platform for
teaching. It would be interesting to explore the perceptions
of university-level administrators in another project.
The university (and Government) drive to get students
back on campus has encountered resistance from some
students. While students reported a great eagerness to get
back to the physical classroom, this was often not matched
by their actions. Where lecture recordings were available,
students often did not attend the live lecture, the convenience of watching the recorded lecture seemingly outweighing the social networking or perceived educational benefits
of the live lecture. It may be that the lockdown created new
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expectations that a digital alternative to face-to-face teaching would be available.
7.6 Blended learning the norm?
It may be that institutions will settle on an approach
where some sessions are available online (either exclusively
online or with online as an option) whilst physical attendance is required for others. One of our interviewees, told
us that this was the model that emerged post-pandemic in
his Law School. The face-to-face sessions are designed to be
more interactive than their online counterparts and sometimes involved visiting professionals giving guest lectures.
It seems eminently sensible that pedagogical considerations should underpin the decision as to when face-to-face
attendance should be mandated. More broadly, it is clearly
better that students come to the physical university because
of the educational and social benefits of doing so. One of our
interviewees told us that the Vice-Chancellor of her university had coined the phrase ‘sticky campus’.
The consistent message from our interviewees was that
they thought that blended learning, some mix of physical
and online teaching and learning interactions, has emerged
as the norm. They all stressed that this pivot to blended
learning pre-dated the pandemic.
7.7 A new understanding of ‘the teacher’?
The Australian interviewees, in particular, were very
clear that learning designers and technologists are now key
members of the teaching team, alongside the ‘subject matter
specialists’. The ideal was for the Law School to have its own
learning designers, to facilitate ease of access and communication, but usually they had to compete for the services of
centrally located learning designers. One of the Australian
Deans we interviewed argued that a shift had taken place
from a ‘lone teacher’ model to a ‘studio approach’.
7.8 A strategy for pivoting
Overall, our interviews gave us a sense of the issues
that a blended learning strategy will have to address. These
include:
•

What is better done face-to-face and what is better
done online?

•

Whether to make lecture recordings available. Who
chooses?

•

Whether to have an online cohort option, even for
face-to-face courses.
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•

Whether to develop fully online electives.

•

How will the teaching allocation mechanism cope
with lecture recording?

•

Whether to recruit Faculty level learning designers.

•

Assessment and academic integrity issues.

•

Staff development.

•

Considering appointing an Associate Dean (Digital)
as well as an Associate Dean (Education).

•

Developing a mechanism for the ongoing evolution
of the strategy.

The interviews also provided a set of principles that
should inform a blended learning strategy:
•

Consider it as part of a broader teaching and learning
strategy;

•

Develop the strategy collaboratively (within the
University, within the Law School and across Law
Schools, involving all stakeholders);

•

Accept that the strategy will be informed by the
university’s self-conception (‘we are a campus /
face-to-face university’);

•

The mission / market niche / history of the Law
School (including its prior history (or lack of history)
of offering entirely online courses will also inform
the future trajectory of blended learning in a Law
School;

•

The strategy should be informed by theory (idea of
the university / teaching and learning / assessment
/ teacher / change) that can help to get a clearer
picture of the problems being confronted;

•

Developments in wider society – e.g., working from
home – will have an impact on attitudes; and

•

Exercise caution around the meaning of ‘blended’
teaching and learning. Arguably, it is too ill-defined
to be a useful category.

Finally, it may be that talk of a ‘strategy’ is misleading if
it suggests that a strategy can be settled once and for all, as
an exercise of administrative power, and then be forgotten.
Thinking about a pivot to greater integration of digital tools
into teaching and learning needs constant review to reflect
the rapidly evolving nature of the issues involved.
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8. A retrospective view and looking ahead—
Victoria I. Marín
Now that in many countries higher education institutions
are going back to “normal”, the question about what is going
to remain and what will be discarded is still up in the air and
invites to reflect on these past years.
Research during the first semester of 2020 on emergency
remote education (ERT) in higher education experienced
an important boost, covered almost the whole globe and
showed diversity of educational practices experiencing an
online modality (Bond et al., 2021). While many voices in
the educational technology field insisted on the need of
using the ERT as the term to distinguish planned online
education from this sudden shift (Hodges et al., 2020), a
breadth of research could be identified under a variety of
terms which were used also outside the pandemic context
e.g., online learning, e-Learning, distance learning,…).
Main findings regarding that first semester showed that
instructors and students were recreating communication
and interaction situations of in-campus lessons through
videoconferencing, and research focused mainly on student
perceptions of online learning and the impact of shift to
this mode, less or almost none on actual learning behaviour
(Bond et al., 2021). The increase on the use of webcams in
education, but also its low use by students in online class
sessions, raised also research interest, pointing out to students’ personal thoughts and feelings and course characteristics as aspects that influence switching them on (Bedenlier et
al., 2021). Also, many instructors started being more aware
of the pedagogic possibilities of digital technologies for
teaching, learning and assessment, even though the in-class
recreation with the online format was still present (Munday,
2022). On the other hand, the pandemic time has also seen
educational experiences that have tried to make the most of
the situation to enhance student-centred learning (Marín,
2022).
Themes that were present and, most likely, with an
important influence on learning in those circumstances
were psychological pressures, social uncertainty and mental
well-being of learners, which have also sparked much
interest in pandemic higher education research (Bozkurt,
2022) and have led to the an increased awareness of
the importance of emotions in learning and the need of
human-centred approaches in learning design (Karakaya,
2021). Also, other aspects that were in the background until
that point, but were put on the spotlight in educational
technology research and practice were issues concerning the
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digital divide, online assessment, datafication and virtual
mobility (Bedenlier & Marín, 2022; Bozkurt et al., 2020;
Marín, 2021a; Williamson et al., 2020).
After two years of disruption, many traditional higher education institutions have recovered in-presence classes, but
there are still other pressing issues that require a prolonged
period of time to be developed—both at the institutional
and teaching and learning level. These are the aspects that
involve deeper changes in attitudes and ways of doing. Two
clear examples are the (further) development of instructors’
digital competences and rethinking (online) assessment for
enabling more authentic assessment methods (UNESCO
IESALC, 2022).
Other higher education institutions are moving towards
hybrid learning formats, which have been gaining momentum for combining, in a simultaneously way, on-site
and online learning to facilitate learning, also increasing
flexibility in the teaching and learning processes (Munday,
2022; Pelletier et al., 2022). However, further research to
make them feasible in daily practice, and usable in different
contexts, will be required. On the other hand, the flexibility
of the “anytime anyplace” that comes with them has also
its downsides and needs to be contextualized (Houlden &
Veletsianos, 2019).
Beyond the pandemic time, working on all these wicked
challenges -among many others - is still needed, and
educational technology research will hopefully have much to
say about how they could be addressed. This special issue in
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning is a good example
of this, by making special emphasis on the importance of
context and adopting a critical perspective.

9. Covid, cameras, invisibility and participation—Rob Miles
I hate online teaching. To be more specific, I hate emergency remote teaching (ERT) using videoconferencing tools,
either through a learning management system (LMS) or as a
standalone platform. Even more specifically, I hate synchronous ERT where I am expected to simply replicate my face to
face classes in a videoconferencing platform. This is perhaps
a strong position, but it is a common generalization I have
heard from colleagues here in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) over the course of the pandemic as challenges and excitement have given way to continued challenges, frustration
and palpable relief when a return to face to face teaching
has been possible. Much of this reaction seems to be as a
result of lack of participation and engagement in online
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classes delivered through videoconferencing tools. Students
refuse to turn on cameras, are reluctant to use microphones,
and in many cases do not participate. An online class can be
a lonely experience for the teacher. With this in mind, a key
theme I would like to link across three papers is the use, and
perception of use, of videoconferencing during the pandemic
across different contexts and different perspectives.
Gatrell (Gatrell, 2022) writes from the perspective of an
Educational Development Officer tasked with facilitating a
Hong Kong university’s move to emergency remote teaching
(ERT) during the first stages of the pandemic. Indeed,
Hong Kong and mainland China were among the first
territories to move to 100% remote teaching as the realities
of the Covid-19 outbreak became apparent. This move, in
February 2020, predated my own institution in the UAE by
around 6 weeks, and as such the author’s experiences can
be classed as those of someone among the first to face the
challenges this new reality brought. Gatrell makes, in my
opinion, excellent use of Cultural Historical Activity Theory
(CHAT) (Engeström, 1987/2015) that allows the author to
frame his findings in a way that helps to make sense of the
complex and nuanced situation he seeks to describe. That
CHAT is combined with autoethnography only serves to
further strengthen his account that shows both “excitement
and enthusiasm” and “intense emotions of stress, anxiety
and fatigue” (pp. 6-7). Gatrell seeks positive and practical
solutions to the problems that occur. For example, an
interviewee comments on the “positive spin” the author puts
on the issue of students not turning on microphones and
seemingly not participating. This issue is also mentioned by
another interviewee, who also cites poor attendance and
lack of participation as a reason “I hate online teaching” (p.
8). This is, once again, a familiar refrain from some who
found themselves suddenly, and perhaps unwillingly, thrust
into 100% online teaching through synchronous videoconferencing. Indeed, poor attendance, lack of participation and
unwillingness to engage through microphones or webcams
remain enduring themes in my own context. While some of
the faculty interviewed for his study were having positive
experiences, Laurillard’s assertion that
every student has the chance to ask a question in a
webinar […] the online space can be less of a challenge
than face-to-face (in Lau & Ross, 2020).
does not necessarily ring true in all contexts as other papers
in the special issue show. Nevertheless, Gatrell’s research
makes a valuable and positive contribution from the
perspective of a TEL ‘expert’ and as previously mentioned
demonstrates how CHAT can be used to frame findings and
add a strong theoretical basis for research.
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Where Gatrell’s issues with videoconferencing focus
more on the problems of access and multiplicity of platforms
from a technical perspective, Dovrat’s paper (Dovrat, 2022)
describes the perceptions of videoconferencing as a tool for
ERT from the perspectives of teachers and of students in an
Israeli college. Teacher responses are almost contradictory.
While most teachers felt videoconferencing lessons “were
the most effective tool” (p. 6), a key takeaway is that these
lessons worked “for students who wanted to take part in
the lesson” (my emphasis). Participation, even turning on
cameras, was not a given. Teachers recognized the difficulty
of interacting with students who did not participate and
did not turn on cameras, leaving one participant feeling
that they were “teaching in the dark”. Again, this resonates
strongly with my own experiences. My institution initially
mandated that students must turn on cameras in order to be
recorded as present. The reality of mass refusal meant that
this quickly became unenforceable.
From the students’ perspective, videoconferencing is not
considered an “effective teaching tool” (p. 8), and Dovrat
cites the lack of buy-in and low motivation as possible
reasons for this, reasons that may also have contributed to
cheating on LMS quizzes. While not mentioned here, this
issue of academic honesty raised its ugly head with increasing frequency during my own experiences of ERT. Dovrat
concludes that while videoconferencing “showed promise”,
there is a need for policy at departmental and institutional
levels if this promise is to be realized.
Such policies would need to recognize the particular
challenges of the culture and society that they are operating
in. For Gatrell, political complications around mainland
China and Hong Kong forced the adoption of a different tool
for videoconferencing, for example. Dovrat’s research took
place in a “diverse student body” (p. 5), although cultural
or societal reasons beyond student expectations are not
highlighted as reasons for poor participation in videoconferencing.
Al-Ali’s (2022) experiences, however, as a novice online
tutor in Kuwait, highlight some key issues specific to culture
and society that are critical to female students in the MENA
region and therefore my own context. The author’s deeply
personal autoethnography is firmly coupled to a feminist
approach and demonstrates how in fact invisibility by
choice may in fact ‘shield’ students’ private lives yet at the
same time ‘wither’ boundaries as students and teachers
interact through text that allow the public and private to
meet. Showing Arab female faces online may be culturally
inappropriate due to gendered customs (Hurley, 2021), yet
institutions in the region have insisted female students turn
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

cameras on. In Al-Ali’s experience, however, a non-negotiable turning off of webcams as a “conscious intentional
convenient choice” (p. 10) created an environment where
textual communication could flourish and the individual
students’ lives and challenging personal situations could be
recognized. Some of the situations mentioned here resonate
with my own experiences—cultural concerns over showing
faces and privacy, students sharing laptops with siblings,
students expected to raise family members and run households while studying, students with no private spaces in
which to study—all situations I had inadvertently stumbled
across during emergency remote teaching. In one example,
the only quiet space my student could find to complete an
oral assessment was the family bathroom. I am sure this was
not a unique occurrence.
Al-Ali’s experiences show that policies that insist on
webcams—and perhaps microphones—for participation
are failing to see the reality for many students. Emergency
remote teaching is just that, an emergency stop gap response. Online teaching needs to be “well-planned [and]
high-quality” (Dovrat, 2022), enlist and involve advocates
for change in a “successful alliance” (Gatrell, 2022) and
“take into consideration students’ lives” (Al-Ali, 2022). To
conclude, if we are to really prevent statements such as “I
hate online teaching”, then we need to combine scholarship
and research with practical experience and embrace the
opportunities the pandemic has given us to learn what
truly effective online teaching is. This special issue gives us
several experiences as starting points.

10. Rockets and feathers: The special issue contributors’ lessons for ‘pivoting back’ from
emergency remote teaching—Philip Moffitt
In the energy sector there is a phenomenon known as the
‘rocket and feather effect’, where global shock events—such
as pandemics caused by SARS-CoV-2—increase consumer
costs for gas supplies. Prices of gas tend to shoot up (the
rocket), yet float down (the feather). Likewise, the SARSCoV-2 pandemic preceded a global ‘pivot’ to emergency
remote teaching, with learning content and interactions
abruptly interrupted, and rapidly moved online. The ‘pivot
back’ from emergency remote teaching is proving more protracted, whether it intends to return to physical co-presence,
blended formats, hybrid modes, or deliberately designed
online learning. There are resultant challenges and opportunities for scholars in technology enhanced learning (TEL).
The term ‘pivot’ potentially over-simplifies the time,
effort, and cost involved in the global shift to emergency re303
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mote teaching, and yet it provides us with a stark reminder
of the need for scholars to revisit, and purposefully redesign,
these TEL experiences when ‘pivoting back’. In many cases
these arrangements for emergency remote teaching will not
be effective in the long term, despite often being conflated
with online learning (see, e.g., O’Dea & Stern, 2022). Their
crisis-driven arrangements ought not to be normalised without further thought; they frequently embody high-tension,
uncertain, and rapid reactions which were extemporised
and lacked deliberate, critical, scholarly approaches. They
were implemented in institutions which, even prior to the
emergency, had been operating as “organised anarchies ...
with unclear technology operating on the basis of a set of
trial-and-error procedures, the residue of learning from the
accidents of past experiences, imitation, and inventions born
of necessity” (Trowler, 2002, p. 5).
All of the papers in this special issue highlight lessons
for our scholarship, with considerations for us to revisit
emergency remote teaching as we ‘pivot back’, aspiring to
do so in more scholar ways than those in which we ‘pivoted’.
We need to reconsider the sustainable possibilities for TEL.
The claims of time-, distance-, and cost-compression of
digital technologies, whilst pragmatic drivers for managers
in many education sectors, cannot distract us from the
challenging work and learning we face in confronting TEL’s
“injustices, individualisation and unsustainability” (Facer &
Selwyn, 2021). We need instead to pivot back to sustainable,
agentively empowering, critically engaging, purposefully
designed TEL. To me, the papers’ lessons for such a scholarly
approach to pivoting back can be discussed in three ways:
the students involved, the teachers involved, and the
technologies involved.
Regarding the students involved Al-Ali (2021) sets
out lessons for inclusivity in the complex relationships
between the legitimisation of online learning, and student
accessibility. Shifting attitudes to online learning illustrate
how people have been historically excluded; many of whom
could only have feasibly accessed education online. In 2019
the rules were rewritten, catalysing a change of attitudes to
the legitimacy of online education. Prior to this point, many
marginalised groups had been disavowed, informed that
online learning was not permissible—until it was, because
the majority needed it to be. Importantly, we are implicitly
reminded in this paper that technology does not, in and
of itself, make learning accessible or sensitive to students’
lives—that is done by people like the author. Similarly, the
literature review by Marín (2022) shows us that in pivoting
back we will face a dearth of research in certain areas
of emergency remote teaching, which have impacted on
students, including emotional aspects of their online inter304

actions and implications for their group work. Despite these
findings, the author found evidence of emergency remote
teaching catalysing pedagogical change, much of which can
benefit students post SARS-CoV-2.
In terms of the staff involved, and staff development
Petichakis (2022) reminds us of opportunities for flexible
approaches to teaching with online platforms, many of
which were discovered by necessity in the pace of arranging
emergency remote teaching. He discusses teaching through
asynchronous interactions with media, including diarising
and flipped learning, sustaining online social interactions
whilst avoiding the Zoom-ification and Teams-ification of
teaching. Turning to peer support for staff, Dovrat (2022)
offers us hope in the ability of teachers to assist each other,
to come together to face shared challenges with technical
obstacles, and to collaboratively confront pedagogical problems that were discovered during the rapid work of pivoting.
As we pivot back, we can learn much from such studies, recognising their immediacy of time- and cost-efficient delivery,
their prioritisation on the provision of content for students to
consume, and the derogation of staff development.
Regarding the technologies involved, their mediating
characteristics for emergency remote teaching are discussed
by Gatrell (2022) who exposes and aggravates contradictions in teaching and learning. The author uses the
social impetus of the emergency to initiate a collaborative
partnership for technological innovations, investigating the
roles of video and other mediating technologies. Researching
during the emergency, he focuses ahead on scenarios of
pivoting back, building communities to envision futures for
online, co-present, blended, and hybrid learning. Mediating
technologies are also considered by Saliba et al. (2022), who
present lessons for us in how people leverage technology,
when solving everyday problems during emergencies. Their
participants call upon digital tools to innovate in medical
fields, identifying substitutes for co-present practices such
as shadowing senior colleagues. Munday (2022) reminds us
of the importance of digital pedagogy when incorporating
technologies into practice, problematising the confusion
that can arise when teachers and learners are faced with a
bewildering choice of technological media and platforms.
These authors illustrate for us that technologies do not have
a life of their own, whether they are used in pivoting or in
pivoting back. They instead mediate the intentions of real,
living, breathing, social groups in TEL.
Returning to the opening analogy of rockets and feathers,
in the periods following global shocks these higher gas
prices often become the new norm for consumers; in their
feather-like descent they seldom return to pre-shock prices
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before a new shock launches a new rocket, sustaining higher
prices. In TEL’s pivoting back, we need to mitigate the risks
identified by these contributing authors, whilst sustaining
their observed advantages, before practices are entrenched
which were implemented in haste. We need to confront and
challenge the normalisation of emergency remote teaching,
and we need to oppose the conflation of emergency remote
teaching with deliberately designed online learning. The
challenges of pivoting back—and doing so with a scholarly
approach—are significant, yet so are the opportunities.
The special issue shows us the importance of an outlook
of “non-stupid optimism” (Facer & Selwyn, 2021), which
coupled with a scholarly approach to pivoting back can help
us, as we critically examine the mediating effects of technologies for the people involved in sustainable TEL

11. Beyond ‘pivoting’: Capitalising on new
knowledge and experiences—Dale Munday
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning’s (STEL)
recent special issue focused on technology and educational
‘pivoting’ in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, which
detailed the sudden and drastic change in the way education
was delivered around the world. In response to national
and regional lockdowns, UK universities (like most other
international institutions too) had to close their doors, with
only specific exemptions, and move their classes online
which resulted in a move away from traditional face-to-face
teaching and learning to online and distance learning (Teräs
et al., 2020). This shift was accompanied by a long-running
discourse on education and technological change. The rise
of digital technologies has transformed the way we live and
work, and education has been no exception. The pandemic
shone a light on the possibilities of this alternative approach
to higher education being more widespread and prevalent
after the emergency pivot, with some institutions seriously
addressing the potential for online higher education, following the examples set by the likes of The Open University
(OU) and Arden University who have done much pioneering
work with their offers of online higher education (HE).
Post pivot, students were expressing a range of views
with regards to preferences of approaches to teaching and
learning, with in-person experiences a priority for many
students, mostly online approaches being a priority for some,
and a blend of both seemingly crossing the divide (Advance
HE/HEPI 2021; UUP Foundation 2021). The pandemic
disrupted educational landscape created challenges for
both students and educators, who had to quickly adapt to
new technologies and ways of learning and teaching with
minimal warning or preparation. Some of the challenges of
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

online learning included:
1. Lack of in-person interaction.
2. Difficulties with and access to technology.
3. Time management issues.
4. Lack of motivation. (Adedoyin and Soykan 2020)
As we emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic, elements
of HE can be seen to be in somewhat of a static or regressive state with many of the traditional approaches to
teaching, learning and assessment having been challenged
and developed to address the circumstances now being
reversed—but not quite to a pre-pandemic state. Amid the
pandemic, online learning was ubiquitous and the default
for the majority in the higher education sector due to the
restrictions imposed by the government (Lockee 2021). Yet
as restrictions relaxed, a majority of HE providers (or at
least some influential stakeholders) were keen to return to
‘normal’ and offer students the full on-campus experience
once again. This involved a return to face-to-face lecturers,
seminars and workshops (albeit socially distanced), however
due to the ongoing risk of Covid-19 not all students and staff
were able to return to normal. Institutions were looking at
alternatives and a hybrid approach was taken by some.
Hybrid learning emerged as a term synonymous with
a post-pandemic approach and one that still dominates
current discourse, with many looking to address the next
norm for higher education. Hybrid learning can be defined
as a learning approach that combines both remote learning
and in-person learning simultaneously to improve student
experience and ensure learning continuity. The terms hyflex,
dual mode and many others have also been used to describe
this specific merging of approaches, which is possibly one of
the issues currently requiring further investigation. The label
for the approach is secondary and not as important as the
motivation for the approach, however, as institutions look
for effective ways to support students in new, innovative and
creative ways.
We can start by thinking about a range of different strategies, activities, approaches and experiences that we can
create to support our students. This includes thinking about
how we want our students to interact with the resources
that we use, how we want them to work together and how
we want to support their social experiences in and out of the
classroom. We can also think about how we want to support
our students to develop their skills and knowledge in a more
active and independent way.
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None of this is likely to be smooth or uncontentious. As
we continue to emerge from the pandemic approach, for
example, debate around emerging hybrid approaches to HE
teaching and learning have become more vociferous with the
problems often seen as outweighing the potential benefits
(Singh, Steele & Singh 2021). Likewise, the debate around
online learning has had a similar trajectory, with scepticism
initially giving way to acceptance, and then in many cases
returning to rejection of this approach based on particular
negative experiences. There has been much debate, both
in the popular media and in academia, about the role of
online learning in higher education, with many educators
and students voicing scepticism about its efficacy without a
solid foundation for the claims. The debate around online
learning has been ongoing for many years, with proponents
arguing that it is a more efficient, effective and inclusive way
to learn, while detractors claim that it is not as effective as
traditional, face-to-face learning lacking the social interactions required. The debate around online learning, which
has a long history of hyperbole on all sides, is likely to continue for many years to come, as more and more institutions
move towards offering more online courses, programmes or
modules. Pandemic experiences will doubtless be leveraged
to support various positions for some time to come.
The adaptability and scope for change in HE is visible,
but the determination to maintain a trajectory of change
must not be lost. The pandemic forced HE into unfamiliar
territory, with both staff and students upskilling in numerous
areas and institutional infrastructure developing seemingly
overnight. In my view, blended learning offers an effective
middle ground that can deliver on much of what the student
and staff population want; inclusive, engaging and authentic
higher education experiences. It is also not so prescriptive
a term as some of the alternatives. Discussions of blended
learning, within research and particular institutions, offers
the opportunity to progress on from traditional constructs
and terminology that has lead curriculum design and institutional approaches for decades, with the lecture dominating
expectations of what HE learning looks like. With this comes
potentially uncomfortable discussions around university
estates, staff structure, digital infrastructure requirements,
digital skills of staff and students and an overhaul of curriculum design; including assessment practices. As planning
for the next academic year comes around, the hope is that
the lessons learnt from the pandemic pivot and proceeding
months have a real impact and lasting impression and that
institutions are guided by a range of evidence and not by the
norms of the sector.

12.Digital technologies at a ‘pivotal’ time:
educational, pedagogic or technological
change?—Don Passey
Educational ‘pivoting’ requires levels of change—whether
that be at the individual, group or institutional level. To
what extent educational ‘pivoting’ has happened recently,
and what the factors and features that have enabled or
hindered change processes during the Covid-19 pandemic
and subsequently might be, are certainly connected with
the focus of this special issue. From the articles published
in this special issue, and from a view of additional pertinent
literature, it is clear to see that the factors and features
enabling or hindering educational ‘pivoting’ in the contemporary context are certainly emerging, and to aid ‘pivotal’
change for the future they are worthy of attention if we are
to effectively take forward positive outcomes arising from
the pandemic.
Educational change is a topic that has received much
attention over the past 60 years (for example, Fullan, 1991;
Gurría, 2011). The context for educational change has
shifted across that time period, aligned with wider changes
associated with social and societal features (Desjardins,
2015). One of the constant concerns for educational change
has been how to positively handle the influence and potential of digital technologies, to support, or even to revolutionise, education, teaching and learning. A variety of barriers
and levers that have contributed to educational change
scenarios involving implementations of digital technologies
have been identified at various times across those 60 years
(Dinc, 2019; Ertmer, 1999; Reid, 2014; Rogers, 2000), and
one of the constant barriers that has been reported has been
the speed of technological change, especially when it has
been compared to the speed of educational and pedagogical
changes. Whilst a variety of conceptual and implementation
models have been proposed to problematise and identify
underlying issues associated with bringing about change in
using digital technologies in education (Davis, 1989; Rogers,
1962; Venkatesh et al., 2003), the consequent speed of educational and pedagogical change has nevertheless not often
been reported to be as high as some would wish. Indeed,
some authors would argue that the financial commitments
at national, regional and local levels to digital technology
provision in education have not fulfilled the parallel and
argued promises of educational and pedagogic benefits
(Selwyn, 2021).
Between March 2020 and March 2022, the coronavirus
pandemic led to significant changes in educational practice.
Many countries closed educational institutions, across
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the compulsory, further, vocational and higher education
sectors (UNESCO, 2020a), whilst other countries limited
learner numbers physically present in institutions (UNESCO,
2020b). Because of such restrictions and closures, digital
technologies were implemented and deployed in many institutions across the world to address challenges and needs,
in maintaining contact and educational practices (UNICEF,
2020). A growing body of research and policy literature is
indicating the ways that teachers and tutors in all educational sectors had become more familiar with and had been
using digital technologies to support teaching and learning
needs (ECLAC UNESCO, 2020). This growing evidence
might suggest that change in pedagogic practice was moving
forward rapidly, perhaps at a rate not seen previously. It
might even suggest that pedagogic change was moving at a
rate that was at that time outstripping technological change
(and could be continued beyond March 2022).
In a previous paper (Passey, 2021), seven key differences
were identified that were identified as affecting the provision of learning during the Covid-19 pandemic period. These
seven differences affected the ways that digital technologies
were used in learning situations, but also were affecting the
ways that digital technologies were often being considered
for use beyond the pandemic period. In Northern Ireland,
for example, these have been referred to as ‘Covid keepers’
(Smith, 2022).
The first of these key differences was the change in
teaching medium, which in many localities moved largely
from a face-to-face medium to an online medium (Yan et al.,
2021). In some cases a synchronous face-to-face medium
was changed to an online asynchronous medium or to a
mixed online synchronous and asynchronous medium. The
teaching medium (e.g., whether using online video-conferencing, or a virtual learning environment, or email) has
been a focus of research and policy attention, as has change
during that period (Mishra, Gupta & Shree, 2020). The
uptake of virtual learning environments and remote learning
environments such as Microsoft (MS) Teams, Google Classroom and Zoom has been evidenced in research and reports
(see, for example, Campos, 2021), and it is clear that uses of
these forms of digital technologies played a major role in this
change. The challenges of this change are well highlighted in
this special issue by Al-Ali (2022). Dovrat (2022), in a paper
also in this special issue, studied a range of technologies that
were used in the pandemic context, and found that learning
management system quizzes and emails were considered
more effective than videoconferencing, recorded videos,
personal telephone calls and text messaging.
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The second difference, the teaching mode (e.g., whether
synchronous or asynchronous, or blended), was also often
adapted during the Covid-19 pandemic period. Remote
teaching was undertaken in some instances, whilst there was
blended provision (in some lessons face-to-face and in other
lessons online) in other cases. Hybrid teaching (teaching
some in class with others outside class, with the latter
connected online to the lesson) was implemented on other
occasions. However, in this special issue, Munday (2022)
has found that this mode can be less used by teachers, for a
variety for reasons, than are other modes. In another paper
in this issue, Gatrell (2022) also emphasises the importance
of reconciling institutional with personal direction, focus and
challenge.
In parallel with changes affecting the teacher, the third
difference concerns the learning medium. Rather than an
often face-to-face medium, the medium very often became
a screen, which might be accessed with associated and connected technologies. Whilst the screen for some might have
been quite large, for others it might have been somewhat
smaller. The form of learning medium could clearly affect
the way that communication might happen, perhaps due
to the need to introduce an intervening medium, involving
keyboard-entered communication or direct-spoken (but
distant) synchronous video conferencing.
The fourth difference affected the learning mode (e.g.,
whether synchronous, asynchronous, blended with some
sessions on-site and others off-site, or hybrid with some
learners in the on-site location as well as others online in
individual sessions). Overall, reports from the pandemic
period indicated that the learning mode had shifted to
become more online, or entirely online. How learners
coped with that change in mode is not fully known, but
some evidence indicates that some learners coped well, and
benefited (Maatuk et al., 2022), while others found engagement with learning to be difficult. Evidence from interviews
with learners and teachers (Smith, 2022) has indicated
the positive effect for some learners in moving to an online
flipped model, and this is supported by the evidence of the
study by Petichakis (2022), published in this special issue.
Subsequent changes to the learners’ learning environment was the fifth difference, and this factor should not be
underestimated. A learning environment in classrooms can
have associated and established routines and procedures,
which may have changed beyond recognition for learners
during the pandemic. A learning environment in a small
room, or on a shared dining table, can clearly affect learning. But, nevertheless, the opportunity to self-manage
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learning has been identified as a benefit arising for learners
in some reports (Pelikan et al., 2021).

then we may see a desire to consider a more innovative
future than we have experienced over the past 60 years.

Support that accompanies a learning environment is
the sixth difference, as support procedures and routines
in classrooms may not resemble those in homes. Support
from teachers and lecturers may not be the same as those
at home, although some reports have identified ways that
teachers and lecturers found alternative ways to support
online, not only academically, but also emotionally and
socially (Baltà-Salvador et al., 2021). Marín (2022), in the
paper published in this special issue, identifies a gap from a
literature review, that indicates the need to explore emotional, psychological, and group work elements as important
factors affecting positive outcomes arising from learning
environment change. Similarly, Al-Ali (2022) highlights the
importance of ‘sharing experience’ between tutor and students during the period of the pandemic, while Saliba, Carey
and Bendriss (2022), in their paper in this special issue,
discuss how a specific mechanism using design thinking was
found to support innovation and change for students using
digital technologies in this pandemic change context.

13. Is flipping the classroom ‘the’ answer to
online learning?—Reya Saliba

In terms of the seventh difference, in home situations,
the roles of family and friends have also been seen to shift.
Support and responsibilities that others in the home have
taken on, have sometimes been positively received, but in
other cases have not been welcomed or understood. The
form of roles that family and friends might take, whether
that of a teacher, tutor, facilitator or counsellor, for example,
has not always been clear or supported through guidance
(also highlighted by Schaaf, 2022).
What is clear, is that there is not a single way forward
in using digital technologies beyond the pandemic, that
can create a single distinctive ‘pivot’ for the future. Digital
technologies are not a singularity; the facilities and options
available to educators and learners through uses of digital
technologies are many and varied. Choosing digital technologies to support contexts, to support individuals, and to
support individual situations is a worthy direction to which
to aspire, but should consider the seven factors illustrated
above: the teaching medium; the teaching mode; the
learning medium; the learning mode; the learning environment; support in the learning environment; and the roles of
those ‘others’ within the learning environment. During the
pandemic, a ‘pivot’ was reached (in the sense of educators
needing to respond to the challenge of the situation); how
far that ‘pivot’ will endure is open to individual choices, as
much as to institutional choices and support. If educators
and learners’ levels of inquisitiveness and adaptability have
been engaged and heightened during the pandemic period,
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The latest events surrounding the worldwide pandemic
crisis created opportunities for teachers and students
to explore endless teaching and learning combinations:
synchronous, asynchronous, blended, remote, flipped,
hybrid, personalized, and other modalities. Our notion of the
traditional learning mode was suddenly replaced by online
learning, requesting a totally different approach that fuelled
an ongoing conversation among faculty members where
some favour the opportunity while others find it challenging.
Although this is by no means a new concept, online learning
is still considered one of the most controversial innovations
the education system has ever known: learning can happen
anywhere; teaching can take place in different forms; and
tools can be repositioned to deliver any outcomes. In this
commentary, I question the value of the flipped classroom
for online learning drawing on my teaching practice and
literature on self-directed learning.
The flipped classroom modality is a learning approach
that gives students more control over their learning experience. It uses blended learning that mixes face-to-face, synchronous, and asynchronous learning. Lectures are replaced
with content (reading materials, videos, presentations…)
that is shared with students prior to class, giving them time
to familiarize themselves with the assigned topic, while live
sessions are used to deepen students’ understanding of the
topic through hands-on activities and group work (Roehl et
al., 2013; Cheng & Weng, 2017; Gilboy et al. 2015; Moffett 2015).
The flipped classroom has been in vogue for the last few
years and was facilitated by the availability of educational
technologies, especially the use of learning management
systems (LMS) as content and communication platforms
between students and teachers. In my current practice, I
have been using the blended teaching approach for the
last nine years, adopting the flipped classroom to facilitate
learning and make the best use of class time. My content
was available to students through the LMS prior to a weekly
face-to-face session where we focused on hands-on activities,
group work, and class discussions. Student engagement
was satisfactory as students were prepared for class, which
allowed them to actively participate during the face-to-face
sessions.
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Switching to online teaching, one would assume, would
be equally successful as the instructor is familiar with this
delivery mode and the students would display the same level
of engagement. However, that was not the case. The flipped
modality, under the Covid-19 imposed remote teaching, did
not allow me to establish the same class dynamics I have
experienced in previous years with first-year students. Although students could still get access to materials one week
prior to our live sessions, their class engagement dropped,
and I found myself talking to the same small number of
students that would volunteer to answer my prompts and
questions and participate in Zoom live class sessions.
The article, “Review of a pivoted fully online flipped
learning modality to promote reflection for early career
teaching staff development” (Petichakis, 2022), gives an
account of the change a face-to-face course undertook to
become fully online using the flipped classroom modality.
Comparing the final essay assessment task of four cohorts—
two cohorts from pre-Covid-19 and two cohorts from the
Covid-19 edition—the author found that “the fully online
flipped classroom programme performed better”.
This leads to questioning the value of the flipped classroom for different audiences. The flipped classroom requires
a high level of self-directed learning where the learner takes
control of and is actively involved in the learning process
(Grover, 2015). Tekkol and Demirel (2018) found a direct
link between self-directed learning and lifelong learning. By
self-directed learning, I refer to Knowles’ (1975) definition
in which he considers students’ ability to a) take initiative;
b) determine a learning goal; c) identify the sources they
need; d) choose a learning strategy; and e) evaluate the
learning outcome. Therefore, the article by Petichakis has a
population of early career teaching staff who are working on
their professional development, which can be considered a
step towards their lifelong learning process. One can assume
that these ‘students’ are well versed in learning and teaching, and understand the requirements of such modality, their
role as self-directed learners, and the opportunity to develop
their skills through online learning, hence the positive
outcomes of using the flipped classroom modality.
However, when it comes to first-year college students,
they seem to lack self-directed learning. Many studies have
investigated the role of the flipped classroom in first-year
college students’ learning. Tomas et al. (2019) found that
students enrolled in a flipped classroom still require a review
of the key concepts as they “appeared reluctant to engage
independently with the planned activities” (p. 1), and the
authors concluded that for first-year students, teachers
adopting the flipped classroom modality still need to provide
Studies in Technology Enhanced Learning, 2(2)

guidance as to the learning process for a more conducive
learning experience. This slightly nuanced approach to the
flipped classroom was described by He et al. (2018) as using
a traditional lecture in the face-to-face session, or using the
flipped classroom sporadically, when needed, during the
semester as explained by Seery (2015). In fact, van der Velde
et al. (2021) reiterate the role of scaffolding and providing
“guidance in pre-lecture preparation, explicit expectation
management, and possibly the addition of external incentives” (p. 1157) to maintain first-year students’ motivation.
In conclusion, while a fully flipped classroom has merit
in online learning as argued by Petichakis, more research
needs to be undertaken to examine the level of self-directedness that the learners need to demonstrate for an optimal
learning experience.

14. Classroom silence: an overlooked component of online classroom—Mengting Yu
Due to the worldwide pandemic in recent years, teaching
and learning have changed a lot dramatically. Yet understanding the meaning of such change is far from straightforward. Al-Ali’s article provides a good theoretical basis
for online learning and teaching, from the point of view of
feminist theory. Al-Ali primarily concentrates on the feminist
pedagogical online context and literature in order to frame
her understanding of the online dynamics of her experience.
Al-Ali was confounded by the lack of studies and resources specifically in relation to women’s (learners and tutors)
lived experiences. She found less discussion of feminist
pedagogical strategies towards the online aspect, as Brown
(2019) described, the present state of such literature is “still
in its infancy” (p. 7). Therefore, she wrote the paper to fill
the gap in the literature, especially in studies of the lived
experiences of learners and tutors alike, rather than just
to remark on the novelty of teaching and learning under
Covid-19.
Al-Ali analysed her experiences from a feminist approach
to research coupled with autoethnography, which creates
a personal space to reflect and narrate her story critically
(Al-Ali, 2022). Her paper enriches the feminist pedagogical
perception of power and power relations in the online
classroom but, I think, also sheds light on power and power
dynamics in other contexts too. In other words, studying
pandemic teaching and learning tells us something new
about teaching and learning more generally.
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Specifically, the paper raises readers’ attention to students’ silence in the online classroom, by using the context
of Kuwaiti university. More generally, the paper re-examines
some reasons why online classroom interaction and dialogues are important. There is a historical context here.
Al-Nakib (2015) has criticised Kuwaiti general education
(higher education) for being content-focused. But participation and negotiation are stressed in the feminist classroom
and learners are regarded as “shapers of knowledge and
learning” (Herman and Kirkup, 2017, p. 785). Feminist
pedagogy emphasised that in a community of learners,
students collaborate, and bring their personal experiences
to the (online) classroom. Students learn to connect subject
content with their experience (Daniel, 2021), thereby
obtaining the knowledge they learnt in the classroom more
profoundly. Meantime, voice is used as a metaphor which
implies a strategy to empower and advance “horizontal
power with” rather than “hierarchical power over” (Kenway
and Modra, 1992) Thus, teachers are encouraged to allow
learners to speak in classrooms, we need voices, and voices
have the power to change. Those who are silent are seen as
powerless and oppressed (Al-Ali). Al-Ali re-examines these
debates, mentioning that later autoethnography coupled
with a feminist perspective presents a powerful approach to
research relationships between voice and the voiceless. What
is more, Al-Ali found that Robyn Fivush’s work provides
a feminist framework for analysing the power dynamics,
which is appropriate for examining her experience. I like the
theoretical framework she designed, it could totally clearly
present her work and contributions in this paper. One reason
is that the conclusions are somewhat opposite to the established arguments.
The paper is strong because it is describing real online
classroom dilemmas, Al-Ali explains that learning space is
different when the class happens online and offline, and that
this paper is a presentation of the specificity of the online
context. Therefore, some more work needs to be done to
understand how these findings might be relevant to other
learning context. But, still, I like the way Al-Ali presents to
readers some very important to take into considerations for
students’ lives and how these play out when they approaching teaching and learning situations.
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technology and
educational
'pivoting' in the
wake of the
Covid-19
pandemic
The Covid-19 pandemic has, since early 2020,
been associated with swift changes to how
education is conducted across the globe. The
very nature of the conjuncture in which public
attention has been focussed on technological
change in education has been one in which the
surrounding context has presented difficult
challenges to established scholarly wisdom.
We wanted to present contributions which
would focus on the nature and extent of
educational change associated with the Covid19 ‘pivot’, but which would not be constrained, in
so doing, to artificially circumscribe the scope or
nature of their investigation.
The consequence [...] is a mixed ecology, in terms
of both vocabulary and scholarly inspiration—
one that we hope better connects this
‘specialised’ field of enquiry to a range of
debates both wider in scope and more
longitudinal in implication.
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